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1 INTRODUCTION 

Entrepreneurs, investors and principal owners of private companies generally have two 

options when they want harvest value from their investment. The first one involves 

paying out earnings of the company in the form of dividends, but the other option 

concerns selling their ownership, which in the case of private companies is done through 

an exit strategy. 

Traditionally, owners have had two primary exit routes to choose from: either they 

pursue the glamorous route of conducting an initial public offering (IPO) and sell their 

shares to the public, or they place the company on sale in the mergers and acquisitions 

(M&A) market and actively search for an acquiring company. However, by pursuing both 

the IPO and M&A market simultaneously, companies can resolve some uncertainty 

concerning the value of these exit strategies.  

This phenomenon of combining two exit routes has been labelled dual tracking1 in the 

financial press (e.g. Grimes, 2004) and has only more recently gained attention in 

academic literature. A preliminary study in the area by Brau, Sutton and Hatch (2010) 

shows that companies performing a dual-track sell-out earn 18–26 % higher acquisition 

premiums compared to single-track sell-outs. Lian and Wang (2012) examined the IPO 

registration and withdrawal effect, and found that companies that are acquired before 

their IPO withdrawal see significant acquisition premiums comparable to public 

companies, while companies that are acquired after withdrawing their IPO show no 

similar premiums. 

The findings of these studies can to some extent be explained by leveraging theories of 

asymmetrical information and signalling. IPO filings require companies to disclose large 

amounts of information, which alleviates the informational asymmetries between the 

seller and acquirer. In addition, the IPO filing may also signal enhanced credibility to 

potential acquirers (Ragozzino and Reuer, 2007).  

Whereas the discoveries of Brau, Sutton and Hatch (2010) and Lian and Wang (2012) 

speak for the benefits of dual tracking, their methodology is limited to sell-outs that 

occurred in the United States. As the IPO procedures, mechanisms and regulation 

                                                        
1 In this study dual tracking and dual-track refers to pursuing both an IPO and a sell-out simultaneously, 

and is contrasted with single tracking, single-track or pure, which denotes pursuing only an IPO or only a 

sell-out. 
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concerning disclosures vary from country to country (e.g. Gajewski and Gresse, 2006), 

the results from the prior studies may not be directly applicable to other countries. Thus, 

it is still unclear whether the dual-track sell-out premiums are found outside the United 

States; where an IPO filing may not send as strong of a signal or reveal key insights to 

lessen the asymmetrical information between deal participants.  

From an academic point of view, it is of great interest to analyse whether any differences 

in acquisition premiums are found between dual-track and single-track sell-outs outside 

the U.S. which is known for its pronounced shareholder protection laws (e.g. La Porta et 

al., 1997). The analysis focused on dual-track sell-outs is also motivated by the potential 

economic relevance to entrepreneurs and other principal owners of private companies, 

as pursuing an IPO while also shopping for acquirers will undoubtedly lead to extra costs 

(e.g. Busaba, Benveniste and Guo, 2001), but it may be justified if the benefits that come 

from higher acquisition premiums outweigh the costs. 

However, dual tracking is not limited to sell-outs, but may also be applied to IPOs. While 

there is a considerable amount of literature discussing IPOs (see e.g. Ritter and Welch 

(2002) for a survey), these do not segregate between single- and dual-track strategies. A 

company performing a dual-track exit may opt to conduct only an equity offering and 

turn down possible acquisition offers, effectively choosing to remain a listed public 

company ex-post (dual-track IPO). Whereas filing for an IPO seems to lead to higher 

acquisition premiums for sell-outs, the impact of dual tracking on IPO valuations and 

underpricing remains unclear.  

From a theoretical perspective, the same theories of asymmetrical information do not 

help to explain differences in valuation or underpricing for dual-track IPOs. But the 

closely related theory of signalling, on the other hand, may be applied to IPOs. If the 

insiders of a private firm are looking for acquirers the same time as they are in the process 

of conducting an IPO, the public market may view this as a negative signal and a risky 

bet, as if the entrepreneur does not believe in the prospects of the firm. This could 

potentially decrease the initial valuation and increase the underpricing of the firm, to 

reward investors for the potential risk. On the other hand, by bargaining auction theory, 

the extra market competing for the company may drive the price of the firm higher, and 

thus increase the demand for the stocks of the company.  

Therefore, this study also tries to answer whether performing a dual-track IPO brings 

extra value to the insiders, or if it would have the contrary effect of hurting the value 
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creation, and if opting for a single-track IPO would be better for entrepreneurs that wish 

to retain control of the company in the future as well.  

1.1 Purpose of the study 

In this thesis I intend to deepen the knowledge of the dual tracking exit strategy. I will 

first (1) analyse whether private and public dual-track acquisition premiums are 

prevalent on a global scale by examining dual-track transactions in developed markets. I 

will then (2) examine the impact of country-specific factors such as legal origin, investor 

protection and different financial disclosure measures on the acquisition premiums. 

Finally I will (3) study how dual-track companies perform in initial public offerings 

compared to single-tracked IPOs.  

1.2 Contribution of the study 

This study aims to contribute to the prevailing literature of entrepreneurial harvesting 

strategies in several ways by studying the dual-track strategy from a global perspective 

from two different standpoints: dual-track sell-outs and dual-track IPOs. 

First, this study contributes to the dual tracking literature by advancing the study of 

Brau, Sutton and Hatch (2010) on dual-track sell-outs, analysing whether a dual-track 

exit strategy helps with alleviating informational asymmetries that would result in higher 

acquisition premiums of sell-outs in countries with different regulations and legal 

systems. 

By testing the effects of investor protection, accounting standards and prospectus 

liability and disclosure requirements, this study also intends to examine whether these 

country-specific variables are able to explain the potential differences found in the dual-

track acquisition premiums.   

Second, this paper is, to the best of my knowledge, the first one analysing the IPOs of 

dual-track companies, and can therefore give significant insight to whether a dual-track 

strategy is optimal for insiders that wish to retain control of their company. More 

specifically, I will analyse whether dual-track IPOs differ from single-track IPOs in terms 

of valuation and underpricing.  
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As the corporate governance aspect is of special interest in this study, this paper will also 

contribute to the prevalent literature on investor protection and financial disclosure 

effects on M&A and IPOs.  

1.3 Limitations and delimitations of the study 

The main limitation of this study concerns its small country-specific sample sizes. First, 

data availability is limited due to few companies announcing their intentions to perform 

a dual-track exit publicly. Acquiring companies rarely announce their intentions either, 

which restricts the sample sizes even more. As private acquirers tend not to disclose any 

financial information regarding acquisitions, this limits the samples to having to include 

only public acquirers. Some of the financial figures of private companies performing 

dual-track sell-outs must be retrieved from their prospectuses, proxy statements of 

acquirers or press releases, which may prove rather difficult for non-U.S. companies as 

the database (ThomsonOne) used in this study tend not to hold as much data on 

companies from other countries than the United States. Finally, the fact that dual 

tracking in exits is rare also directly affects the sample sizes undesirably. These 

limitations entail that the analyses on dual tracking cannot be made on country-by-

country basis, and therefore I group countries based on their legal origin to have 

sufficient samples to draw conclusions from.  

While this study aims to provide a global perspective on the dual tracking phenomenon, 

it is focused solely on developed markets2 as there are large data constraints concerning 

both M&A and IPO data in emerging markets.  

To build a sufficient sample of dual-track transactions, this paper studies a 25 year period 

from 1990-2014.  

1.4 Structure of the study 

In the next section I will start by presenting background information and prior literature 

on entrepreneurial harvesting strategies, by first focusing on M&A sell-outs and IPOs. 

Then I will give a thorough introduction to the limited, yet trivial, literature on the dual-

track exit strategy. In the third section I will discuss how global differences concerning 

                                                        
2 Interestingly no exact definition of a ‘developed’ market exists, and thus this thesis studies the following 

23 developed markets in accordance with the classifications of MSCI (2015): Australia, Austria, Belgium, 

Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, New 

Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Singapore, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom and United States. 
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legal origin, regulations and financial disclosure may affect acquisitions or initial public 

equity offerings in different countries.   

In the fourth section I will build up the theoretical framework supporting my hypotheses, 

which are formed and presented in the ensuing section. Before presenting my results, I 

will introduce both the data and the sample construction process, as well as the 

methodology of my study. I discuss the results in section 9 by relating them to the 

hypotheses, theory and previous literature, and subsequently conclude by summarising 

the main findings of the thesis and discussing avenues for future research. A brief 

summary of the thesis is given in Swedish after the conclusions. 
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2 EXIT STRATEGIES 

To better comprehend the benefits and possible risks with dual-track exit strategies, it is 

vital to have a strong understanding of mergers and acquisitions as well as initial public 

offerings. This section will therefore first present some of the main findings of the vast 

literature regarding the traditional exit strategies to familiarise the reader with some 

context for my thesis, and only then follow with introducing the dual tracking 

phenomenon. 

Traditionally, the academic literature concerning M&A and IPOs has been kept separate. 

This is, however, rather expected, as acquisitions are very different from conducting 

public equity offerings. Whereas sell-outs involve handing control over to another 

company, IPOs are also used as an instrument to raise external finances to the 

companies; thus the literature is further divided by being focused on either firm specific 

issues or value creation for the owners.  Although few papers seem to concentrate on 

entrepreneurial exits and the value created for the sellers, the research in private equity 

offers great insight concerning exit strategies and helps build an understanding of 

preferred exit vehicles. 

2.1 Mergers and acquisitions 

The term mergers and acquisitions, in its simplicity, refers to the joining of two 

companies. While M&A is used commonly without distinguishing between mergers and 

acquisitions, there is contextually a slight difference. Mergers refer to the consolidation 

of two companies to form a new one, whereas no new company is formed in an 

acquisition – in which one company buys another.  

While an overwhelming amount of literature concerning mergers and acquisitions has 

been published in the past 30 years, rather few seem to focus on the perspective of the 

sellers (Haleblian et al., 2009). Glancing through academic journals and books on M&A 

reveal that most literature discusses acquirer motives and decisions, acquirer short-term 

and long-term performance and acquirer shareholder value creation. In this paper, the 

interest of M&A lies on the target side, and thus the focus will be in acquisition premiums 

that shed some light on what is to be expected from dual-track transactions.  
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2.1.1 Acquisition premiums 

One of the key interest areas of this thesis is the value created for target company owners. 

The prevailing literature on value creation through M&A, however, has mostly focused 

on abnormal stock returns during the announcement of transactions, instead of focusing 

on the amount paid for the targets. When discussing acquisition premiums, it should be 

noted that premiums normally refer to a difference from “true” prices. For public 

companies, the premium is often calculated as the difference of the price paid for the 

stock and the price prior to the takeover announcement. However, for private companies, 

the price of the company is unobservable and therefore the price paid is hard to measure 

against the true price of the company. 

The papers that have focused on the actual transaction values seem to agree on at least 

one point: private companies are acquired considerably cheaper than public companies. 

Koeplin, Sarin and Shapiro (2000) studied the private company discount and compared 

transaction multiples of private targets to similar public targets and found highly 

significant differences. Enterprise value to earnings multiples of public targets were 18–

31 % higher than those of private targets in U.S. transactions while they were 6–54 % 

higher for non-U.S. transactions.  

Officer (2007) builds his private company discount hypotheses on the liquidity needs of 

the seller and information asymmetries between buyers and sellers of unlisted firms. He 

states that the bargaining position of the sellers is affected depending on both the need 

for liquidity and the ease to find another source of liquidity. Thus, if the seller is in need 

of cash and debt is not an option, the buyer may be in a stronger position to bargain over 

the price. Officer (2007) further notes that unlisted firms are sold in an opaque 

information environment, which may lead potential bidders to discount the price with 

the cost of the unknown reflecting their reluctance to overpay for the firms. He finds 

evidence of prevalent acquisition discounts of 15–30 % for unlisted targets, and also 

confirms that liquidity constraints affect the transaction values.  

Another interesting aspect on acquisition premiums is what exactly affects the size of the 

premiums. It is rather self-evident that company metrics, such as the size of the company 

may impact the size of the premiums as larger companies tend to be established and 

perhaps not have similar growth prospects to small companies, but more peculiar factors 

have also been shown to have an effect. Acquirers must believe that they will be able to 

extract enough value from their targets to echo the premium paid over the market price. 
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In other words, the premium should account for synergies that originate from combining 

the companies. Interestingly, in their analysis on acquisition premiums Slusky and Caves 

(1991) found no significant effect of real synergies, although the financial synergies were 

significant. Hayward and Hambrick (1997) looked at a behavioural aspect in explaining 

large acquisition premiums: overconfidence. They identified factors regarding CEO 

hubris, such as prior media praise, recent acquirer performance and the self-importance 

CEO and found that all factors were positively associated with the premiums paid.  

One debated question is the implication of a cash or stock payment on the acquisition 

premium. On one hand, cash payments often have tax implications for the sellers, while 

they may not have to pay taxes for capital gains in a stock swap. Huang and Walkling 

(1987) argue that shareholders will require higher premiums if they immediately have to 

pay taxes on transactions to support their results of higher premiums for cash payments. 

Ayers, Lefanowicz and Robinson (2003) show that acquisition premiums are 

significantly affected by shareholder-level taxes and bring support to the arguments of 

Huang and Walkling (1987). On the other hand, a cash payment is a lot safer and more 

liquid than a stock payment, therefore the risk prevalent in stock payments might be 

discounted for, which would lead to a higher required premium.  

There is also evidence supporting auction theory, where many bidders would drive the 

acquisition premiums up (e.g. Ayers, Lefanowich and Robinson, 2003; Slusky and Caves, 

1991). Hostile bids, where the managers of the target opposes the deals, have also been 

shown to be associated with higher premiums (Ayers, Lefanowich and Robinson, 2003), 

and Laamanen (2007) provided evidence of high R&D firms being acquired for 

significantly higher premiums.  

2.2 Initial public offerings  

An initial public offering has long been viewed as a very glamorous exit strategy which 

often gets a lot of attention in the financial press. The process of taking a company public 

is rather different than simply selling a company to an acquirer, and it often comes with 

a hefty price tag as well.  

In fact, Ritter (1987) reports that the direct costs, including legal and auditing costs as 

well as commissions to underwriters amount to roughly $250k and 7 % of the proceeds. 

When the underpricing is taken into account, the total average costs of an IPO increase 

to 21 % for a firm commitment offering and 32 % for a best efforts offer. More recently, 
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Chen and Ritter (2000) found that 90 % of the IPO companies raising 20 to 80 million 

dollars paid a spread of 7 % of the proceeds to the investment banks.  

2.2.1 IPO process 

After deciding to go public, the first step is to hire an underwriter. The investment bank 

working as the lead underwriter is tasked with structuring and managing the IPO 

process. The underwriters work as advisers and help the companies with all necessary 

registrations and filings, but they are also in charge of marketing the deal to potential 

investors. (Berk and De Marzo, 2014) 

Although the exact process varies from country to country, the general procedure starts 

with filing a registration statement which provides preliminary financial and other 

information of the company. A part of this is the red herring or preliminary prospectus, 

which is distributed to potential investors prior to the stock offering. Only after the 

registration statement is reviewed and approved by the appropriate securities 

commission (SEC in the U.S.), the final prospectus containing the offer price and number 

of shares offered, as well as all other relevant information, is prepared. (Berk and De 

Marzo, 2014) 

However, there is a lot happening in between. First of all the company and the 

underwriter must choose the appropriate type of offering: best-efforts or firm 

commitment. These concern the role the underwriter has in the IPO. In a best-efforts 

deal, the underwriter tries to sell the shares for the best possible price to investors. These 

are often all-or-nothing deals, where the IPO is cancelled if all shares are not sold. In a 

firm commitment IPO, the underwriter guarantees the sale of the shares for a given offer 

price. In practice this means that the underwriter purchases the shares from the issuing 

company for the offer price minus their underwriting fee, and then sells the shares in the 

primary market to investors. If all shares are not sold for the offer price, the underwriter 

is likely to suffer a huge loss in the process. (Berk and De Marzo, 2014) 

The actual sale process can also be structured in different ways. In North America book 

building is widely used (Ljungqvist, Jenkinson and Wilhelm, 2003), in which the 

underwriters assess the interest of investors before they determine an offer price. 

Another option which is rather rarely used is to use a fixed-price offering, where the price 

is determined between the underwriters and the firm before discussing with investors. A 

third option is to use an auction, where a minimum price is determined and the price is 
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bid up by investors based on the quantity and price they are willing to pay. (Derrien and 

Womack, 2003) 

2.2.2 Underpricing 

One of the puzzling aspects of IPOs is that they always seem to leave money at the table. 

Loughran, Ritter and Rydqvist (1994) examined initial returns of IPO firms and found 

that short-term underpricing was prevalent in all 25 countries they examined, with the 

average underpricing varying from 4.2 % to 80.3 %. The fact that there are so large first 

day initial returns observed for IPOs questions why underwriters do not price the IPOs 

higher. Beatty and Ritter (1984) argue that this is an effect of the uncertainty regarding 

the value of the company. They further argue that this equilibrium of underpricing is 

enforced investment bankers, who would lose potential investors if they do not 

underprice sufficiently, but lose customers if they underprice too much.  

The phenomenon of underpricing has been studied extensively, and Brau (2006) 

provides a brief survey of what the explanations are believed to be. First, the underpricing 

is an artefact of asymmetrical information between the underwriter and the issuer, 

between issuers and potential investors and between informed investors and uninformed 

investors. These mainly relate to the risk and uncertainty of an IPO, and thus 

participating investors must be rewarded – through underpricing – for taking the risk. 

Underpricing may also protect against the risk of litigation if something goes wrong with 

the offering, such as over- or understating growth prospects or risks. Then again, 

underpricing may only be a way to raise interest and thus work as a marketing function. 

(Brau, 2006) 

The theories supporting underpricing are many, and while it may sound puzzling that 

initial returns of IPOs are extremely high, it may simply be explained from a risk 

perspective, as the risks with IPOs tend to be rather high. 

2.2.3 IPO valuation 

A rather interesting question is whether IPOs actually are underpriced. While the 

underpricing of IPOs has been examined around the world from almost all possible 

angles, IPOs may actually not be underpriced at all, fundamentally, if the valuation based 
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on the offer price is considered; the market simply thinks the IPO company is worth even 

more.  

Purnanandam and Swaminathan (2004) studied the valuation of more than 2000 IPOs 

over a 17 year period using a set of value multiples that were calculated by matching the 

IPO firms to comparable public firms. Their results indicated that the median IPO, based 

on its offer price, was over 50 % overvalued compared to a matching public company. 

They also found that overvalued IPOs tend to have higher underpricing than undervalued 

IPOs, but also that the overvalued IPOs underperform undervalued IPOs by 20-40 % 

after the offering over the ensuing five year period.  

Their results indicate that while companies may leave some money at the table in IPOs, 

the IPO may still be very rewarding in terms of the initial valuation.  

2.3 The choice of M&A or IPO 

The literature published pre-2000 has largely studied the option of conducting an IPO 

or agreeing to a takeover independently, but there are a few newer papers linking these 

exit routes by studying the private firm choice between takeovers and IPOs in different 

contexts. 

From a more general or traditional perspective, sell-outs and IPOs differ largely. 

Whereas IPOs have traditionally been perceived as tools for growth, sell-outs have been 

viewed as exit routes for cashing in. Therefore, the primary reasons for going public and 

selling out may differ in a fundamental sense.  

Looking from the standpoint of the owners, the choice between M&A and IPO may be 

attributed to their demand of liquidity, or the level of ownership and control they wish 

to retain after the transaction. In a sell-out, the target company owners are paid either in 

cash, with shares of the acquiring company, or with a mix of both cash and shares. This 

certainly offers a great deal of liquidity to the owners, but the trade-off comes from 

reduced or completely lost ownership and control.  

In an IPO the owners may sell some of their secondary shares in the initial offering, but 

Leland and Pyle (1977) claim that outside investors may interpret insiders selling shares 

as a negative signal, which effectively could both reduce the likelihood of a full 

subscription and decrease the value of the firm (Brau, Francis and Kohers, 2003). This 

may discourage many owners of selling their shares in the initial offering. After the IPO, 
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the insiders are often prohibited to sell their shares for a given lock-up period, which 

further worsens the liquidity aspect. However, the insiders may preserve their effective 

ownership and control depending on how many new shares were sold in the IPO (Brau, 

Francis and Kohers, 2003).  

Brau, Francis and Kohers (2003) delved into the specifics of IPOs and takeovers when 

examining an alternate route to public markets (through takeovers by public companies 

instead of IPOs) by empirically analysing which factors are associated with a higher 

likelihood of leading to an IPO or a takeover. They first looked at industry related factors 

such as degree of concentration, industry debt and market-to-book ratios as well as firm-

specific high-tech and financial services indicators, and found significant results for four 

out of the five analysed industry factors. While a higher industry concentration predicted 

IPOs, takeovers were more likely to occur in higher debt and market-to-book ratio 

industries. Their results confirm the importance of taking different industry related 

effects into account when dealing with either IPO or M&A analysis alone.  

The authors also theorised that market-timing variables would affect the choice of IPO 

or takeover due to hot issue periods, merger activity clustering or favourable market 

conditions. They found results consistent with the theories, implying that private 

companies seem to time when to conduct an IPO or be taken over.  (Brau, Francis and 

Kohers, 2003) 

In addition to the aforementioned factors, Brau, Francis and Kohers (2003) studied deal-

specific and fund demand factors by looking at transaction values, insider ownerships 

post-transaction, offered liquidity and interest rates. Company size had a positive 

relationship with the likelihood of an IPO, while takeovers were associated with higher 

liquidity. Lower interest rates were also more likely to lead to an acquisition, which was 

predicted by the cheaper debt financing.  

Building on the seminal study by Brau, Francis and Kohers (2003); Cumming (2003; 

2008) examined the effects of the involvement of private investors, such as private equity 

firms and venture capitalists, in the private company from a contractual governance 

perspective. By conjecturing that some entrepreneurs prefer IPOs as they may wish to 

keep their position as CEO or enjoy other non-monetary benefits of public companies, 

the entrepreneurs could be forced to agree to possible takeover offers if the private 

investors have stronger control rights. However, stronger control rights could also be 

viewed negatively from an outside perspective, as it may signal that the company indeed 
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needs stronger contractual governance. In contrast, weaker control rights could be 

perceived as positive signals. Yet, these signals could be interpreted rather differently in 

IPOs and takeovers, as the subsequent effort needed for governance and monitoring 

would vary drastically. New investors in an IPO would face a substantially harder task to 

resolve issues concerning asymmetrical information than an acquiring company would. 

The results from the studies of Cumming (2003; 2008) show that stronger private 

investor control rights are associated with a 30 % higher likelihood of a takeover, while 

weaker control rights are more prevalent in IPOs.  

In another study examining venture capital exits; Cumming, Fleming and 

Schwienbacher (2006) analysed how the legal environments in different countries 

impact the choice of conducting an IPO or executing a trade sale. Building on the theories 

and research by La Porta et al. (1996; 1997; 2000), the authors hypothesise that the level 

of legality3 impacts the choice of exit strategy as legality is positively linked with the ease 

of resolving informational asymmetries. They infer that IPOs are less costly in countries 

with higher legality indices, and should therefore be more prevalent relative to other exits 

in countries with ‘better’ legal environments. Their data and empirical results agree with 

their hypotheses and confirm that IPOs are more likely to occur in countries with 

stronger investor protection and higher legality indices. 

Although these studies shed light on which companies are more likely to go public or be 

acquired, entrepreneurial motives and preference are likely to differ from private 

investors and may play a significant role in the choice of IPO or M&A. While ex-post 

analysis may increase the understanding of the characteristics of sell-out and IPO firms, 

one of the intuitive reasons would be to choose the market that offers the best return.  

The empirical research in acquisition premiums shows that IPOs generally pay better 

than M&As. Brau, Francis and Kohers (2003) found that private company insiders that 

go public through IPOs earn an average of 22 % higher premiums than insiders that 

choose the sell-out exit. Poulsen and Stegemoller (2008) studied the characteristics of 

private companies that go public either by IPO or by sell-outs to public companies. Their 

results regarding company valuations were consistent with prior research. They found 

that the median transaction value in relation to the company sales and book value of 

                                                        
3 Cumming, Fleming and Schwienbacher (2006) construct a  Legality index based on factors from the 

research by Berkowitz, Pistor and Richard (2003) which were derived from the factors identified by La 

Porta et al. (1997; 1998; 2000). The Legality Index includes commonly known law and finance factors that 

concern laws regarding investing as well as the quality and likelihood of the enforcement of the laws.  
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assets was a lot higher in IPOs than in sell-outs, even when controlled by industry, size 

and timing of transaction. However, their findings were distorted when they looked at 

the effect of venture capital (VC) backing. While the median valuations were significantly 

larger for VC-backed firms than non-VC-backed firms for both sell-outs and IPOs, the 

differences in median valuations between sell-outs and IPOs for both VC-backed and 

non-VC-backed were insignificant, hinting at VC-backing playing a much larger role in 

transaction values than the choice of exit. 

2.4 Dual tracking 

When discussing exit strategies, dual tracking can be defined as pursuing both a sell-out 

and an IPO simultaneously while assessing the optimal exit route for the private 

company. Dual tracking can further be separated into three strategies based on the ex 

post result of the exit: dual-track private sell-outs, where the company is sold before its 

IPO; dual-track public sell-outs, where the company is sold after its IPO; and dual-track 

IPOs, in which the company assesses both markets but turns down possible takeover 

offers and stays public after its IPO. 

The concept of dual tracking in the context of exit strategies is a relatively new one, as 

the first direct mention of the phenomenon that can be found seems to be from a Wall 

Street Journal article from only ten years ago (Grimes, 2004). The academic literature 

on dual-track exit strategies is very narrow, as only a handful of articles even mention 

dual tracking. There are some academic articles analysing takeovers of newly listed 

companies (e.g. Reuer and Ragozzino, 2007; Reuer, Tong and Wu, 2012) that are 

comparable to public dual-track sell-outs, and while these are not discussing the dual-

track phenomenon directly, they definitely provide important insights to the topic.  

2.4.1 Reasons for dual tracking 

The research in initial public offerings and mergers and acquisitions shows that the 

actual process of selling a company or going public does not come cheap. In addition to 

the monetary expenses, such as payments to investment bankers, M&A advisors and 

various due diligence teams, the process of going public or selling a company requires 

human resources, or in other words, the time of both managers and employees – and as 

the well-known apothegm goes: time is money.  
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While the essential cost of the process for one exit strategy may be acceptable considering 

the payoff, it could be claimed that it is irrational to assess two options and pay to both 

M&A and IPO advisors during the process, as only one of the exit strategies will be chosen 

effectively leading to wasted costs for the other exit strategy. The cost is however 

contrasted with the benefits – and in the case of dual tracking the expected benefits 

should be higher than the expected costs. The assessment of the different markets should 

resolve some of the uncertainty regarding the valuation of the company, essentially 

informing company insiders of possible IPO proceeds or acquisition premiums.  

In addition to the resolved uncertainty, Brau, Sutton and Hatch (2010) note that 

companies performing dual-track exits may experience inflated valuations due to having 

bidders from two different markets. They also add that the companies are not stuck with 

one exit strategy, but rather preserve the option of being able to choose between going 

public or selling out. 

While the concept of dual tracking may be new, using an IPO as a step before selling the 

company is not. Pagano, Panetta and Zingales (1998) find that the turnover of control 

during the first three years of listed companies is abnormally high compared to private 

companies, and Zingales (1995) argues that conducting an IPO could be seen as an ideal 

method in the process of selling a company. This argument is also supported by the 

findings of Officer (2007), who found that private companies suffer a 17 % average 

acquisition discount compared to listed targets.  

The benefits of dual tracking are also supported with financial theories. Brau, Sutton and 

Hatch (2010) argue that the market for private companies suffers from high 

informational asymmetries, which can lead to high transaction costs in acquisitions 

when the acquirer must discount for the cost of the unknown. Public companies that are 

valued by the market must obey strict stock market regulations and laws regarding, for 

example, information disclosures and internal controls, and informational asymmetries 

may therefore not be of exceptional concern. By combining the theories of asymmetrical 

information with signalling, Brau, Sutton and Hatch (2010) hypothesise that private 

companies could potentially demand a similar valuation to public companies by filing for 

an IPO, as it may signal that the firms are strong enough candidates for public markets 

as well.  
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2.4.2 Dual-track private and public sell-outs 

As noted earlier, the literature examining dual-track exit strategies is by no means vast. 

However, there are some noteworthy studies discussing the topic. Lian and Wang (2007; 

2012) studied dual-track private sell-outs and the effect of IPO withdrawals on 

acquisition premiums, while Brau, Sutton and Hatch (2010) examined both dual-track 

private and public sell-outs in the United States.   

2.4.2.1 Lian and Wang (2007) 

Lian and Wang (2007) studied dual-track private sell-outs by examining a sample of 132 

firms that had filed for an IPO but were acquired before their offering between 1984 and 

2004. They compared the dual-track private sell-out firms to pure private targets (single-

track sell-outs), newly public targets (dual-track public sell-outs) and established public 

sell-outs.  

In their regression model analysing deal value ratios, Lian and Wang (2007) studied the 

impact of different exit routes and controlled for industry metrics such as average 

industry enterprise value (EV) to sales, industry EV to book value and industry EV to 

EBITDA. They further used measures for profitability and negative earnings, as well as 

measures to proxy leverage, R&D and growth to control for differences in firms.  

Their results showed that dual-track private sell-outs earned a significant 58 % premium 

compared to single-track sell-outs. Lian and Wang (2007) further reported that their 

results are robust for selection bias, and that dual-track sell-out firms still receive higher 

acquisition premiums after controlling for the firms’ choice of filing for an IPO.  

2.4.2.2 Brau, Sutton and Hatch (2010) 

By leveraging the theories that speak for increased acquisition premiums for dual-track 

exit routes, Brau, Sutton and Hatch (2010) also set out to analyse dual-track sell-out 

transactions in the United States. They argue that a single-track sell-out will have the 

highest asymmetrical information and the lowest payoff as no IPO prospectus has been 

distributed, and they expect that public dual-track sell-outs will have the lowest level of 

asymmetrical information as actually being public should resolve even further 

uncertainties relative to only filing for an IPO. Thus, they hypothesise a relationship 

where dual-track public sell-outs will earn higher risk-adjusted premiums than dual-
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track private sell-outs, and that the dual-track private sell-outs will earn higher risk-

adjusted premiums than single-track sell-outs.  

The authors study a ten year period from 1995 to 2004 in the United States, and build 

different data samples for each exit strategy. They ignore sell-outs that have transaction 

values of less than $10 million due to data constraints, and they also omit sell-outs that 

are missing sales or asset value data. They identify 539 single-track sell-outs, 44 dual-

track private sell-outs and 96 dual-track public sell-outs4. (Brau, Sutton and Hatch, 

2010) 

For their empirical analysis, the authors start by running univariate tests on both 

absolute and relative premiums between the three exit routes. The univariate results are 

in alignment with their hypotheses, but while both dual-track public and private sell-outs 

have significantly higher mean and median premiums than single-track sell-outs, a 

significant difference between the dual-track strategies was absent. As a self-selection 

bias may be prevalent in the sample, where better quality firms with superior growth 

options earn higher premiums due to their quality rather than the exit strategy they use, 

the authors study a subsample of firms with similar strong characteristics. Their results 

are consistent with their earlier test, where dual-track strategies yield higher premiums 

than single-track sell-outs, but where the premiums for the dual-track sell-outs are 

similar to each other. This is consistent with the prevalence of a dual tracking premium. 

(Brau, Sutton and Hatch, 2010) 

However, as payment method also has been shown to affect acquisition premiums, they 

study differences in premiums paid in cash, mixed and stock offers. They find that 

acquisition premiums for both cash and stock offers are significantly higher for dual-

track strategies than single-track sell-outs, but see no significant differences when 

comparing exit routes that were paid with a mix of cash and stock. (Brau, Sutton and 

Hatch, 2010) 

To better capture the effect of what factors influence the acquisition premium, the 

authors run an OLS-regression with previously identified factors that have been shown 

to explain differences in premiums. They first assign dummies for both dual-track sell-

out routes and then include many other control indicator variables in their model such 

as industry focus, payment methods, high technology firm, bubble year, tech bubble and 

                                                        
4 To be included in their sample of dual-track public sell-outs, the companies must have been sold within a 

year after their IPO (Brau, Sutton and Hatch, 2010). 
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venture capital backing. They also use the logarithm of assets to indicate size. Even after 

controlling for well-known factors that affect the premiums their dummy variables for 

both dual-track private sell-outs and dual-track public sell-outs are significant with 

coefficients of 22 – 26 % and 18 – 21 % respectively, where the variations in the 

coefficients depend on the regression model used.  (Brau, Sutton and Hatch, 2010) 

Brau, Sutton and Hatch (2010) conclude that their results are consistent with their 

hypothesis of dual-track exit strategies yielding higher acquisition premiums than single-

track sell-outs, although dual-track public sell-outs did not earn significantly higher 

premiums than dual-track private sell-outs. They also provide evidence that the dual 

tracking premium is not an effect of self-selection bias where better quality firms opt for 

the dual-track strategy, but rather that the premium is related to the actual exit strategy.  

2.4.2.3 Lian and Wang (2012) 

In another of their shared papers, Lian and Wang (2012) delve into the details of dual-

track private sell-outs. More specifically: the effect of IPO withdrawals on the acquisition 

premiums. They argue that withdrawing an IPO could send a negative signal to the 

market, as the prospective issuer is unable to obtain a satisfactory price in the book 

building process. They further theorise that the market presumes the withdrawal to be a 

consequence of an uncovered negative piece of information, which is not observable to 

outside investors and therefore not related to firm characteristics.  

However, as each withdrawn-IPO was preceded by an IPO filing that may have increased 

the value of the firm – consistent with asymmetrical information and signalling theories, 

the question that remains unanswered is whether the withdrawal effect or the filing effect 

is stronger? The authors hypothesise that: “Withdrawn-IPOs would receive higher 

(lower) acquisition values if the effect of IPO registration (IPO withdrawal) dominates.” 

(Lian and Wang, 2012) 

They also note that firms that withdraw their IPOs can be separated into two groups: the 

ones that get acquired before withdrawing their IPO, and the ones that get acquired after 

their IPO withdrawal. If the company withdraws its IPO before getting acquired, it is 

likely to have done it because it could not get a sufficient price from the public market, 

which could be viewed as a negative signal by market participants, effectively leading to 

a discounted ensuing acquisition value. The companies that get acquired before 
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withdrawing their IPO should see no similar discount, as they could be viewed strong 

enough for the public market, but instead opting for a sell-out. (Lian and Wang, 2012) 

The authors study a U.S. sample of 153 sell-outs of withdrawn-IPO companies between 

1984 and 2009, and compare them to matched single-tracked private and public sell-

outs. (Lian and Wang, 2012) 

Lian and Wang (2012) found that withdrawn-IPOs sell at a premium to similar single-

track targets only when the IPO withdrawal happens after the acquisition. They found no 

significant differences in acquisition values between single-track targets and dual-track 

targets that withdrew their IPO before being acquired. The results of their study bring a 

further dimension to the subject of dual-track private sell-outs, as apparently the 

signalling involved with filing for and withdrawing from an IPO has a stronger effect on 

acquisition values than the ex-ante resolved informational asymmetries from additional 

disclosures. 

2.4.2.4  Reuer, Tong and Wu (2012) 

While Reuer, Tong and Wu (2012) do not study dual tracking directly, their study is 

insightful in the context of dual-track public sell-outs. The authors bring together the 

research on IPOs and acquisition premiums by focusing on the value that newly stock 

listed companies harvest in acquisitions after their IPOs. 

The specific interest area of their study is the signalling effect that IPO firms can benefit 

from by engaging in interorganisational relationships with reputable investment banks, 

venture capitalists and prominent alliance partners. They also study the characteristics 

of IPO targets to see what factors affect acquisition premiums. (Reuer, Tong and Wu, 

2012) 

The authors argue that high quality firms are willing to pay for the services of reputable 

investment banks, while reputable investments banks also are more likely to provide 

their services to higher-quality firms. Therefore having used a prominent investment 

bank in the IPO would signal of higher quality, and thus lead to less uncertainty regarding 

informational asymmetries and a smaller discount in the acquisition premiums due to 

the unknown. (Reuer, Tong and Wu, 2012) 

Prior investments from venture capital firms should send similar signals as respectable 

investment banks, but as venture capital companies also have been shown to be very 
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selective in their investments and have longer relationships with the firms, this could 

also send strong signals of better quality targets. The same line of hypotheses is argued 

for strategic alliances, where the authors expect the amount of prominent alliance 

partners to be positively related to the acquisition premiums of targets. (Reuer, Tong and 

Wu, 2012) 

The results are consistent with the hypotheses. Investment bank reputation, venture 

capital prominence and prominent alliance partners were all significant and positively 

related to the size of the acquisition premium. (Reuer, Tong and Wu, 2012) 

Although the study does not directly discuss dual-track exits, it does indicate that private 

companies should take into account the benefits of interorganisational relationships 

beyond short-term measures, and that sell-outs occurring after an IPO could possibly be 

an optimal exit strategy – a suggestion in line with previous research. (Reuer, Tong and 

Wu, 2012) 

2.4.3 Dual-track IPOs 

Pursuing a dual-track exit, choosing to go public and opting not sell to potential 

acquirers, is an exit strategy that has not been studied in previous academic literature. 

There may, however, be a few reasons that explain the absence of the literature regarding 

the strategy.  

First, both private and public companies have a tendency not to announce their interest 

in other companies unless they are (near to) closing a deal. The interests of companies 

may also be disclosed if they are participating in an auction, or if they have made public 

bids on a company; but excluding these exceptions, M&A deals tend to be planned under 

the radar of the public. This leads to significant data constraints, where it is hard to say 

whether an IPO company has entertained offers from other firms before or after the 

offering.  

Another reason may be that dual tracking is seen as a tool to increase sell-out values, 

which has led to a lacking theoretical framework supporting the choice of a dual-track 

IPO. Whereas IPO filings can be used both as signals of strength and to mitigate 

asymmetrical information in sell-outs, the same does not hold in an inverse situation. 

Assessing the M&A market should not decrease informational asymmetries as the 

disclosure of information is almost incomparable to the revelations of the IPO procedure. 
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There are no extra signals of strength either. Therefore dual-track IPOs may simply be 

perceived as single-track IPOs, where no differences in total proceeds should exist.  

This perception can be examined by drawing parallels to the choice of M&A or IPO, where 

the aspect of retaining control and ownership meets the demand for liquidity. It can be 

argued that entrepreneurs and insiders looking to sell their full ownership are 

uninterested in only conducting an IPO due to poor liquidity, and thus the dual-track 

strategy is only used to increase extracted value and to speed up the process. However, 

entrepreneurs that wish to retain at least some control are unlikely to sell their company 

to an acquirer, as they would lose their control rights in the transaction.  

Consequently, entrepreneurs with different demands have different options. Those who 

are not interested in retaining control can sell in two ways. They can either agree to a 

takeover before going public, or they can first go public and then agree to an acquisition, 

practically conducting either a dual-track private or public sell-out. Those who wish to 

retain control can conduct an IPO, but they cannot agree to be taken over before going 

public; although they also retain the option to withdraw from the IPO process. Now, 

while this example is simplified and probably self-evident, it does raise an important 

point. Theoretically5, it does not matter for dual-track sell-out companies if they have to 

go public or not, as they still retain the option to sell later. In a dual-track IPO – given 

the assumption that the entrepreneur is not willing to give up control – there may be few 

benefits of dual tracking, as the entrepreneur would not be willing to sell his ownership 

to an acquiring company.  

This example leads to a supposition that entrepreneurs who wish to retain control will 

not be using a dual-track strategy. Nevertheless, all entrepreneurs are not the same, and 

control rights often have a price tag. If the entrepreneurs would rather maintain their 

control rights they might prefer an IPO, but they might as well be willing to sell their firm 

to another company for a satisfying price. However, the real question is whether these 

insiders actually would initiate the M&A market assessment prior to the initial offering. 

There are also bound to be another class of dual-track IPO firms. The entrepreneurs that 

wish to sell their company either by a dual-track private or public route, but turn down 

                                                        
5 From a practical point of view there are, however, large differences with selling before an IPO and selling 

after one.   
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potential bids due to inadequate offers and subsequently end up going and staying 

public.  

This leads to an interesting situation as the goals of the insiders are different, even 

though the observed strategy is the same. Does the entertaining of a potential acquisition 

affect IPO proceeds and underpricing? Are there benefits for a private firm 

contemplating an IPO to consider a sell-out as well? This thesis aims to find answers to 

these questions.  
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3 GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE 

Although the global economy is becoming increasingly integrated year after year, there 

still exists many differences between the countries. In this study, the focus is not on 

economic development or other macroeconomic factors relating to ongoing changes, but 

rather the laws, regulations and legal systems used in the countries.  

The past 20 years have seen many influential papers combining law and finance from an 

international perspective, although cross-country studies on M&A transactions and IPO 

activity still remain rather scarce. Nevertheless, Rossi and Volpin (2004) examined the 

effects of laws and regulations on mergers and acquisitions, and found that better 

accounting standards and stronger shareholder protection was associated with 

significantly higher M&A volumes. In their cross-country study on IPO underpricing, 

Banerjee, Dai and Shrestha (2011) found, among other things, that increased litigation 

risk and lower legal protection are associated with higher underpricing.   

To provide a better picture of why different results on dual tracking premiums may be 

found around the world, this section aims to shed light on legal origin, investor 

protection and financial disclosure. 

3.1 Legal origin and investor protection 

In one of their many influential papers, La Porta, López-de-Silanes, Shleifer and Vishny 

(1996) examined laws regarding investor protection across countries, from how they vary 

to how they are enforced. Investor protection concerns the protection of minority 

shareholders and creditors from expropriation by controlling shareholders. When 

investing in a company, there is always a risk prevalent that managers or other insiders 

will not pay the investment back.  

The authors (La Porta et al., 1996) started by studying legal systems and the aspect of 

legal origin – namely the English common law family, and the French, German and 

Scandinavian civil law families – and found that shareholder and creditor rights are 

rather similar within each legal family, although laws differ significantly from family to 

family.  They further report that shareholders seem to be best protected in common law 

countries, while French civil law countries have the worst investor protection laws and 

German and Scandinavian legal systems lie in the middle. Johnson et al. (2000) argue 
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that one of the reason common law countries experience better investor protection may 

be their continuous evolution of corporate law, or rather the fact that:  

“…the common law notion of fiduciary duty, is associated with a higher level of judicial discretion 
to assess the terms of transactions and to make rules…” (Johnson et al., 2000) 

Therefore, while statues may prevent theft and fraud in civil law countries, courts may 

not be able to prevent self-dealing transactions if they have a believable reason from a 

business perspective. In common law countries the courts have more power to assess 

whether insiders acted against their duty of loyalty or fiduciary duty.  

Their study on legal origin was then advanced by connecting investor protection laws to 

financial markets. La Porta et al. (1997) showed that the legal environment is related to 

the size and extent of capital markets in different countries. Higher investor protection 

was associated with larger stock markets, more listed companies and a higher number of 

IPOs. They argue that a better legal environment has an impact on the willingness of 

investors and financiers to surrender their funds for securities, which in turn enlarges 

the capital markets.  

In yet another paper, La Porta et al. (2002) studied the effect of investor protection on 

company valuations in 27 wealthy countries. In accordance with their hypothesis, they 

find that better investor protection, measured with a common law dummy and level of 

antidirector rights, is rewarded with higher company valuations.  

3.2 Financial disclosure and liability 

When relating the aspect of global legal differences to the concept and theories of dual 

tracking, one of the benefits in dual-track sell-outs is arguably the decreased 

informational asymmetries. The asymmetric information between the seller and the 

bidders is thought to reduce due to disclosure requirements in the IPO process, such as 

in the distribution of the prospectus, but the disclosure requirements vary largely around 

the world. Incidentally, the U.S., where the dual tracking phenomenon has been studied, 

has one of the strongest prospectus disclosure requirements in the world (La Porta, 

López-de-Silanes and Shleifer, 2006). 

Another important aspect concerning the prospectus is the liability standards. If 

something goes wrong after the offering, how easily can an investor claim for damages if 

the key information was omitted from the prospectus, knowingly or not?  
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La Porta, López-de-Silanes and Shleifer (2006) studied the effect of securities laws on 

stock markets in 49 countries and found that disclosure requirements are positively 

related to the market capitalization, the number of firms and IPOs, the access to equity 

and country liquidity. They also found that liability standards were positively related to 

the market capitalisation, access to equity and to the liquidity of the country.  

3.3 Cross-country sell-outs and IPOs 

As the exit strategy literature presented in the previous section did not take cross-country 

elements into account, the papers by Rossi and Volpin (2004) and Banerjee, Dai and 

Shrestha (2011) are presented here to give an introduction to what is expected of global 

M&A and IPOs. 

3.3.1 Rossi and Volpin (2004) 

In a seminal analysis on corporate governance effects on the determinants of mergers 

and acquisitions, Rossi and Volpin (2004) study how differences in laws and regulations 

around the world affect M&A activity. They study all mergers and acquisitions 

announced between 1990 and 1999 in 49 countries that are reported by SDC. To quantify 

investor protection, they include different proxies developed by La Porta et al. (1996).  

They first include a measure for the quality of accounting standards, where a higher 

number means better disclosure. They argue that good accounting standards affect M&A 

activity as disclosure is required to identify potential targets. Better accounting standards 

also increase the transparency of the companies and therefore reduce expropriation. 

(Rossi and Volpin, 2004) 

Their measure of shareholder protection is included on the premises that weaker investor 

rights are associated with increased expropriation. Consequently the financial markets 

are not as developed and obtaining financing for a takeover would be more expensive. In 

addition to the index, they include a common law dummy as it has been shown to be a 

good indicator of investor protection, although it should not directly have an impact on 

acquisitions. (Rossi and Volpin, 2004) 

The authors start by looking at the determinants of M&A volume and find that common 

law countries, better accounting standards, better shareholder protection and ownership 

concentration all are positively related to the quantity of acquisitions. All these factors, 
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except for ownership concentration, also showed a significant positive relationship with 

the amount of hostile takeovers and attempts of them occurring. (Rossi and Volpin, 

2004) 

Rossi and Volpin (2004) then turned to analyse the acquisition premiums across 

countries measured as the relative premium compared to a pre-announcement stock 

price. Their results show that shareholder protection, cross-border acquisitions, tender 

offers and contested bids all were positive and significant in explaining the acquisition 

premiums. However, when they include dummies for U.S. and U.K. transactions, their 

shareholder protection variable turns negative and insignificant, implying that the 

higher premiums were an effect of these high shareholder protection countries.  

The authors finally study the method of payment and find that shareholder protection is 

negatively associated with cash offers. The implication of these results is that stock is not 

used as a payment method as often in countries with lower shareholder protection. 

(Rossi and Volpin, 2004) 

3.3.2 Banerjee, Dai and Shrestha (2011) 

In their study, Banerjee, Dai and Shrestha (2011) examine what factors affect IPO 

underpricing in 36 countries across the globe. They borrow theories that have been used 

to explain underpricing within countries and study whether country-level elements 

provide the same expected results.  

Starting with the asymmetric information theory, the authors conjecture that a higher 

level of informational asymmetries is associated with higher underpricing. To measure 

informational asymmetries in countries they look at the median of the amount of analysts 

covering companies in the country. They hypothesise that more analysts lead to 

alleviated informational asymmetries and thus lower underpricing. (Banerjee, Dai and 

Shrestha, 2011) 

They then lean on explanations based on agency costs and ownership structure, where 

underpricing is used to help create block holders which increase monitoring and lower 

agency costs. The higher level of underpricing thus works as a reward for the block 

holders. The authors hypothesise that if investors are biased to domestic markets, the 

costs to acquire block holders is not as high, and therefore the underpricing would be 

lower. (Banerjee, Dai and Shrestha, 2011) 
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Their third hypothesis is built on contract enforcement and self-dealing. The authors 

speculate that a higher risk of self-dealing would lead to investors refraining from 

investing in a company, which would lead to higher underpricing as the investors require 

a higher discount to participate in the offering ex-ante. Therefore, the authors 

hypothesise that a country-level anti-self-dealing index is negatively associated to IPO 

underpricing. (Banerjee, Dai and Shrestha, 2011) 

Lastly, the authors consider the effect of litigation risk if the prospectus has overstated 

gains or understated potential losses. In countries where better shareholder protection 

laws are prevalent, investors have better possibilities to sue issuers and their 

underwriters for punitive damages. Therefore the authors argue that underpricing an 

IPO may work as insurance by reducing the probability of a lawsuit. (Banerjee, Dai and 

Shrestha, 2011) 

The results of Banerjee, Dai and Shrestha (2011) confirm all of their hypothesis. They 

show that IPO underpricing is lower in countries with lower asymmetrical information, 

higher home bias, higher anti-self-dealing enforcement, and in countries where suing for 

punitive damages concerning prospectus information is harder.  
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4 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

The review of the literature concerning exit strategies and the global effects hints at many 

theories that can be applied to the phenomenon of dual tracking. As this paper adds a 

few dimensions to the previous dual-track literature, including the dual-track IPOs and 

the cross-country analysis, the impact of these theories may differ in context, although 

the basic theory remains the same.  

4.1.1 Asymmetrical information 

One of the most prominent theories in finance is the theory of asymmetrical information, 

which was popularised by the “Market for Lemons” example by Akerlof (1970). In his 

example of a used car market, only the seller of the used cars knows the quality of the 

cars beforehand, while the buyer cannot distinguish a good quality car from a bad one. 

This leads to a situation where the buyer would not pay for the true price of the car, but 

instead an average of the market price for used cars. While this is a simple example, it is 

true and particularly distinct for the financial market as well.  

The market value of public companies is openly observable for everyone. While managers 

are bound to have more information than market participants, the current price of the 

stock still reflects expectations. The reporting and disclosure requirements, internal 

controls and frequent auditing of public companies also level out informational 

asymmetries between insiders and outsiders. Purchasing listed shares should therefore 

be rather exempt from informational asymmetries.   

However, the same does not hold for private companies. If the owner of a private 

company tries to sell all his ownership and argues that it is a great investment 

opportunity, a buyer may second-guess the action of the seller. After all, if it is a great 

investment opportunity, why is the owner selling all his shares? Perhaps he is 

withholding some information that would affect the future prospects of the company 

negatively. As the buyer does not have the same information, and he knows the private 

company has not underwent the same kind of scrutiny as public companies, he could bid 

on the company, but for a lower price than the seller wanted, to take into account the 

possibility that something strange is going on. 

Whereas the insiders of a private company may have all the information and know the 

real price of their company, a bidder does not hold the same information. Brau, Sutton 
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and Hatch (2010) argue that while a market may exist when a buyer does not hold all 

information, the buyer will discount the prices to reflect the unknown information. This, 

in effect, increases the transaction costs and may even prevent the transaction (Brau, 

Sutton and Hatch, 2010).  

However, the problem with private companies is that even the insiders rarely know the 

true value of their companies. If the company is young there may be very little history to 

value the company on. The aspect of informational asymmetries, or rather the lack of 

information at all, intensifies when a company is built mostly on intangibles (Brau, 

Sutton and Hatch, 2010). Analysing growth prospects and potential market sizes is also 

very hard, and a potential solution to resolve some uncertainty could be to “ask” the 

market, or in other words file for an IPO and have the public equity market make the 

valuation.  

Except for the fact that filing for an IPO may send a signal of strength or quality, 

constructing and distributing a prospectus could potentially alleviate some of the 

informational asymmetries between insiders and outside investors. According to the 

theory, as higher informational asymmetries would lead to higher discounts on the price 

paid, lower informational asymmetries would increase the price.  

Although the theories of asymmetrical information support finding a dual-track 

premium for sell-outs, it is questionable whether a dual-track exit would alleviate any 

informational asymmetries in IPOs.  

4.2 Signalling 

To alleviate the problems associated with asymmetrical information, sellers may want to 

try to signal their premier quality and value to potential buyers. However, a promise from 

the seller that his company is great means little, as the seller may have everything to gain 

and nothing to lose.  

In fact, capital market participants interpret different signals constantly. The pecking 

order, popularised by Myers and Majluf (1984) provides a good example on signals sent 

by the company. If a company is in need of financing, it should primarily use internal 

funds if they are available. If the company does not have sufficient funds, it has to turn 

to external markets. Then the primary choice would be to issue debt as it would only issue 

equity as a last resort. But why is it that a company would choose debt over equity? This 
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can be explained from a signalling point of view. Issuing debt may send a positive signal 

that the managers expect the financial position to be solid in the future as well. However, 

if the company is unable to issue debt or get loans, they may have to issue equity to 

finance their operations. Thus an equity issuance would be viewed negatively. But what 

if the company is not in financial distress? As the managers are expected to have a better 

information than market participants, they may better be able to say whether a company 

is over- or undervalued. If they believe the company is undervalued, the managers would 

not be willing to issue equity. Then again, if they believe the company stock to be 

overvalued, they may issue equity, but this would be viewed as a signal that the company 

is overvalued and thus lead to a decline in the stock price. 

As public companies must comply with many regulations that private companies are 

exempt from, the sole fact that the company is public may send a positive signal of the 

company. As Lian and Wang (2012) showed, both filing for an IPO and withdrawing from 

an IPO sends signals, positive and negative respectively. Entrepreneurs who are trying 

to sell their company may therefore signal their quality by filing for an IPO, implicating 

that they are strong enough for the public markets (Brau, Sutton and Hatch, 2010). The 

positive signal of filing for an IPO may come from the fact that IPOs are costly and that 

the company can expect to come under scrutiny in the process. Therefore the 

entrepreneur should not file for an IPO unless he believes to be able to complete the 

offering.  

Although filing for or conducting an IPO is expected to send strong positive signals of the 

company to outsiders, the theory may not be justified for dual tracking an initial public 

offering.  

Signals of strength and quality are already prevalent in pure IPOs, and I would argue 

against any excess positive signal of assessing two markets simultaneously. In fact, as the 

sell-out route is one where insiders often sell all their shares, I believe this could be 

viewed as a negative signal by public investors. After all, if the entrepreneur wants to get 

rid of his company, what signal does it send when he lists the company on the stock 

market?  

This is, however, a very peculiar situation. On one hand, the assessment of the M&A 

market may send a signal of weak prospects and that the insiders want to cash out from 

their firm quickly; but on the other hand, if the firm is not sold prior to the IPO, the 

investors may expect the company to be sold soon after the initial offering and may 
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therefore try to harvest value from the potentially following acquisition premium, which 

may lead to an increase in the underpricing of the offering.  

4.3 Auction theory 

Auction theory predicts that multiple bidders will lead to an increase in prices. This is 

rather expected, as the supply is limited when the demand increases with the amount 

interested investors. Brau, Sutton and Hatch (2010) argue that this also predicts higher 

premiums for firms conducting a dual track exit compared to single track exits, as the 

company now has attracted two different markets to compete for the company.  

As prior literature has shown that multiple bidders have a significantly positive effect on 

acquisition premiums, this is also one of the theories that could be applied to dual-track 

IPOs. If a company that is going public is looking for acquirers as well, it may attract 

more bidders for the shares of the company. Even if the company turns down a potential 

takeover bid prior to its IPO, the bidder may signal interest of buying shares in the initial 

offering, which could lead to an increased offer price in the book building process.  
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5 HYPOTHESES 

Building on prior research, supporting theories and country-specific legal and regulatory 

effects, this section forms the hypotheses of this study that reflect my expectations of the 

empirical analysis. As this study examines both dual-track sell-outs and dual-track IPOs, 

the hypotheses are different and the exit strategies are separated.  

5.1 Hypotheses for dual-track sell-outs 

By leveraging the theories of asymmetric information, signalling and auction theory, it is 

to be expected that companies performing dual-track private sell-outs will earn higher 

acquisition premiums than single-track sell-outs. This premium is first attributed to the 

increased disclosure (decreased informational asymmetry) that filing for an IPO induces. 

The premium is also credited to the signalling effect that filing for an IPO has. As 

conducting an IPO is costly, this sends a signal of the company insiders believing in the 

future of the company. Lastly I expect the additional market to bring in extra interest in 

the company (IPO investors) which should increase the competition and consequently 

increase the acquisition premium. Although institutional or retail investors may not be 

potential acquirer candidates, the IPO process itself may increase the visibility or 

popularity of the company which would attract potential acquirers. 

Hypothesis 1: Companies performing dual-track private sell-outs will earn 
higher acquisition premiums than comparable single-track sell-outs.  

The second prediction regards dual-track public sell-outs and leverages the same 

theories as the first hypothesis. However, aligned with the thoughts of Brau, Sutton and 

Hatch (2010), I also expect that actually being public reduces additional uncertainties 

about the value of the company, and thus dual-track public sell-outs should receive even 

higher acquisition premiums compared to both dual-track private sell-outs and single-

track sell-outs.  

Hypothesis 2: Companies performing dual-track public sell-outs will earn 
higher acquisition premiums than comparable dual-track private sell-outs and 
comparable single-track sell-outs.  

These hypotheses are the starting point of the analysis and do not take into account cross-

country differences, but the overall expectation is that there is a dual tracking premium 

prevalent in all of the studied developed markets. However, when bringing the prior 

research on shareholder protection, financial disclosure and liability in the discussion, 
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the size of the acquisition premiums is expected to be affected depending on the country 

which is examined. The purpose of this thesis, however, is not to analyse whether the 

results of Rossi and Volpin (2004) still hold, but rather to examine whether the cross-

country factors are able to explain the possible differences found in the size of the 

acquisition premiums between dual-track and single-track sell-outs. I first conjecture 

that if the same principle of a negative relationship between asymmetrical information 

and acquisition premiums holds, then countries with better accounting standards should 

see lower informational asymmetries and higher acquisition premiums. Nevertheless, 

when comparing whether dual-track exits see higher premiums relative to single-track 

sell-outs in countries with better accounting standards, the answer is not as plain. If the 

overall accounting standards are better, I believe that the prospectus will not bring as 

much insight and alleviate the informational asymmetries as much as in countries with 

lower accounting standards. Thus I predict that better accounting standards will have a 

negative relationship with the relative difference in acquisition premiums of dual-track 

sell-outs to single-track sell-outs.  

Hypothesis 3: The relative difference in acquisition premiums will be lower for 
dual-track exits compared to single-track exits in countries with better 
accounting standards. 

This hypothesis is inversely related to the prospectus disclosure requirements. Higher 

disclosure in prospectuses should lead to lessened asymmetries and simultaneously send 

stronger signals of quality, and therefore I predict that dual-track exits perform relatively 

better in countries with higher prospectus disclosure. 

Hypothesis 4: The relative difference in acquisition premiums will be higher 
for dual-track exits compared to single-track exits in countries with better 
prospectus disclosure requirements. 

A closely related factor is the prospectus liability standards. In countries where the 

liability standards are better, the investors may find it easier to recover losses due to 

misleading statements in the prospectus. In countries where liability standards are not 

as high, investors may have to discount prices for the uncertainty involved with 

prospectus information. Thus the hypothesis is in line with the previous one. 

Hypothesis 5: The relative difference in acquisition premiums will be higher 
for dual-track exits compared to single-track exits in countries with better 
prospectus liability standards. 

Lastly, the question of how the level of shareholder protection may affect differences 

between acquisition values of dual-track and single-track sell-outs is not as self-evident. 
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Although investor protection has been shown to have a positive effect on capital market 

sizes, M&A activity and acquisition premiums, it is difficult to speculate whether it 

actually would affect the relative difference between acquisition premiums of dual-track 

and single-track sell-outs. On one hand, better investor protection laws could attract 

more investors through the IPO process, but then again investors in countries with 

inferior investor protection laws could see dual-track firms as safer targets with at least 

some kind of financial history. From a signalling perspective, companies that have filed 

an IPO in a country with better shareholder protection laws may send signals of higher 

quality that inflate the relative acquisition premiums. But on the other hand, shareholder 

protection laws protect minority shareholders from insiders and may therefore not be as 

relevant in sell-outs. The hypothesis is, however, that shareholder protection has an 

effect on the relative premium, but it is predicted without a sign. 

Hypothesis 6: The relative difference in acquisition premiums for dual-track 
exits compared to single-track exits will be affected by the level of shareholder 
protection. 

5.2 Hypotheses for dual-track IPOs 

The academically ignored subject of dual-track IPOs is more complicated. The main 

theory that supports a dual-track premium in sell-outs – decreased asymmetrical 

information – is difficult to apply for dual-track IPOs, as the main benefit of dual tracking 

in sell-outs comes from the IPO process. By turning to signalling and examining the 

actions of the entrepreneurs, the dual-track IPO strategy may get some theoretical 

substance. If pursuing both the M&A and the IPO market sends a signal of strength or 

quality to potential acquirers, the question is whether the same positive signal is 

observable by the public investors? After all, acquisitions are not seen as signals of 

strength, and the signal sent by filing for an IPO is inherent in all IPOs. When turning to 

entrepreneurial or insider motives, assessing the M&A market may send a signal of the 

insiders wanting to give up control and the cash flow rights of the company, which could 

be perceived as a negative sign, as the insiders are expected to have the best information 

about the company. If they are selling, they may want out before the IPO. However, by 

also assessing the M&A market, the firm may attract potential company investors to the 

IPO that may want to submit a block order. As block owners have been shown to be 

rewarded for the increased monitoring with more underpricing, this may be observed in 

dual-track IPOs as well. The second market may also raise awareness and increase 

competition for the IPO shares, and effectively lead to higher demand which could 
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translate to a higher valuation and underpricing. The hypothesis predicts a positive sign 

for the level of underpricing of dual-track IPOs compared to single-track IPOs. 

Hypothesis 7: Dual-tracking will increase the underpricing of an IPO 
compared to single-tracked IPOs. 

The same theories that speak for increased underpricing may be applied to the total IPO 

valuation. The valuation, however, is expected to be lower for dual-track IPOs due to 

some of the negative signals it sends to the insiders when trying to sell the company. 

Hypothesis 8: Dual-tracking will have a negative effect on the valuation of an 
IPO compared to single-tracked IPOs. 

In fact, both of these hypotheses speak against dual tracking if a company is planning to 

go public. In other words, I do not expect a dual-track exit to be an optimal choice if the 

insiders wish to retain control of the company. 
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6 DATA 

As this study is focused on examining both dual-track sell-outs and dual-track IPOs, 

different samples must be constructed for the analysis. The dual-track sell-out sample is 

focused on the transactions with effective M&A deals, further divided into private and 

public sell-outs; while the dual-track IPO sample concentrates on the IPO side of the exit 

strategies.  Thus, in this section I first discuss the construction of the dual-track sell-out 

data samples, and I then review the selected country-specific legal factors and control 

variables that may have an effect on the dual-track premiums. After presenting 

descriptive statistics of the sell-out samples, I explain how the dual-track IPO sample is 

constructed.  

6.1 General comments on data 

The focus of this study lies on a global perspective, and therefore the analysis is made on 

a cross-country sample of takeovers and IPOs. While as many countries as possible could 

be seen as beneficial for the purpose of this study, there are concerns regarding data 

disclosure in emerging markets leading to insufficient sample sizes, which has led this 

study to focus on developed markets. As there is no consensus definition of a developed 

market, this study examines the 23 countries with developed markets defined by MSCI 

(2015): Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Hong 

Kong, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, 

Singapore, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom and the United States.  

Dual-track exits have been rather scarcely used, which means that the time period that 

is studied must be long enough to build a sufficient sample. Another apparent problem 

with the sample is that data for some of the countries only has become available after 

2000. However, to try to overcome the lack of data, this paper will study a time period of 

25 years, from January 1990 until December 20146.  

The M&A and IPO data samples are constructed from ThomsonOne, and missing figures 

are retrieved from firm-specific press releases, prospectuses and annual reports when 

available. The legal factors used in this study have been assembled by La Porta et al. 

                                                        
6 In a subsequent unreported analysis I also examine my main regressions for the time periods 1990-2000 

and 2001-2014 separately, and find no significant differences. This indicates that the results are robust for 

using other time periods as well. 
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(1996; 2000; 2006) and are retrieved from the Dartmouth Faculty homepage of Rafael 

La Porta (Darthmouth).  

6.2 Construction of dual-track sell-out sample 

To construct the dual-track sell-out sample the dual-track firms have to be defined and 

identified. Brau, Sutton and Hatch (2010) defined dual-track private sell-outs as having 

filed for an IPO at the SEC and then been acquired, without mentioning a specific time 

limit for the maximum time period between the acquisition and the filing. For the dual-

track public sell-outs, the authors stated that the firms must have become acquisition 

targets within one year of the offering. Lian and Wang (2007) defined dual-track firms 

more loosely in their study. They used a three year cut-off, defining firms that had filed 

for an IPO and announced their acquisition within three years, before their offering, as 

dual-track private sell-outs, and firms that announced their acquisition within three 

years after their IPO as newly public sell-outs, which could be viewed as dual-track public 

sell-outs as well.  

While it might not be possible to define dual-track firms as such solely based the time 

between their IPO and acquisition without fail, it does work as a reasonable proxy. 

Intuitively, the smaller the gap between the IPO and the acquisition, the more likely the 

firm was aiming for a dual-track exit strategy. For the purpose of this study, I widen the 

definition of dual-track firms from the study of Brau, Sutton and Hatch (2010) to two 

years between the IPO filing, or offering, to M&A announcement to increase the 

subsequent sample size7; but I narrow it from the study of Lian and Wang (2007) as I 

believe a three year gap might be too long to reliably define dual-track firms.   

Therefore, the companies that announced their acquisition before their planned offering 

but within two years after their IPO filing, are assigned to the dual-track private sell-out 

sample, whereas the companies that announced their acquisition within two years after 

their initial public offering are assigned to the dual-track public sell-out sample.  

                                                        
7 In subsequent unreported robustness analyses I also examine the acquisition premiums by limiting the 

dual-track sell-out samples to having announced their acquisition within one year of their IPO filing 

(private dual-track sell-outs) or offering (public dual-track sell-outs). This limits the private dual-track sell-

out sample to 74 firms and the public dual-track sell-out sample to 150 firms. The results for the 

regressions are similar, and my main conclusions would hold even by using the narrower definition of 

dual-track sell-outs.  
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The starting point for the construction of the dual-track sell-out samples was to retrieve 

all merger and acquisition deals that were announced between 1990 and 2014, where the 

target companies were from one of the developed market countries. To ease the problem 

with missing data, only M&A deals where the acquirer was public and the deal value was 

over $10 million are included. The sample was then constrained to only include majority 

stake purchases and to exclude spinoffs and share repurchases. This produced a sample 

of 82 942 M&A deals.  

The next step was to retrieve all IPO filings that occurred during the same time period in 

the same countries. I removed all duplicate data, such as offerings that were held in 

multiple markets the same time. 

By cross-referencing the M&A target 6-digit CUSIP identifiers (Committee on Uniform 

Security Identification Procedures) with the IPO sample companies CUSIP identifiers, a 

sample containing only the companies that have been acquired and been involved in an 

IPO can be constructed. To identify the dual-track companies, the days between an IPO 

filing and M&A announcement had to be examined. As the acquisition was given a two 

year margin to keep the sample a sufficient size without distorting the definition of dual-

track firms, the days between an IPO filing, for the private dual-track sell-outs, or 

offering, for the public dual-track sell-outs, and M&A announcement was kept at a 

maximum of 730.  

The companies that did not complete their IPO and were acquired within the time range 

are assigned to the dual-track private sell-out sample. If the IPO occurred before the 

acquisition announcement, the company is assigned to the dual-track public sell-out 

sample. After cleaning up erroneous data, e.g. where the target and acquirer are the same 

company or where the acquisition was a minority stake purchase, the private dual-track 

sell-out sample contained 138 companies and the public dual-track sample 541 

companies. Missing financial data, however, constrained these samples even further, as 

only 40 % of the non-U.S. companies in the dual-track private sell-out sample had 

financials retrievable from ThomsonOne. By examining old press releases, prospectuses 

and proxy statements I was able to find information on roughly half of the companies 

without financial data, thus leading to a final sample of 110 dual-track private sell-outs 

and 488 dual-track public sell-outs. 

In addition to the dual-track sell-out samples, a sample containing the single-tracked 

private sell-outs was constructed from the same data source. After first excluding all 
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public companies and the companies that had planned an IPO prior to their acquisition, 

and then filtering out the companies that lacked financial data, the final sample contains 

1327 private single-track sell-outs. 

6.2.1 Acquisition premium  

The first step in analysing differences in acquisition premiums is to select a variable to 

measure. Although using absolute figures of deal values would not be unreasonable, the 

problem comes from measuring a difference, or rather, a relative difference. As can be 

seen from the descriptive statistics in table 3, the mean transaction values for both 

private and public dual-track sell-outs are higher than for private single-track sell-outs. 

However, these figures may not be directly comparable. Perhaps the higher transaction 

values only are due to the larger size of the companies, not because of the chosen exit 

strategy. The conclusion that should be drawn is not that dual-track companies sell at a 

premium to single-track companies, but rather that dual-track companies are larger than 

single-track companies. This problem can partially be solved by using multiples for 

measuring the acquisition premium, where deal value is the numerator and a variable 

that proxies size the denominator. Using multiples also automatically mitigates the 

problems with currencies when comparing acquisitions that occurred in different 

countries. 

Equity investors prefer using earnings measures, such as price-to-earnings, to compare 

companies and to see how much they have to pay for the earnings of the companies. 

Although earnings multiples could be suitable, they can also be problematic. Accounting 

measures can easily be manipulated, and earnings are what is left after all adjustments 

are made. As accounting practices and taxes vary from country to country, the 

comparability may also suffer. Lastly, as companies with negative income also get 

acquired, the multiple would turn negative, which would lead to further distortion in the 

comparability.  

Investment bankers are known to use operating income such as EBIT or EBITDA to 

examine valuation multiples (Rosenbaum and Pearl, 2013). Although these may be less 

distorted than net income figures, the same problem exists with negative figures. 

Additionally, operating figures are in many cases unreported or unavailable if full 

financial statements have not been provided, and this would lead to the sample sizes for 

the private and public dual track companies to decrease further.  
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The balance sheet also offers a few measures that may prove useful. The total assets or 

the book value of equity could be used to examine how much more, or less, is paid for the 

assets of the company. Two problems are distinguishable with the comparability of these 

measures. First, the total assets vary from industry to industry. When comparing heavy 

industry companies, such as a steel producers, by their net assets, sensible differences 

could probably be observed. But a steel production company is hardly comparable to an 

IT services provider in their asset similarity. The second problem relates to the 

intangibles that drive value in companies, but are unobservable in the balance sheets.  

The net sales of a company however works rather well in comparing companies. It always 

stays positive and is also insightful for companies that have little to negative net income. 

Therefore, by following the footsteps of Brau, Sutton and Hatch (2010) and Lian and 

Wang (2012), the deal value over sales multiple is used to compare acquisition 

premiums.  

In contrast to prior research, the deal value multiples were not readily available in the 

databases, and therefore these were manually calculated from the transaction values and 

last twelve month financials of the companies. For the companies that only had the deal 

value available in U.S. dollars, the multiple was calculated with the same exchange rate 

as the deal value was from the original currency value. The transaction values were 

adjusted to account for the percentage of shares acquired to make the deal multiples 

comparable across firms.  

Acquisition premium =  
Deal Value

𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠
   

  

6.2.2 Calculation of relative acquisition premiums 

One of the problems with deal multiples is that they miss out on key factors affecting the 

value of a company. Although the multiple controls for size, it does not take into account 

growth prospects. As the value of a company is in its future cash flows, growth prospects 

should be included or controlled for in the analysis.  

While the company earnings or sales growth of the years prior to the acquisition could 

proxy the future growth prospects of the companies, there is unfortunately not enough 

financial data available on the private firms to build a sufficient sample of dual-track 

firms with historical growth data.  
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Kaplan and Ruback (1995) and Officer (2007) offer a workaround to this problem of 

using multiples when valuing companies by finding comparable companies or 

transactions to relate the companies deal multiples to. By using comparable companies, 

the industry- and time-specific effects can be controlled for, and these work rather well 

as a proxy for growth. As I am studying a global sample of companies, I have to modify 

the methodology of matching the companies to some extent, but in practice the principal 

idea of matching should hold.  

I match all single-track, private dual-track and public dual-track companies in my 

sample to a comparable country and industry peer group of public companies, and then 

calculate a relative measure of the acquisition premium.  

I build the comparable country and industry peer groups by retrieving all publicly listed 

stocks in all of the studied developed market countries separately for the years 1990-

2014. I also retrieve the primary SIC codes of all companies, as well as the year-end sales 

figures and market capitalizations of the companies to be able to calculate the yearly 

price-to-sales (P/S) ratios for all of the companies.  

I then start by separating the retrieved companies and their price-to-sales ratios in 

country and year specific portfolios (e.g. Australia-1996), and I then use 2-digit SIC 

industry identifiers to group the companies even further (e.g. Australia-1996-46) and 

end up with 44 960 portfolios. Each of these portfolios contains different amounts of 

active companies, which largely depends on the size of the stock market and amount of 

listed companies in the given country at the specific point of time. I then calculate the 

median P/S ratios of all country-year-industry portfolios to only have one P/S ratio for 

each of the 44 960 peer groups. 

Finally, I match the appropriate country-year-industry peer group with all of the single- 

and dual-track sell-outs in my sample. For the sell-outs that did not have a matching peer 

group median in their own country (2 % of all sell-outs), I used the average of all other 

matching year-industry portfolio P/S medians8. 

The relative acquisition premium is then calculated with the following formula: 

                                                        
8 In a subsequent unreported analysis I confirm that my findings are robust to omitting the sell-outs 

without a perfectly matching peer group.  
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𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝐴𝑐𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑢𝑚 =  
𝐷𝑒𝑎𝑙 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒

𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠
𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒

𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠

− 1  

  

The deal value/sales is the acquisition premium of the sell-out, and the price/sales in the 

denominator is the median price-to-sales ratio of the matching public country-year-

industry peer group. A relative acquisition premium that is higher than zero means that 

the sales multiple of the sell-out was higher than for matching public companies, and if 

the figure is negative, the acquisition premium actually turns into a discount, where the 

company was acquired for less than what the public companies were valued at viewed 

from their price-to-sales multiples. 

6.2.3 Factors that affect the acquisition premium 

As discussed in section 2.1, there are many factors that have been shown to have an effect 

on the size of the acquisition premiums. Consequently, to keep the results as unbiased as 

possible, these factors must be controlled for in the methodology to account for possible 

differences in the dual- and single-track sell-out samples.  

Method of payment: As the method of payment, be it stock, cash, or a mix of both may 

affect the acquisition premium, it is important to account for in the study. Thus, in 

similarity to Brau, Sutton and Hatch (2010) I will control for the method of payment by 

separating cash, stock and mixed payments9 with indicator variables. By retrieving the 

percentages paid in cash, stock and other means the variables can be built. If the data 

was not available I inspected the deal synopsis for more information. Only deals where 

100 % is paid in either cash or stock are assigned as a cash or stock payment, all others 

are assigned as mixed payments.  

Related industry: If the acquiring company is in the same industry as the target, 

measured by the primary SIC codes, this could indicate that the acquirer is prepared to 

pay more for the target due to prevalent knowledge or gained synergies within the 

industry.  

Cross-border acquisitions: If the target and acquirer headquarters are in different 

countries the deals are treated as cross-border acquisitions. As Rossi and Volpin (2004) 

                                                        
9 Profit-related payments were viewed as cash or stock depending on the primary method of payment.  
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found results of cross-border acquisitions having an effect on acquisition premiums 

these are also controlled for.  

Rival bidders: If many companies are interested in acquiring the same company, this 

may produce an auction effect, in which the acquisition price is inflated due to the 

competing bids. The results of Rossi and Volpin (2004) show that prevalent rival bidders 

indeed have an effect on the acquisition premiums, and it is therefore controlled for with 

an indicator variable.  

Hostile takeovers: Hostile takeovers, where management opposes the transaction, 

may not be viewed as a dual-track strategy in case the management and the initial 

investors are one and the same. However, as there may be other principal owners, such 

as venture capitalists, in the companies that may want to exit through a sell-out, I have 

chosen to include hostile takeovers in my samples as well. As Rossi and Volpin (2004) 

show that hostile takeovers are associated with higher acquisition premiums, these are 

also controlled for with an indicator variable.  

Financial sponsor activity: As prior research has shown that prevalent venture 

capital investors increase the acquisition premium, this must also be controlled for. 

Unfortunately direct venture capital data is unavailable for M&A deals from 

ThomsonOne, and this is instead controlled for with a financial sponsor activity flag, 

which should work in a similar way. It is an indicator variable that takes 1 when, as 

defined by ThomsonOne, the target, seller, immediate or ultimate parent of target, 

immediate or ultimate parent of seller is a financial sponsor, or a portfolio company of a 

financial sponsor, regardless of the ownership stake.  

Company size: The size of the target companies may also have an effect on the 

acquisition premiums – even when using multiples as the premium measure. Small 

companies with few assets may have higher growth expectations than large companies 

and therefore have higher multiples. To control for size I use the natural logarithm of the 

total assets of the target companies. 

High technology: Quantifying the growth potential in young companies requires 

thorough analysis, and thus a few measures or ratios cannot simply be relied on to control 

for growth. However, high technology firms often show large growth potential, and they 

have been shown to be acquired for higher premiums in comparison to other companies. 

Therefore a high technology indicator will be used to proxy for the growth potential in 
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this study. The high technology companies are identified according to the classification 

made by Francis and Schipper (1999), where high-tech firms are classified by their 

primary industry SIC codes10. 

Hot market: When the IPO market is abnormally active, with more companies going 

public than on average, the valuations also tend to be higher than average. This means 

that companies going public in ‘hot’ years may yield higher valuations than they would 

in cold years, where market timing would be the primary reason for a premium. When 

studying companies globally, the hot years may vary depending on the country the 

company is from, and may actually be rather hard to quantify. Are the hot IPO years the 

same globally or are they separate for each market? For the purpose of this study, I will 

measure the hotness of each IPO market separately by applying the methodology of 

Yung, Colak and Wang (2007), where a hot market is defined as the moving average of 

the IPO activity (number of offerings) for four quarters being 50 % higher than the 

average of the IPO activity. In contrast to the authors, I will not make a distinction 

between cold and normal IPO activity.  

6.2.4 Corporate legal, regulatory and governance effects 

The novelty in measuring how different regulatory factors affect the acquisition 

premiums of dual-tracked sell-outs requires cross-country data on accounting standards, 

prospectus disclosure and liability measures, as well as an index on shareholder 

protection.  

Accounting standards: The data used for measuring accounting standards is 

retrieved from the faculty homepage of Rafael La Porta (Dartmouth), or more specifically 

from the dataset used in the paper of La Porta, López-de-Silanes and Shleifer (2006). 

The data on the accounting standards and disclosure is, however, a result of an analysis 

made by the Center for Financial Analysis and Research (CIFAR) in their International 

Accounting and Auditing Trends paper (CIFAR, 1995). The CIFAR index was formed by 

analysing the inclusion and exclusion of 90 accounting and non-accounting items in the 

annual statements of at least three large companies in each country, and then by taking 

the average of the scores (Bushman, Piotroski and Smith, 2004). While the higher CIFAR 

                                                        
10 The 3-digit SIC that are used to identify high-tech firms are 283, 357, 360-368, 481, 737 and 873 

(Francis and Schipper, 1999). 
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index may not directly measure the accounting standards, it offers imperative 

information on the accounting disclosure practices in the countries.  

I also include another accounting disclosure measure, DISCL, constructed by Bushman, 

Piotroski and Smith (2004) that uses the data from the CIFAR study, but focuses on 

specifics regarding research and development expenses, capital expenditures, product 

and geographic segment data, subsidiary information and accounting methods. This 

information may be particularly useful in valuing companies, and may therefore provide 

a better view on how the differences in accounting standards between countries may 

affect acquisition premiums. An index figure of 1 equals the highest disclosure rate11.  

Prospectus disclosure requirements: The prospectus disclosure requirements 

index comes from the same dataset by La Porta et al. (2006). It is constructed by taking 

the average of six underlying variables that measure disclosure requirements on a scale 

of 0 to 1. The underlying variables regard prospectus delivery rules, director and officer 

compensation disclosure requirements, shareholder and insider ownership information, 

irregular contracts and transaction disclosure requirements12. A higher index number 

equals higher disclosure requirements in the prospectus. 

Prospectus liability standards: In similarity to the disclosure requirements, the 

prospectus liability standards index is the average of three underlying variables: (1) 

liability standard for the issuer and its directors; (2) liability standard for distributors; 

and (3) liability standard for accountants. A higher index number means it is easier for 

investors to recover losses that occurred due to misleading statements in the prospectus.  

Investor protection: While the accounting and prospectus liability standards are a 

part of investor protection, I also examine if the country aggregate investor protection 

laws have an effect on the acquisition premiums. This measure works as an interaction 

measure in practice, which also includes a measure for the anti-director rights in the 

country. A higher figure equals better investor protection laws.  

 

 

                                                        
11 For more information on both the CIFAR and DISCL index, please see “What Determines Corporate 

Transparency?” by Bushman, Piotroski and Smith (2004). 
12 For a thorough review of the underlying variables of the prospectus data, please see Table I in ”What 

Works in Securities Laws?” by La Porta, Lopez-de-Silanes and Shleifer (2006).  
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Table 1 Breakdown of the sell-out companies nations and legal origin 

Target legal origin and 
nation 

Single-track 
Dual-track 

private 
Dual-track 

public 
Full sample 

English 1187 71 397 1655 

  Australia 4 7 36 47 

  Canada 33 5 29 67 

  Hong Kong 3 0 10 13 

  Ireland 3 1 1 5 

  Israel 4 0 0 4 

  New Zealand 1 0 3 4 

  Singapore 2 1 4 7 

  United Kingdom 445 9 44 498 

  United States 692 48 270 1010 

French 65 24 30 119 

  Belgium 1 2 0 3 

  France 35 4 14 53 

  Italy 5 7 5 17 

  Netherlands 4 7 7 18 

  Portugal 1 0 1 2 

  Spain 19 4 3 26 

German 45 11 39 95 

  Austria 0 0 1 1 

  Germany 20 9 9 38 

  Japan 16 1 28 45 

  Switzerland 9 1 1 11 

Scandinavian 30 4 22 56 

  Denmark 18 1 2 21 

  Finland 3 0 3 6 

  Norway 3 1 12 16 

  Sweden 6 2 5 13 

Total 1327 110 488 1925 

6.3 Descriptive statistics of sell-out sample 

Descriptive statistics over the gathered sell-out samples and data can be seen in tables 1 

through 4. Table 1 shows the full final sell-out samples in all the studied developed 

market countries. The division to corresponding legal origin is also displayed. As can be 

seen, only nine out of the 23 countries have legal systems that are based on English law, 

but 86 % of all sell-out transactions have occurred in these countries. This is largely due 

to the acquisitions in the U.K. and the U.S., which amount to roughly three quarters of 

the full sample. When looking at only the single-track sell-outs, the figure is even higher. 

As it is highly unlikely that the M&A activity really is that much higher in the U.K. and 
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the U.S., it is more probable that this is due to both poor data quality and unreported 

data in the databases, which led to many transactions being omitted due to missing 

financial data.   

While some of the identified dual-track sell-outs outside the U.S. had to be omitted due 

to missing data, it had little effect on the staggering 53 % of all sampled dual-track sell-

outs having occurred in the U.S. The other English law countries amount to 25 % of the 

dual-track sell-outs, while the French law countries amount to 9 %, German law 

countries to 8 % and Scandinavian law countries to 4 %.  

Table 2 Sell-outs by year 

Sell-outs by year Single-track 
Dual-track 

private 
Dual-track 

public 
% of dual-

track 
Total 

1990 9 0 0 0 % 9 

1991 7 2 3 1 % 12 

1992 59 0 4 1 % 63 

1993 74 3 4 1 % 81 

1994 120 5 14 3 % 139 

1995 46 4 30 6 % 80 

1996 10 0 37 6 % 47 

1997 53 6 43 8 % 102 

1998 51 5 42 8 % 98 

1999 81 14 51 11 % 146 

2000 47 14 66 13 % 127 

2001 27 9 40 8 % 76 

2002 18 10 16 4 % 44 

2003 55 2 6 1 % 63 

2004 80 6 14 3 % 100 

2005 91 5 26 5 % 122 

2006 114 0 26 4 % 140 

2007 138 6 22 5 % 166 

2008 101 1 16 3 % 118 

2009 29 2 3 1 % 34 

2010 34 5 1 1 % 40 

2011 31 2 6 1 % 39 

2012 26 4 7 2 % 37 

2013 17 2 7 2 % 26 

2014 9 3 4 1 % 16 

Total 1327 110 489 100 % 1925 
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Table 2 depicts the breakdown of sell-outs by year. The most popular years for dual 

tracking seem to have been between 1995 and 2001, with 74 % of all dual-track sell-outs 

having occurred then. Interestingly, the single-track sell-outs do not seem to follow the 

same trend.  

When comparing the figures from table 2 to figure 1, which portrays an aggregation of 

IPOs and hot market quarters, it can be seen that dual tracking seems to follow hot 

market years more than the single-track sell-outs. This is further confirmed in table 3. 

Figure 1 IPOs and proportion of hot quarters 

 
The line in figure 1 represents the total amount of IPOs per quarter from 1990-2014 while the columns represent the 
proportion of the countries that have hot markets during the quarters. E.g. in the third quarter of 2000, the IPO market 
was hot in 83 % (19 out of 23) of the countries.  

The deal characteristics of the single- and dual-track transaction are presented in table 

3, where the figures are separated according to legal origin. The means between the 

single- and pooled dual-track samples are analysed for differences, and the asterisks 

indicate the significance level. 

In table 3 the transaction value means and medians for the single-track and dual-track 

sell-out samples are reported. The figures show that the transaction values for the dual-

track sell-outs have been much larger than for the single-track sell-outs, measured both 

with means and medians. There are significant differences in the transaction size 

between the single-track and pooled dual-track samples in English, French and 

Scandinavian legal origin countries, with only German law countries being an exception. 

Regarding payment methods there is no clear trend observable. Cross-border 

acquisitions are more prevalent outside the English law countries, but there are only 

slight differences between the single- and dual-track samples within the countries. In 
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both the French and the German law countries there were more cross-border 

acquisitions in the single-track sell-out sample than the dual-track sell-out samples.  

In the English law countries there were a few more related industry acquisitions for the 

dual-track sample than the single-track sell-outs, but other than that there were no 

significant differences between the samples. As previously noted, dual-track sell-outs 

occurred during hotter market years than single-track sell-outs with significant 

differences in both the English and German law countries. 

Table 3 Deal characteristics 

Variable Legal origin Single-track 
Dual-track 

private 
Dual-track 

public 
Full sample 

Transaction value ($M) English*** 165.7 655.8 548.7 278.7 

Mean (median)   (41.3) (205.4) (161.8) (65) 

  French** 92.4 2561.4 1188.8 866.8 

    (28.1) (308.6) (299.4) (78.1) 

  German 814.6 3644.4 697.0 1094.0 

    (63.9) (1077.4) (77) (77.8) 

  Scandinavian*** 97.1 461.4 337.0 217.4 

    (36.6) (516.5) (238.4) (109.4) 

Payment method: Cash % English*** 36 % 30 % 20 % 32 % 

  French 37 % 33 % 57 % 41 % 

  German** 29 % 55 % 50 % 41 % 

  Scandinavian* 30 % 75 % 52 % 42 % 

Payment method: Stock % English 30 % 42 % 28 % 30 % 

  French*** 6 % 25 % 33 % 17 % 

  German* 22 % 18 % 45 % 31 % 

  Scandinavian 17 % 25 % 26 % 21 % 

Cross-border acquisitions English 18 % 21 % 19 % 19 % 

  French* 74 % 71 % 50 % 67 % 

  German* 53 % 73 % 25 % 44 % 

  Scandinavian 73 % 100 % 61 % 70 % 

Related industry English* 35 % 39 % 39 % 36 % 

  French 37 % 29 % 50 % 39 % 

  German 27 % 36 % 26 % 27 % 

  Scandinavian 37 % 50 % 32 % 36 % 

Hot market years English*** 41 % 51 % 49 % 43 % 

  French 43 % 42 % 57 % 46 % 

  German** 18 % 36 % 41 % 29 % 

  Scandinavian 47 % 50 % 50 % 48 % 
Means, medians and proportions are reported for single-track, dual-track private and dual-track public sell-out deals 
according to legal origin. The significance of the difference between the single-track and pooled dual-track sell-out means 
are indicated with asterisks *, ** and *** for 10 %, 5 % and 1 % respectively.  
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Table 4 presents the characteristics of the sell-out companies. The dual-track sell-out 

companies have higher sales and net income than the single-track companies in English, 

French and Scandinavian legal origin countries while the total assets are significantly 

larger only in the English law countries. The large size is perhaps not very surprising, as 

public firms are larger on average than private firms, and dual tracking involves going 

public while the single-track companies are private. Dual-track sell-outs are also more 

often high technology companies in English law countries, while the inverse is true for 

Scandinavian law countries.  

Table 4 Target characteristics 

Variable Legal origin Single-track 
Dual-track 

private 
Dual-track 

public 
Full sample 

Total sales ($M) English*** 112.7 301.3 179.9 137.0 

Mean (median)   (24.4) (50.7) (40.2) (28.5) 

  French*** 167.1 452.1 723.0 364.7 

    (21.2) (89) (121.8) (45.4) 

  German 1504.5 4420.0 452.7 1410.3 

    (88.1) (1662.3) (110.9) (100.9) 

  Scandinavian*** 60.9 135.9 185.4 115.1 

    (18.3) (119.5) (99.7) (48) 

Total assets ($M) English*** 179.3 261.2 241.1 197.3 

Mean (median)   (26) (46.7) (73.3) (38.4) 

  French 780.7 313.0 4567.6 1832.6 

    (16.4) (69.5) (215.3) (33.6) 

  German 1403.6 75514.0 5192.4 6451.4 

    (63.2) (6223.7) (93.3) (75.4) 

  Scandinavian 55.1 1034.7 818.8 382.4 

    (17.4) (1034.7) (121.2) (40.3) 

Net income ($M) English*** 8.2 19 22.2 12.1 

Mean (median)   (2.1) (7.3) (6.2) (3) 

  French*** 6 40.1 72.9 28.8 

    (1.9) (17.9) (13.4) (3.7) 

  German 65.1 205.4 29.6 57.1 

    (1.9) (124.4) (4.2) (3.9) 

  Scandinavian*** 5.5 3.9 19.7 11.2 

    (2.2) (3.9) (8.7) (3.8) 

High technology 
target 

English*** 29 % 45 % 40 % 32 % 

  French 38 % 63 % 27 % 40 % 

  German 36 % 27 % 28 % 32 % 

  Scandinavian* 53 % 0 % 36 % 43 % 

Means, medians and proportions are reported for single-track, dual-track private and dual-track public sell-outs according 
to legal origin. The significance of the difference between the single-track and pooled dual-track sell-out means are 
indicated with asterisks *, ** and *** for 10 %, 5 % and 1 % respectively.  
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In summary, tables 1 through 4 shed light on some important aspects of dual-track sell-

outs. Mainly, dual tracking seems to occur more often in English legal origin countries, 

with dual-tracked companies most commonly being from the United States or the United 

Kingdom. Dual tracking also seems to be more popular during hot markets, which could 

mean that companies are more eager to reach out to the public for value information 

when IPO valuations are higher than on average. Dual-track sell-outs are also larger on 

average than single-track sell-outs when measured in transaction value, total sales and 

net income.  

Table 5 Country regulatory, legal and governance factors 

Country and legal origin 
Prospectus 
disclosure 

Prospectus 
liability 

standards 

Accounting 
standards 

CIFAR 

Accounting 
standards 

DISCL 

Investor 
Protection 

English   0.82 0.69 0.78 0.96 0.74 

  Australia 0.75 0.66 0.80 1.00 0.78 

  Canada 0.92 1.00 0.75 1.00 0.96 

  Hong Kong 0.92 0.66 0.73 0.80 0.85 

  Ireland 0.67 0.44 0.81 1.00 0.48 

  Israel 0.67 0.66 0.74 1.00 0.59 

  New Zealand 0.67 0.44 0.80 1.00 0.46 

  Singapore 1.00 0.66 0.79 1.00 0.77 

  United Kingdom 0.83 0.66 0.85 1.00 0.78 

  United States 1.00 1.00 0.76 0.87 1.00 

French   0.54 0.51 0.69 0.94 0.40 

  Belgium 0.42 0.44 0.68 0.93 0.07 

  France 0.75 0.22 0.78 1.00 0.47 

  Italy 0.67 0.22 0.66 1.00 0.20 

  Netherlands 0.50 0.89 0.74 1.00 0.54 

  Portugal 0.42 0.66 0.56 0.81 0.57 

  Spain 0.50 0.66 0.72 0.93 0.55 

German   0.52 0.30 0.70 0.93 0.21 

  Austria 0.25 0.11 0.62 0.70 0.10 

  Germany 0.42 0.00 0.67 1.00 0.00 

  Japan 0.75 0.66 0.71 1.00 0.42 

  Switzerland 0.67 0.44 0.80 1.00 0.30 

Scandinavian 0,56 0.47 0,79 0.91 0.41 

  Denmark 0.58 0.55 0.75 0.87 0.36 

  Finland 0.50 0.66 0.83 1.00 0.47 

  Norway 0.58 0.39 0.75 0.76 0.44 

  Sweden 0.58 0.28 0.83 1.00 0.39 

Total mean 0.65 0.54 0.74 0.74 0.50 
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Finally, table 5 shows the country-specific corporate governance factors that are studied 

in conjunction with the dual tracking premiums.  

The largest differences in the prospectus disclosure requirements and prospectus 

liability standards are observed between the English and the German legal origin 

countries. The rather striking part is that the disclosure requirements vary vastly among 

the countries of the English, French and German legal origin. Then again, the 

Scandinavian law countries seem to have rather similar disclosure requirements. The 

prospectus liability standards also seem to differ amongst all countries without clear 

trends amid the legal origins.  

The CIFAR accounting standard measure does not seem to vary much between legal 

origins. The Scandinavian and the English law countries are on par with each other with 

slightly higher accounting standards than the German and the French. The stripped 

accounting standard measure DISCL might prove to be problematic in the methodology 

due to the small disparity between all countries.  

Out of the countries studied in this sample, the aggregated investor protection measure 

shows that English law countries have the highest investor protection, the German law 

countries the worst and the French and the Scandinavian law countries coming in 

between. This is different from the La Porta et al. (1996) paper, where the French law 

countries have the worst investor protection laws. The difference arises as a result of only 

including developed markets in my study. 

6.4 Construction of dual-track IPO sample  

The dual-track IPO sample is constructed in a similar way to the sell-out sample, but the 

other way around. First I retrieved all IPOs that were announced 1990-2014 in the 

studied developed market countries for which the transaction status was “live”. This 

yielded a total of 30 385 offerings. The sample was then limited to only include IPOs for 

which prior year financials – total revenue and total assets – were reported. Following 

the methodology of Purnanandam and Swaminathan (2004), I also omitted all 

companies that had a negative EBITDA in the year prior to the IPO. After excluding all 

financial company13 offerings, the sample consisted of 6 348 IPOs. Finally, I excluded the 

                                                        
13 The financial companies were excluded on the basis of their defined SDC Industry.  
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companies for which stock price data after the offering was not reported14. A total of 2237 

IPOs satisfied these criteria.  

The next step was to retrieve all M&A majority stake deal announcements for the same 

period by including deals that were effective, rumoured, pending, withdrawn or with an 

unknown status, without excluding deals due to missing financials. A total of 106 878 

deals fit these criteria.  

By matching the M&A targets to the IPO companies by their CUSIP numbers, the IPO 

firms that had been associated with an M&A deal over the 25 year period were identified. 

If the time between the M&A announcement and IPO issue was under two years, either 

before or after for all M&A deals except the effective ones, or within two years after for 

the effective acquisitions (which simultaneously are public dual-track sell-outs), the IPO 

is defined as a dual-track IPO.  

The sample then consists of 89 dual-track IPOs, out of which 59 are from the United 

States. From the 89 dual-track IPOs, 66 were acquired within two years of their IPO.  

6.4.1 Matching of dual-track IPOs with pure IPOs 

For each of the dual-track IPOs, I look for a matching pure – or single-track – IPO to be 

able to make a pairwise comparison. This is done by matching country, year, industry 

and financials, or more specifically: 

1. Country: The pure IPO must have been issued in the same country as the dual-

track IPO. Valuations vary by nation due to e.g. growth prospects, and therefore 

the nation must match for both IPOs.   

2. Year: The pure IPO must have been issued within a year from the dual-track IPO. 

Time is of essence when going public, as the valuations may be a lot higher during 

hotter periods and a lot lower during cold periods.  

3. Industry: I first look for a matching pure IPO in the same 4-digit SIC industry as 

the dual-track IPO. If there is no perfect matches, I look for a matching IPO in 

the same 3-digit or 2-digit SIC industry.  

                                                        
14 While I primarily use the stock price one day after the offering to measure underpricing, I also included 

companies that had missing stock prices for one day after the offering if they had price data for either two 

days or one week after offering.  
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4. Financials: If there are many pure IPO matches, and the dual-track IPO has a 

positive EBITDA, I also require the pure IPO to have a positive EBITDA, without 

controlling for different margins. I finally select the matching pure IPO with sales 

closest to the dual-track IPO.  

If there is no perfect match for the dual-track IPO, this is also the inverse order by which 

I ease the requirements. There are a few matched pure IPOs that have occurred within 

1.5 years instead of the preferred 1 year window, and some are missing EBITDA figures 

but match otherwise.  

There were a few companies without a suitable match, most notably in the smaller 

countries, and the final sample finally consists of 84 matching pairs of dual-track and 

single-track IPOs.   

6.4.2 Dual-track IPO value multiples 

For measuring the potential differences in the dual-track and single-track IPOs I use the 

pro forma equity value over three accounting measures. The pro forma equity value is 

calculated with the offer price times the subsequent total shares outstanding, which is 

the value that the investment bank and the offering firm has agreed on. It would also be 

the same as the market capitalization of the firm at the first trading day, in case no under- 

or overpricing occurs during the offering. I opt to use the pro forma value that excludes 

the underpricing, as this is the value that the firm investors would receive if they sold all 

their shares in the initial offering (disregarding potential effects from negative 

signalling).  

The accounting measures used are sales, EBITDA and net income, leading to three value 

multiples that can be used for the matched comparison. The financials used are for the 

latest twelve months before the offering.  

6.5 Descriptive statistics of dual-track IPO sample 

Table 6 describes the breakdown of dual-track IPOs by country. As can be seen from the 

table, most of the identified dual-track IPOs have occurred in the U.S. This may not come 

as a surprise after the similar findings of dual-track sell-outs, and may have to do with 

both the strict SEC disclosure requirements and simply more active M&A and IPO 

markets.  
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Table 6 Dual-track IPOs by country 

Nation Dual-track IPOs % of total 

Australia 1 1.2 % 

Canada 1 1.2 % 

France 3 3.6 % 

Germany 1 1.2 % 

Hong Kong 3 3.6 % 

Japan 12 14.3 % 

Singapore 1 1.2 % 

United Kingdom 8 9.5 % 

United States 54 64.3 % 

Total 84 100.0 % 

 

While the public dual-track sell-outs were 489 in total and practically could be examined 

as dual-track IPOs as well, the difference in the amount of firms comes from stricter 

criteria for the data retrieval and sample construction for the dual-track IPOs. The 

sample of dual-track IPOs comes from only nine countries, and there are more than five 

dual-track IPOs in only three of the countries: Japan, the United Kingdom and the 

United States. The small sample size means that differences between countries will not 

be examined, but the analysis on valuation and underpricing will be done on a pooled 

sample of all the dual-track offerings.  

Table 7 presents the dual-track IPOs by year. The most popular years for dual-track IPOs 

seems to have occurred between 1999 and 2006. This is rather in line with the IPO 

market activity that can be observed in figure 1.   

Key characteristics of the dual-track IPOs and their matched counterparts are presented 

in table 8. It seems that the dual-track IPOs are significantly larger than the matched 

single-track IPOs based on their market capitalisation. This may be an artefact of 

selection bias from my sampling process, but also a coincidence or an effect of dual-track 

IPOs just being larger than single-track IPOs on average.  

It can however be seen that the medians are much closer to each other, and the means 

can be skewed higher only due to a few large IPOs. Out of the sample of 84 firms, 50 (or 

60 %) dual-track IPOs have a larger pro forma market capitalisation than their matched 
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single-track IPOs, while 34 or 40 % of the single-track IPOs have higher market caps 

than their matched dual-track IPOs. While the sample is somewhat biased towards larger 

dual-track IPOs, I do not expect this to have a significant effect on my results.  

Table 7 Dual-track IPOs by year 

Dual-track IPOs by year Count % of total 

1991 1 1.2 % 

1992 1 1.2 % 

1995 2 2.4 % 

1996 1 1.2 % 

1997 2 2.4 % 

1998 4 4.8 % 

1999 11 13.1 % 

2000 6 7.1 % 

2002 4 4.8 % 

2003 5 6.0 % 

2004 12 14.3 % 

2005 9 10.7 % 

2006 9 10.7 % 

2007 3 3.6 % 

2008 1 1.2 % 

2010 1 1.2 % 

2011 4 4.8 % 

2012 5 6.0 % 

2013 3 3.6 % 

Total 84 100.0 % 

Table 8 IPO characteristics 

IPO characteristics Dual-track IPO Matched single-track IPO 

Total sales ($M)** 433.3 261.3 

Mean (median) (98.0) (80.2) 

EBITDA ($M)*** 65.2 33.7 

Mean (median) (14.1) (11.7) 

Net Income ($M) 4.6 5.6 

Mean (median) (2.6) (2.5) 

Market Cap ($M)** 721.7 433.9 

Mean (median) (299.8) (242.3) 

Total Proceeds ($M)*** 163.7 99.5 

Mean (median) (97.8) (77.0) 
Means and medians are reported for dual-track and matched single-track. The significance of the difference between the 

means of the dual-track and single-track IPOs are indicated with asterisks *, ** and *** for 10 %, 5 % and 1 % respectively. 
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7 METHODOLOGY 

To test my hypotheses and reach the purpose of this study, a comprehensive 

methodology must be formed. The methods for analysing the dual-track sell-out and IPO 

sample differ, and therefore the methods are detailed independently. 

7.1 Dual-track sell-out methodology  

The methods for analysing the dual-track sell-outs are two-fold. First, I will use simpler 

univariate tests to shed some light on the differences between the value multiples 

between single-track, dual-track private and dual-track public sell-outs separated by 

legal origin. Next, to control for the identified factors that may have an effect on the 

acquisition premium and to analyse the effect of the corporate governance factors, I will 

use multivariate regressions. 

7.1.1 Univariate tests on differences in acquisition premiums 

Univariate tests will be used to examine differences in the acquisition premiums – 

measured as deal value to sales – between the private single-track, dual-track private and 

dual-track public sell-outs for a set of subsamples to be able to answer hypotheses 1 and 

2 (presented in section 5.1). 

Following Brau, Sutton and Hatch (2010), I start by analysing the difference in means of 

private and public dual-track and single-track sell-outs with a one-way ANOVA, using 

Tukey’s HSD test post-hoc to examine for differences between the sell-out samples. I 

control for the skewness and extreme outliers by winsorising all subsequent univariate 

tests on the acquisition premium by 2 percent15. In addition to winsorising the 

acquisition premiums, I also test for differences in medians between the sell-out samples 

with a nonparametric test. The median test first examines differences between medians 

of all groups (single-track, dual-track private and dual-track public), and if it shows an 

insignificant difference between the groups no further analysis is done. If it finds a 

significant difference in the medians, a further test is done to examine between which 

groups the difference is significant. 

                                                        
15 I consider a winsorisation of 1 % as well, but as it only brings down the maximum acquisition premium, 

or deal value/sales, to 963.8 and minimum to 0.08, I opt for 2 % which limits the maximum to 321.6 and 

minimum to 0.15.  
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I then use the same univariate tests for a subsample of the dual- and single-track sell-

outs grouped by legal origin (English, French, German and Scandinavian), to examine 

whether the differences in the acquisition premiums between the sell-out samples are 

similar despite the legal origin of the countries. I also omit the U.S. from the English legal 

origin sample to reduce the possible effect it may have on the mean and median figures.  

7.1.2 Univariate tests on differences in relative acquisition premiums 

Following the univariate tests on acquisition premiums, I also test for differences in 

relative acquisition premiums (described in detail in section 6.2.3). The relative 

acquisition premium includes a further dimension of growth in the sales multiple, by 

relating the sell-out deal value over sales multiple to the median price-to-sales multiple 

of a matching country, industry and year peer group. This method effectively controls for 

the possible differences in country and industry growth prospects, as well as the varying 

growth prospects from year to year. This helps eliminate effects from varying sell-out 

samples. For example, dual-track sell-outs occurred more often during 1999-2001 when 

the market valuations were high, which may skew the dual-track sample towards higher 

premiums compared to single-track firms. The method of using relative acquisition 

premiums eliminates at least a part of the problem. This can be illustrated by the 

following example: 

There are only two target firms, one dual-track sell-out and one single-track sell-out. The 

dual-track firm is sold in 2000 for a deal value/sales multiple of 6, while the single-track 

sell-out is sold in 2003 for a deal value/sales multiple of 3. Given the first approach of 

only using acquisition premiums to compare deals, the dual-track firm was sold for twice 

the premium of the single-track firm, or a deal value/sales multiple 100 % higher than 

the single-track firm. As the year and industry market valuations are given no weight in 

this example, the conclusion would be that dual-track firms sell for higher premiums 

than single-track firms. 

However, by using the same sell-out examples and including market conditions, the 

situation changes. If the median price-to-sales multiple was 4 in the country and industry 

where the dual-track firm was sold in 2000, it would have been acquired for a relative 

acquisition premium of 0.5 or 50 % higher than the median of the matched peer group. 

If the median price-to-sales multiple was 2 in 2003 in the matching industry and country 

where the single-track firm operated, it also was acquired for a relative acquisition 

premium of 0.5, or 50 % higher than the median peer group. Comparing the dual-track 
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and single-track sell-out now yields the same relative acquisition premium of 0.5, and 

the conclusion would be that dual-track and single-track firms sell for equal premiums 

when considering the prevailing market situations. 

The example shows that type 1 errors may occur when only comparing acquisition 

premiums, and therefore this method may give important insights to the actual value 

premiums associated with dual-track and single-track sell-outs. In similarity to the 

univariate tests described in section 7.1.1, I control for outliers by winsorising 2 % of the 

top and bottom relative acquisition premiums, and test for differences in means with 

Tukey’s test and in medians with a nonparametric median test. 

7.1.3 Univariate tests on high quality sell-outs 

Brau, Sutton and Hatch (2010) discuss the possibility that dual-track companies are 

acquired for higher premiums simply due to them being better quality firms or having 

better growth prospects than their single-track counterparts, and that the possible dual-

track premium then would be an effect of endogenous self-selection bias rather than an 

effect of the chosen exit strategy. 

To retain comparability to the results of Brau, Sutton and Hatch (2010), I apply their 

methodology to the analysis of the possible self-selection bias in the harvesting strategy. 

The comparison is done by selecting a subsample of private single-track sell-outs that are 

deemed to be of higher quality (or more stable) and having higher growth prospects. I 

control for the higher growth prospects with the high technology indicator, and the 

higher quality by limiting the single-track sell-out sample to firms with total assets that 

are higher than the median of the sample.  This reduces the amount of single-track sell-

outs from 1327 to 91. Analogous to Brau, Sutton and Hatch (2010), I do not exclude any 

dual-track sell-outs based on their high tech or total asset metrics. I also divide the 

sample by separating the U.S. firms from the other countries to preserve the 

comparability and to see any potential differences in the results.  

In addition, I include an analysis of differences in the relative acquisition premiums of 

the higher quality sell-outs.  
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7.1.4 Multivariate regression explaining acquisition premiums 

Following the univariate tests on differences in the acquisition premiums between the 

sell-out samples and legal origin, I use cross-sectional multivariate OLS regressions to 

include other factors that have been shown to have an effect on acquisition premiums as 

well.  

The dependent variable in all subsequent multivariate regressions is the acquisition 

premium, or the deal value over sales. To combat the skewness and non-normality of the 

sample, I use the natural logarithm of the acquisition premium when running the OLS 

regressions. The main variables of interest are the indicator variables for both dual-track 

private and dual-track public sell-outs. 

In all subsequent regressions on the acquisition premiums, the control variables, which 

are described in detail in section 6.2.3, used are: payment method indicators (1) cash and 

(2) stock; the (3) natural logarithm of total assets used as a size measure; a (4) technology 

indicator which proxies growth; a (5) hot market activity indicator; an (6) interaction 

variable for technology firms sold during hot market years; an (7) industry focus 

indicator controlling same industry acquisitions, an indicator for (8) financial sponsor 

prevalence controlling possible venture capital or private equity investors in the sell-out 

firms, a (9) multiple bidder indicator and finally a (10) hostile deal type indicator.  

Although the univariate tests can be used to answer the first and second hypotheses of 

the study, i.e. whether companies performing private or public dual-track sell-outs sell 

for higher acquisition premiums than single-track companies, the univariate 

methodology excludes many of the important and potentially influencing factors on the 

dependent variable. Therefore, OLS regression models 1 through 8 are used to examine 

whether there is a difference in the public dual-track and private dual-track companies 

acquisition premiums after including control variables. - 

Model 1 uses the full sample of all sell-outs to provide a baseline of statistics for the 

empirical study. The statistical OLS regression model equation used is: 

𝑳𝑵(𝑨𝒄𝒒. 𝑷𝒓𝒆𝒎𝒊𝒖𝒎)

=  𝛼 +  𝛽1𝐷𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑃𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑐 + 𝛽2𝐷𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑒 + 𝛽3𝐶𝑎𝑠ℎ + 𝛽4𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘

+ 𝛽5𝐿𝑁(𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑠) + 𝛽6𝑇𝑒𝑐ℎ + 𝛽7𝐵𝑢𝑏𝑏𝑙𝑒 + 𝛽8𝑇𝑒𝑐ℎ𝐵𝑢𝑏𝑏𝑙𝑒

+ 𝛽9𝐶𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠𝐵𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 + 𝛽10𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦𝐹𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑠 + 𝛽11𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑆𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟

+ 𝛽12𝑅𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙 + 𝛽13𝐻𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑒 + 𝜖  
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Where: 

LN(Acq.Premium) = the natural logarithm of the deal value over the sell-out 
firms latest reported sales at the time of the acquisition. 

DualPublic = an indicator variable that is 1 when the sell-out firm was acquired 
within two years after its initial public offering; 0 otherwise. 

DualPrivate = an indicator variable that is 1 when the sell-out firm had filed for 
an initial public offering but later withdrawn and been acquired within two years 
after the initial filing; 0 otherwise. 

Cash = an indicator variable that is 1 when the acquiring company paid for the 
sell-out firm only with cash; 0 otherwise. 

Stock = an indicator variable that is 1 when the acquiring company paid for the 
sell-out firm only with stock; 0 otherwise. 

LN(TotalAssets) = the natural logarithm of the latest reported total assets of the 
target firm at the time of the acquisition. 

Tech = an indicator variable that is 1 when the sell-out firm is from a high 
technology industry; 0 otherwise. 

Bubble = an indicator variable that is 1 when the IPO market activity is higher 
than average in the nation of the sell-out firm during the same quarter the 
transaction was announced; 0 otherwise.  

TechBubble = an interactive indicator variable that is 1 when the sell-out firm is 
both from a high technology industry and its sale is announced during a hot 
quarter.  

CrossBorder = an indicator variable that is 1 when the sell-out firm and the 
acquirer come from different countries; 0 otherwise. 

IndustryFocus = an indicator variable that is 1 when the sell-out firm and 
acquirer have the same primary SIC code; 0 otherwise. 

FinancialSponsor = an indicator variable that is 1 when a financial sponsor is 
associated with the sell-out firm; 0 otherwise. 

Rival = an indicator variable that is 1 when there are more than one bidder 
bidding for the firm; 0 otherwise. 

Hostile = an indicator variable that is 1 when the attitude of the deal is hostile; 0 
otherwise. 

Models 2 through 7 are based on model 1, but they restrict the sample of sell-outs used 

in the regression. While not explicitly stated in the hypotheses, the purpose of this study 

is to examine whether dual-track sell-outs occur globally. As prior research has found 

dual-track premiums in the United States and as my sample of companies is largely 
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skewed towards the U.S., I will exclude all sell-outs that have occurred in the United 

States in model 2. To further specify and examine the global differences, models 3 and 4 

run the regressions on the acquisition premiums in a subsample of companies from 

English legal origin countries, model 4 excluding the U.S. from the sample. Model 5 

includes only the countries with French legal origin; model 6 German legal origin; and 

model 7 Scandinavian legal origin.  

Model 8 includes all the legal origins as separate indicator variables, leaving the United 

States sell-outs in the constant, to examine the effect they have on the acquisition 

premiums. 

𝑳𝑵(𝑨𝒄𝒒. 𝑷𝒓𝒆𝒎𝒊𝒖𝒎)

=  𝛼 +  𝛽1𝐷𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑃𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑐 + 𝛽2𝐷𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑒 + ⋯ + 𝛽14𝑈𝐾_𝐿𝑂𝑒𝑥𝑈𝑆

+  𝛽15𝐹𝑅_𝐿𝑂 + 𝛽16𝐺𝐸_𝐿𝑂 +  𝛽17𝑆𝐶_𝐿𝑂 +  𝜖 

Where: 

UK_LOexUS = an indicator variable that takes 1 if the sell-out firm is from a 
country with English legal origin that is not the United States; otherwise 0. 

FR_LO = an indicator variable that takes 1 if the sell-out firm is from a country 
with French legal origin; 0 otherwise. 

GE_LO = an indicator variable that takes 1 if the sell-out firm is from a country 
with German legal origin; 0 otherwise.  

SC_LO = an indicator variable that takes 1 if the sell-out firm is from a country 
with Scandinavian legal origin; 0 otherwise. 

Finally, I widen model 1 and include dummies for all years, countries and industries16 to 

examine whether the results of model 1 hold, or if a specific country, year or industry has 

an effect on the significance of the dual-track indicator variables. As I include the 

                                                        
16 The industry division is based on company primary 2-digit SIC codes and is done in line with the 

methodology of Brau, Sutton Hatch (2010) and Kahle and Walkling (1996). The SIC grouping is the 

following:  

01-09 Agriculture, forestry and fishing 

10-14 Mining 

15-17 Construction 

20-39 Manufacturing 

40-49 Transportation, communications, electric, gas, and sanitary services 

50-51 Wholesale trade 

52-59 Retail trade 

60-67 Finance, insurance, and real estate 

70-89 Services 

91-97 Public administration 
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industry and year dummies, I remove the Tech, Bubble and TechBubble indicator 

variables from the model. The United States, year 2007 and the agriculture, forestry and 

fishing industry companies are left in the intercept.  

Relating these models to the first and second hypothesis, I hope to find significantly 

positive coefficients for both the DualPublic and the DualPrivate measures.  

7.1.5 Multivariate regression explaining the differences in the dual 

tracking premiums 

The second part of the analysis on the sell-out acquisition premiums is focused on 

explaining the possible differences in the public and private dual-track premiums. More 

specifically, the aforementioned corporate legal, regulatory and governance factors (see 

section 6.2.4) are used to examine whether they are associated with the size of the 

acquisition premiums for the dual-track firms. 

The following regressions thus aim to shed light on the third, fourth, fifth and sixth 

hypothesis. The starting point for the regressions is, again, model 1 with its control 

variables, but in addition to these, I introduce the key regulatory and governance 

variables of interest – i.e. prospectus disclosure requirements, prospectus liability 

standards, accounting measure CIFAR, accounting measure DISCL and investor 

protection – one by one. To see if these have an effect on the dual-track premiums, the 

variables are included as dual-track interaction variables along with the main variables. 

I run the regressions for the public and private dual-track sell-outs separately. Thus, the 

equations for the public dual-track sell-out models 10 through 14 form to: 

𝑳𝑵(𝑨𝒄𝒒. 𝑷𝒓𝒆𝒎𝒊𝒖𝒎) 

=  𝛼 +  𝛽1𝐷𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑃𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑐 + 𝛽2𝑷𝒓𝒐𝒔𝒑𝑫𝒊𝒔𝒄𝒍 + 𝛽3𝑫𝑷𝒖𝒃𝑷𝒓𝒐𝒔𝒑𝑫𝒊𝒔𝒄𝒍 + ⋯ + 𝜖 

=  𝛼 +  𝛽1𝐷𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑃𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑐 + 𝛽2𝑷𝒓𝒐𝒔𝒑𝑳𝒊𝒂𝒃 + 𝛽3𝑫𝑷𝒖𝒃𝑷𝒓𝒐𝒔𝒑𝑳𝒊𝒂𝒃 + ⋯ + 𝜖 

=  𝛼 +  𝛽1𝐷𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑃𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑐 + 𝛽2𝑪𝑰𝑭𝑨𝑹 + 𝛽3𝑫𝑷𝒖𝒃𝑪𝑰𝑭𝑨𝑹 + ⋯ + 𝜖 

=  𝛼 +  𝛽1𝐷𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑃𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑐 + 𝛽2𝑫𝑰𝑺𝑪𝑳 + 𝛽3𝑫𝑷𝒖𝒃𝑫𝑰𝑺𝑪𝑳 + ⋯ + 𝜖 

=  𝛼 +  𝛽1𝐷𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑃𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑐 + 𝛽2𝑰𝒏𝒗𝑷𝒓𝒐 + 𝛽3𝑫𝑷𝒓𝒊𝑰𝒏𝒗𝑷𝒓𝒐 + ⋯ + 𝜖 

And the private dual-track sell-out models 15 through 19 to:  

=  𝛼 + 𝛽1𝐷𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑒 + 𝛽2𝑷𝒓𝒐𝒔𝒑𝑫𝒊𝒔𝒄𝒍 + 𝛽3𝑫𝑷𝒓𝒊𝑷𝒓𝒐𝒔𝒑𝑫𝒊𝒔𝒄𝒍 + ⋯ + 𝜖 

=  𝛼 + 𝛽1𝐷𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑒 + 𝛽2𝑷𝒓𝒐𝒔𝒑𝑳𝒊𝒂𝒃 + 𝛽3𝑫𝑷𝒓𝒊𝑷𝒓𝒐𝒔𝒑𝑳𝒊𝒂𝒃 + ⋯ + 𝜖 

=  𝛼 + 𝛽1𝐷𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑒 + 𝛽2𝑪𝑰𝑭𝑨𝑹 + 𝛽3𝑫𝑷𝒓𝒊𝑪𝑰𝑭𝑨𝑹 + ⋯ + 𝜖 
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=  𝛼 + 𝛽1𝐷𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑒 + 𝛽2𝑫𝑰𝑺𝑪𝑳 + 𝛽3𝑫𝑷𝒓𝒊𝑫𝑰𝑺𝑪𝑳 + ⋯ + 𝜖 

=  𝛼 + 𝛽1𝐷𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑒 + 𝛽2𝑰𝒏𝒗𝑷𝒓𝒐 + 𝛽3𝑫𝑷𝒓𝒊𝑰𝒏𝒗𝑷𝒓𝒐 + ⋯ + 𝜖 

Where: 

ProspDiscl = an index measure for the prospectus disclosure requirements of the 
country on a scale from 0 to 1.  

ProspLiab = an index measure for the prospectus liability standards of the 
country on a scale from 0 to 1.  

CIFAR = an index measure for the accounting standards of the country on a scale 
from 0 to 1. 

DISCL = a more narrow measure for the accounting standards of the country on a 
scale from 0 to 1. 

InvPro = an index measure of the investor protection laws of the country on a 
scale from 0 to 1.   

DPubProspDiscl (DPriProspDiscl) = interaction variable for DualPublic 
(DualPrivate) and the prospectus disclosure requirements of the country. 

DPubProspLiab (DPriProspLiab) = interaction variable for DualPublic 
(DualPrivate) and the prospectus liability standards of the country.  

DPubCIFAR (DPriCIFAR) = interaction variable for DualPublic (DualPrivate) 
and the CIFAR accounting standards measure of the country. 

DPubDISCL (DPriDISCL) = interaction variable for DualPublic (DualPrivate) and 
the DISCL accounting standards measure of the country. 

DPubInvPro (DPriInvPro) = interaction variable for the DualPublic 
(DualPrivate) and the investor protection measure of the country.  

The factors are studied one by one due to the high correlation between the variables, 

which may lead to problems when interpreting the results. These regression models can 

directly be related to the hypotheses of my thesis.  

First, I expect to find a significantly positive coefficient for both DPubProspDiscl and 

DPriProspDiscl as higher disclosure requirements should lead to lessened asymmetric 

information, and thus a higher premium. I also expect the coefficient for the interaction 

variables DPubProspLiab and DPriProslLiab to be significantly positive, as I hypothesise 

that the ease of recovering losses in countries with higher prospectus liability standards 

will affect the dual tracking premium.  

The accounting measures interacting with the dual-track firms, DPubCIFAR, 

DPubDISCL, DPriCIFAR and DPriDISCL are, however, expected to have negative 
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coefficients. This implies that the main dual-track indicator variables DualPublic and 

DualPrivate should remain significantly positive, as I still expect there to be a positive 

dual-track acquisition premium compared to the single-track sell-outs. 

The final, more general, governance variable investor protection was hypothesised to 

have an effect on the dual-track premium, but without predicting sign. Therefore I expect 

the interaction variables DPubInvPro and DPriInvPro to be significant, but I do not 

predict whether they will be positive or negative. 

7.1.6 Model diagnostics 

Two of the main assumptions of OLS regressions are that no perfect multicollinearity 

should exist, and that the data should be homoscedastic. I examine the independent 

variables for multicollinearity by looking at their VIF scores as well as their Pearson 

correlations and find that the interaction variables show potentially problematic 

multicollinearity. Therefore I separate the regressions when examining the differences 

in the dual-track sell-out acquisition premiums.  

To control for the possible heteroscedasticity, I run all regressions with robust 

heteroscedasticity consistent standard errors. More specifically, I use HC3 standard 

errors as Long and Ervin (2000) show that HC0 often results in faulty interpretation of 

the statistical significance of the independent variables, and that HC3 offers more robust 

standard errors even for small samples.  

As the distribution of the dependent variables – acquisition premium and relative 

acquisition premium – is highly skewed with fat tails, I control for the outliers by 

winsorising 2 % in the univariate tests and by using the natural logarithm of the 

acquisition premium in the cross-sectional OLS regressions.  

7.2 Dual-track IPO methodology 

The methodology for measuring the difference in the valuation and underpricing of dual-

track IPOs is based on using matched samples as the size of the sample is rather small. I 

will also include a measure of relative value when comparing the valuation multiples. 
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7.2.1 Paired-sample comparison of dual-track IPO value multiples 

I use univariate tests for paired samples to examine whether dual-track IPOs are valued 

higher with regard to their sales, EBITDA or earnings by looking at their pro forma 

market capitalization figures over the accounting measures. As I am using matching 

pairs, many of the potential factors that may affect the value multiples related to specific 

industries, countries or years are automatically controlled for. I test for the significance 

in the differences between the means with paired-sample t-tests, and for differences in 

the medians with Wilcoxon signed rank tests.  

7.2.2 Paired-sample comparison of dual-track IPO relative value 

multiples 

Following the simple paired-sample tests, I apply slightly modified methods of 

Purnanandam and Swaminathan (2004) to calculate relative price-to-value multiples for 

the IPO firms. Since I am already using matched pairs, I do not expect to find very 

different results after controlling for the relative value, but this methodology does 

however help with the slightly biased sample size wise. 

For each of the dual-track and single-track IPOs in my sample, I look for a matching 

company from the universe of public companies. There are a few steps in the 

methodology: 

1. For each IPO I retrieve all public companies with the same 4-digit SIC code, from 

the same country that have a sales, EBITDA and net income figure available for 

the year prior to the IPO. By doing this separately for each IPO, I overcome 

problems with survivorship bias. While Purnanandam and Swaminathan (2004) 

excluded all companies with negative EBITDA figures, I include firms with 

negative EBITDA figures if the IPO in question has no reported EBITDA figure. 

2. In similarity to Purnanandam and Swaminathan (2004), I then form portfolios 

of all the retrieved public companies. Three portfolios are formed by the size of 

the retrieved sales figures of the companies, with one third of the companies 

going into each portfolio. Then, each of these portfolios are separated in three 

further portfolios based on their EBITDA margins, with one third of the 

companies within the first portfolios going into each EBITDA portfolio, leading 

to a 9 different portfolios, 3 sales portfolios each divided into 3 EBITDA 

portfolios. 
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3. Then, based on the sales of the IPO company, I first select a matching sales 

portfolio and then select the matching EBITDA margin portfolio. Out of the 

companies in this portfolio, I choose the one that is closest to the IPO company 

in terms of sales, based on relative difference. If the sales or EBITDA margin of 

the IPO company is between two portfolios, I examine both portfolios that are 

closest to the IPO company, and look for a matching public company from them.  

4. I finally retrieve price information for the matched public company for the day 

prior to the IPO offering, and then calculate a price-to-sales, price-to-EBITDA 

and price-to-earnings ratio for the matching company.  

After these steps, I calculate a relative measure of value to the IPO firms the same way as 

Purnanandam and Swaminathan (2004), and similar to how it was done to for relative 

value of the acquisition premiums in 7.1.3.  

𝑃

𝑉𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠
=

𝐼𝑃𝑂 𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚 𝑝𝑟𝑜 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎 𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡 𝑐𝑎𝑝
𝐼𝑃𝑂 𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠

𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑐 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑦 𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡 𝑐𝑎𝑝
𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑐 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑦 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠

 

𝑃

𝑉𝐸𝐵𝐼𝑇𝐷𝐴
=

𝐼𝑃𝑂 𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚 𝑝𝑟𝑜 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎 𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡 𝑐𝑎𝑝
𝐼𝑃𝑂 𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚 𝐸𝐵𝐼𝑇𝐷𝐴

𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑐 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑦 𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡 𝑐𝑎𝑝
𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑐 𝐸𝐵𝐼𝑇𝐷𝐴

 

𝑃

𝑉𝐸𝑎𝑟𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠
=

𝐼𝑃𝑂 𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚 𝑝𝑟𝑜 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎 𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡 𝑐𝑎𝑝
𝐼𝑃𝑂 𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚 𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒

𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑐 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑦 𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡 𝑐𝑎𝑝
𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑐 𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒

 

Price-to-value measures that are above 1 indicate that the IPO firms were valued at a 

premium to the matching public company. Price-to-value measures under 1 indicate that 

they were valued at a discount to a matching public company.  

I then run the same univariate paired-sample comparison as defined in 7.2.1 to see 

whether the relative price-to-value multiples vary between dual-track IPOs and single-

track IPOs. 
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7.2.3 Measuring the difference in underpricing 

I calculate the underpricing of each IPO by dividing the first reported price – either one, 

two or seven days after the offering – with the IPO offer price minus one to get the relative 

change in the stock price after the IPO.  

I examine differences in the underpricing of the dual-track IPOs and the matched single-

track IPOs using univariate paired-sample t-tests for means and Wilcoxon signed ranks 

tests for medians. As the companies are matched to a similar single-track IPO company, 

many of the factors that may influence underpricing are controlled for by design.  
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8 RESULTS 

The results for the dual-track sell-outs and the dual-track IPOs are presented in this 

section. The next section will relate the findings to the hypotheses, previous literature 

and the theoretical framework.  

8.1 Dual-track sell-out results 

I start by presenting the results for the various univariate tests, and follow with 

presenting the results for the cross-sectional regression.  

8.1.1 Results on univariate tests for differences in acquisition premiums 

The univariate tests on differences in acquisition premiums between private single-track, 

dual-track private and dual-track public companies are presented in panel A of table 9. 

First, the means and medians are presented for each track, and then Tukey’s tests are 

used to test for differences in means and a nonparametric test to examine differences in 

the medians. The significance levels are then presented for differences between each 

group.  

The mean and median statistics show that the whole sample follows the hypotheses of 

single-track sell-outs gaining the smallest acquisition premium, then the dual-track 

private sell-outs, and finally the dual-track public sell-outs with the highest premiums, 

both measured in means and medians. The results for the sample of sell-outs indicate 

that significant differences in the acquisition premium means between single-track sell-

outs and public dual-track sell-outs exist. The tests for differences in means between 

single-track and private dual-track sell-outs, and between the two dual-track sell-out 

samples, however, show no significant results. The median tests, on the contrary, show 

significant differences between the acquisition premiums of single-track sell-outs and 

both dual-track sell-outs, although there are no significant differences between the dual-

track sell-outs. As the medians may work as better approximates of acquisition 

premiums due to the high skewness and outliers in the samples, these results suggest 

that dual-track firms earn higher premiums than single-track firms.  

The results grouped by legal origin, however, vary extensively. In the English legal origin 

countries significant differences are found between the means of single-track and dual- 
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Table 9 Univariate tests on differences in acquisition premium means and medians of sell-out firms 

Panel A Full Sample     UK_LO     UK_LOexUS     FR_LO     GE_LO     SC_LO 

Differences in acquisition premiums n Mean   Median     n Mean   Median     n Mean   Median     n Mean   Median     n Mean   Median     n Mean   Median 

(1) Single-track 1327 12.36   2.12     1187 12.37   2.18     495 6.54   1.48     65 5.03   1.51     45 16.07   0.81     30 22.03   1.94 

(2) Dual-track private 110 19.93   3.07     71 23.14   3.17     23 6.55   3.06     24 7.05   3.08     11 4.48   2.02     4 82.75   4.39 

(3) Dual-track public 488 24.16   2.92     397 28.08   3.61     127 33.24   2.48     30 15.65   1.91     39 2.33   0.81     22 3.83   2.14 

Sign. of diff. in means and medians (1)-(2) 0 0.33   0.04 **   >0.1   0.07 *     >0.1   >0.1       0.92   >0.1       0.74   >0.1       0.17   >0.1 

Sign. of diff. in means and medians (1)-(3) 0 0.00 *** 0.00 ***   0.00 *** 0.00 ***   0.00  *** 0.00 ***      0.07 * >0.1       0.37   >0.1       0.55   >0.1 

Sign. of diff. in means and medians (2)-(3) 0 0.73   >0.1       >0.1   >0.1       0.02  ** >0.1       0.32   >0.1       0.99   >0.1       0.06 * >0.1 

                                                                      

Panel B Full Sample     UK_LO     UK_LOexUS     FR_LO     GE_LO     SC_LO 
Differences in relative acquisition 
premiums n Mean   Median     n Mean   Median     n Mean   Median     n Mean   Median     n Mean   Median     n Mean   Median 

(1) Single-track 1327 6.43   0.54     1187 6.24   0.55     495 3.95   0.47     65 5.34   0.38     45 9.61   0.42     30 11.48   1.33 

(2) Dual-track private 110 10.74   1.66     71 11.17   1.45     23 3.57   1.38     24 7.85   2.45     11 2.60   0.90     4 42.94   2.23 

(3) Dual-track public 488 10.67   0.98     397 11.97   1.25     127 9.32   0.33     30 11.94   0.71     39 1.30   0.20     22 2.21   1.38 

Sign. of diff. in means and medians (1)-(2) 0 0.25   0.00 ***   0.31   0.03 **   1.00   >0.1       0.90   >0.1       0.67   >0.1       0.15   >0.1 

Sign. of diff. in means and medians (1)-(3) 0 0.01 *** 0.00 ***   0.00 *** 0.00 ***   0.03 ** >0.1       0.44   0.08 *     0.27   >0.1       0.54   >0.1 

Sign. of diff. in means and medians (2)-(3) 0 1.00   >0.1       0.97   >0.1       0.46   >0.1       0.81   >0.1       0.99   >0.1       0.05 ** >0.1 
The means and medians for acquisition premiums (panel A) and relative acquisition premiums (panel B) are presented both the full sample of sell-outs, and for the subsamples of countries 
from English legal origin, English legal origin excluding the U.S., French legal origin, German legal origin and Scandinavian legal origin. The means are tested for differences with Tukey’s HSD 
test and the medians are tested for differences with a nonparametric median test. The significance levels for differences in the means are presented for the samples, but the significance levels 
of differences between medians are only presented when a significant difference exists within the group, otherwise they show >0.1. The significance level is specified with the asterisks *, ** and 
***, indicating significance levels of 10 %, 5 % and 1 % respectively. 
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track public firms, and between the medians of single-track and both dual-track sell-out 

samples. When excluding the U.S. from the English legal origin sample, the dual-track 

private firms lose the higher premium over single-track firms, and instead there are 

significant differences found between the dual-track firms.  

The sell-outs from the French legal origin countries have slightly significant differences 

between the means of single-track and dual-track public firms, but all other test statistics 

are insignificant although the means and medians of the sell-out samples follow the 

hypotheses. In the German and the Scandinavian legal origin countries no significant 

differences are found between either means or medians of the single-track and dual-track 

sell-out samples, although there are significant differences between the dual-track sell-

outs in the Scandinavian legal origin countries.  

8.1.2 Results on univariate tests for differences in relative acquisition 

premiums 

Looking at the results in panel B of table 9, the univariate tests for differences between 

the relative acquisition premiums of the sell-out samples, the similarity to the results 

found in panel A is evident. In this panel, the median figures are of specific interest, as 

the acquisition premiums are related to the peer group medians as well. The median 

single-track firm has been acquired for a premium of 54 % over its comparable peer 

group price-to-sales ratio, while the figure for the dual-track private and dual-track 

public firms is even higher at 166 % and 98 % respectively. In practice, these medians 

imply that the acquirer has paid 54-166 % more for the sales of the sell-out firm than it 

would by buying shares in the comparable median peer group company.  

The results for the median tests show that dual-track firms are acquired at significantly 

higher premiums relative to a public country and industry peer group than what single-

track sell-outs are. These results hold for English legal origin countries, but not when the 

U.S. is excluded from the English law sample.  

The French legal origin countries exhibit significant differences between the relative 

acquisition premiums of single-track and dual-track private firms, but the Scandinavian 

and German law countries display no significant differences in the relative premiums. 
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The univariate results on both acquisition premiums and relative acquisition premiums 

indicate that differences between the acquisition premiums of single-track and dual-

track firms are found mostly in common law countries, and partly in the French legal 

origin countries. 

8.1.3 Results on univariate tests for differences in acquisition premiums 

of high quality firms 

The results for the univariate tests on differences in acquisition premiums of the limited 

sample of high quality and growth single-track firms is presented in table 10 for the full 

sample, non-U.S. sample and only U.S. sample. Panel A presents the results using the 

absolute acquisition premium measure and panel B presents the results for the relative 

acquisition premium measure.   

First, looking at the means of the full sample single-track firms in comparison to the 

dual-track firms in panel A, it can be seen that the variation is still in line with the 

hypotheses. The means between the single-track and public dual-track firms are also 

significantly different. The medians, however, are all lumped around a premium of 3. For 

the non-U.S. firms, the means vary extensively without any significant differences, while 

the means for the U.S. firms are significantly different from the single-track firms for 

both dual-track sell-out samples, although not between them. None of the medians are 

significantly different.  

Panel B reports similar findings for the differences in means for the sell-out samples with 

insignificant differences for non-U.S. firms, and significant differences for U.S. firms. 

However, the median relative acquisition premium for dual-track private companies and 

single-track companies is significantly different for both non-U.S. firms and U.S. firms, 

indicating that private dual-track firms sell for a higher acquisition premium relative to 

comparable peers than single-track firms.  

Overall, the univariate tests on differences in acquisition premiums show varying 

support for the hypothesis that dual-track firms sell at a premium to single-track firms. 

The results indicate that dual-tracking offers a premium in English law countries, and in 

the U.S. even after controlling for high quality and growth single-track firms, but the 

results for the rest of the countries are not as obvious.  
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Table 10 Univariate tests on differences in acquisition premiums of high quality firms 

Panel A Full Sample     Non-US firms     US firms 
 

Differences in acquisition premiums for 
high quality firms n Mean   Median     n Mean   Median     n Mean   Median 

 

(1) Single-track 91 8.55   2.94     28 15.93   1.58     63 5.27   3.75  

(2) Dual-track private 110 19.93   3.07     62 11.29   2.83     48 31.09   4.27  

(3) Dual-track public 488 24.16   2.92     218 22.32   1.98     270 25.66   4.47  

Sign. of diff. in means and medians (1)-(2)   0.39   >0.1       0.84   >0.1       0.08 * >0.1  

Sign. of diff. in means and medians (1)-(3)   0.07 * >0.1       0.94   >0.1       0.05 ** >0.1  

Sign. of diff. in means and medians (2)-(3)   0.79   >0.1       0.41   >0.1       0.84   >0.1  

                               

Panel B Full Sample     Non-US firms     US firms  

Differences in relative acquisition 
premiums for high quality firms n Mean   Median     n Mean   Median     n Mean   Median 

 

(1) Single-track 91 4.04   0.72     28 8.78   0.33     163 1.93   1.15  

(2) Dual-track private 110 10.74   1.66     62 7.59   1.75     27 14.81   1.52  

(3) Dual-track public 488 10.67   0.98     218 7.53   0.50     130 13.21   2.07  

Sign. of diff. in means and medians (1)-(2)   0.26   >0.1       0.98   0.04 **      0.09 *  0.03 ** 

Sign. of diff. in means and medians (1)-(3)   0.13   >0.1       0.97   >0.1       0.03 ** >0.1  

Sign. of diff. in means and medians (2)-(3)   1.00   >0.1       1.00   0.04 **     0.95   >0.1  

The means and medians for acquisition premiums and relative acquisition premiums are presented both the full sample 
of high quality sell-outs, and for the subsamples of non-U.S. firms and U.S. firms separately. The means are tested for 
differences with Tukey’s HSD test and the medians are tested for differences with a nonparametric median test. The 
significance levels for differences in the means are presented for samples, but the significance levels of differences between 
medians are only presented when a significant difference exists within the group, otherwise they show >0.1. The 
significance level is specified with the asterisks *, ** and ***, indicating significance levels of 10 %, 5 % and 1 % respectively. 

8.1.4 Results of regressions explaining the acquisition premium 

While the univariate tests offered some insight to the question whether a dual tracking 

premium is prevalent around the world, the tests left out many key factors that also have 

been shown to affect acquisition premiums.  

The cross-sectional multivariate regressions on explaining the acquisition premiums are 

presented in table 11. The columns represent the coefficients and the t-statistics in the 

parentheses, while the asterisks ***, ** and * indicate the level of significance on a 1 %, 5 

% and 10 % level respectively. The dependent variable in all subsequently presented 

regressions is the natural logarithm of the acquisition premium.  

In model 1 the regression indicates that both DualPublic and DualPrivate are 

significantly positive even after controlling for factors known to affect the acquisition 

premiums. The coefficients 0.73 and 0.70 translate to percentages of 208 % and 201 %17, 

indicating that dual-track public sell-outs sell for an acquisition premium that is 108 % 

                                                        
17 As the dependent variable is transformed to its natural logarithm, the coefficients must be reversed by 

the transformation, e.g. (e0.73) = 208 %. 
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higher than for single-track sell-outs, while dual-track public sell-outs sell for 101 % 

higher premiums ceteris paribus.  

The results on the control variables indicate that pure cash payments are negatively 

related to the acquisition premium, while pure stock payments are associated with higher 

acquisition premiums, both compared to the mixed payments in the intercept. The 

regression also finds that higher total assets of the firm are associated with lower 

acquisition premiums. The technology indicator that echoes growth is also significantly 

positive. Companies sold during hot market years do not seem to be significantly 

associated with the acquisition premiums in the primary model, and neither are high 

tech companies sold during hot market years. Cross-border acquisitions do not show a 

significant relation to the acquisition premium, but same industry acquisitions and 

financial sponsor activity are associated with higher premiums. Multiple bidders do not 

show any relation to the acquisition premium, but hostile takeovers interestingly seem 

to be associated with lower acquisition premiums. 

The second model, where all U.S. firm sell-outs are excluded, shows similar results. Both 

the dual public and dual private indicator variable are significantly positive, suggesting 

that dual-track premiums are found outside the U.S. as well. While there are not many 

differences to the first model, the cash and hostile bid dummy lose their significance 

while the bubble-year and cross-border transaction indicator gains significance and 

appear to be positively related to the acquisition premium. 

In models 3, 4 and 5 it can be seen that both dual-track private and public sell-outs are 

acquired at higher acquisition premiums in English and French legal origin countries, 

with the premiums varying from 134 % to 214 % higher for dual-track public sell-outs 

and 79 % to 305 % for dual-track private sell-outs. The German and the Scandinavian 

legal origin countries show no significant signs of dual-track premiums, and the models 

have very few significant variables overall. 
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Table 11 Multivariate regression explaining acquisition premiums 

Variable Model 1 
Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8 

(excl USA)  (UK_LO) (UK_LO excl USA) (FR_LO) (GE_LO) (SC_LO)     

constant 1.22 *** 0.83 *** 1.24 *** 0.94 *** 0.33   0.29   0.80   1.71 *** 

  (9.26)   (5.67)   (8.31)   (4.9)   (0.91)   (0.32)   (0.63)   (10.61)   

DualPublic 0.73 *** 0.92 *** 0.85 *** 1.14 *** 1.11 *** -0.08   0.92   0.81 *** 

  (7.78)   (5.95)   (8.16)   (5.46)   (3.18)   (-0.16)   (1.14)   (8.72)   

DualPrivate 0.70 *** 1.41 *** 0.58 *** 1.40 *** 1.01 ** 1.15   2.16   0.69 *** 

  (3.78)   (5.64)   (2.75)   (3.61)   (2.13)   (1.46)   (0.92)   (3.58)   

Cash -0.22 *** -0.03   -0.20 ** -0.02   -0.32   0.17   0.61   -0.15 ** 

  (-2.93)   (-0.28)   (-2.39)   (-0.21)   (-1.14)   (0.36)   (1.17)   (-2)   

Stock 0.49 *** 0.61 *** 0.60 *** 0.91 *** 0.20   -0.08   -0.38   0.45 *** 

  (5.03)   (3.78)   (6)   (4.74)   (0.48)   (-0.12)   (-0.4)   (4.72)   

LN(TotalAssets) -0.24 *** -0.35 *** -0.22 *** -0.37 *** -0.24 *** -0.27 ** -0.42   -0.28 *** 

  (-8.37)   (-8.89)   (-6.77)   (-6.29)   (-3.52)   (-2.01)   (-1.44)   (-9.05)   

Tech 0.89 *** 0.68 *** 0.85 *** 0.55 *** 1.43 *** 0.60 * 1.45 * 0.68 *** 

  (8.62)   (4.46)   (7.56)   (2.74)   (3.59)   (1.71)   (1.71)   (6.48)   

Bubble 0.13   0.49 *** 0.02   0.46 *** 0.48   0.78   0.96   0.05   

  (1.62)   (4.16)   (0.21)   (3.48)   (1.35)   (1.45)   (1.6)   (0.69)   

TechBubble 0.05   -0.08   0.09   -0.04   -0.78   0.71   -0.99   0.17   

  (0.3)   (-0.34)   (0.52)   (-0.12)   (-1.35)   (0.61)   (-1.01)   (1.02)   

Cross-Border -0.12   0.35 *** -0.17 * 0.24 ** 0.41   0.76   0.07   0.25 *** 

  (-1.46)   (3.61)   (-1.73)   (2.1)   (1.57)   (1.38)   (0.14)   (2.77)   

IndustryFocus 0.16 ** 0.22 ** 0.11   0.12   0.47 * -0.01   0.20   0.11   

  (2.21)   (2.04)   (1.39)   (0.96)   (1.75)   (-0.02)   (0.44)   (1.51)   

FinancialSponsor 0.45 *** 0.61 *** 0.36 ** 0.50   0.44   1.31 ** 1.24   0.50 *** 

  (3.05)   (2.63)   (2.18)   (1.64)   (0.55)   (2.46)   (1.5)   (3.39)   

Rival 0.22   0.14   0.16   -0.11   0.73   n/a   n/a   0.02   

  (1.1)   (0.28)   (0.76)   (-0.19)   (0.19)           (0.12)   

Hostile -0.50 ** -0.06   -0.81 ** -0.51 *** n/a   n/a   n/a   -0.35   

  (-2.3)   (-0.18)   (-2.08)   (-2.61)               (-1.47)   

UK_LO (excl USA)                             -0.72 *** 

                              (-7.67)   

FR_LO                             -0.68 *** 

                              (-4.9)   

GE_LO                             -1.32 *** 

                              (-6.82)   

SC_LO                             -0.69 *** 

                              (-3.25)   

Number of observations 1889   879   1645   635   103   87   51   1889   

Adjusted R^2 0.21   0.27   0.21   0.27   0.38   0.33   0.31   0.26   
 The results of the OLS regressions for models 1 through 8 are presented in the table. The dependent variable is the natural logarithm of the acquisition premium, or the deal value over the sales of the sell-out 
company. The columns show the constants and the t-statistics in the parentheses. The significance level is specified with the asterisks *, ** and ***, indicating significance levels of 10 %, 5 % and 1 % respectively. 
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Model 8 adds legal origin dummies to the model while leaving the U.S. sell-outs in the 

intercept, and shows that acquisition premiums overall seem to be significantly higher 

in the United States than in the other countries, with German legal origin countries 

seeing the lowest acquisition premiums while the acquisition premiums in the other 

English, French and Scandinavian legal origin countries are rather similar in size. 

Nevertheless, both the dual-track dummy variables remain significantly positive, which 

further indicates that dual-track firms are acquired at a premium to single-track firms 

even after controlling for legal origin and other factors.  

Finally, model 9 (presented in appendix 1), which uses dummies for years, industries and 

countries to pick up potential biases, shows similar findings to model 1. Both dual-track 

indicators are significantly positive, with coefficients of 0.69 for the dual-track public 

sell-outs and 0.64 for the dual-track private sell-outs. This further confirms that dual-

track sell-outs earn higher acquisition premiums even after controlling for industry, 

country and year effects.  

8.1.5 Results of regressions explaining the differences in the dual-track 

premiums 

While the results in table 11 confirm that dual tracking is associated with higher 

acquisition premiums, this did not hold for the German or Scandinavian legal origin 

countries. There is also rather much variance in the size of the premiums, and therefore 

the country-specific factors are examined to try to shed some light on the differences.  

The results for the multivariate regressions with country-specific factors explaining the 

premiums for public dual-track sell-outs are presented in table 12. Model 10, including 

both the main variable for prospectus disclosure requirements, and the DPubProspDiscl 

interaction variable sheds light on two areas. First, the prospectus disclosure 

requirements are significantly related to the overall acquisition premium, where higher 

disclosure requirements lead to a higher acquisition premium. Second, the prospectus 

disclosure interaction variable is also weakly significant, and as the sum of the 

coefficients for ProspDiscl and DPubProspDiscl is positive, this implies that higher 

disclosure requirements are significantly related with higher premiums for public dual-

track sell-outs as well. However, as the coefficient for DPubProspDiscl is negative, there 

is a declining effect in the size of the dual-track premium compared to the single-track 

sell-outs. Although the absolute public dual-track premiums are higher in countries with 

better prospectus disclosure requirements, the relative difference in the public dual-
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track premium – i.e. the premium for dual-track public sell-outs relative to the premium 

of single-track sell-outs – is smaller in countries with better prospectus disclosure 

requirements.  

This can be illustrated with an example of public dual-track and single-track sell-outs 

from two countries. The first country has a prospectus disclosure requirement level of 

0.6, and the second 0.9. The single-track firms would sell for a log acquisition premium 

of:  (-0.71 + 1.61*0 + 2.17*0.6 – 0.94*0) = 0.6 or (-0.71 + 1.61*0 + 2.17*0.9 – 0.94*0) = 

1.25, translating to deal value/sales multiples of 1.81 and 3.48, respectively. In the same 

situation, public dual-track firms would sell for log acquisition premiums of (-0.71 + 

2.17*0.6 + 1.61*1 – 0.94*1) = 1.64, or 2.01 in the country with higher prospectus 

disclosure requirements. These would equal deal value/sales multiples of 5.15 and 7.44, 

respectively. It can be seen that both the single-track and dual-track acquisition 

premiums are higher in the country with the higher prospectus disclosure requirements, 

but at the same time the relative difference is smaller between the dual-track and single-

track acquisition premiums. In the country with the lower requirements, the public dual-

track premium is 184 % higher than the single-track acquisition premium, but the 

relative difference decreases to being 114 % higher for the dual-track firm in the country 

with the higher prospectus disclosure requirements. 

Model 11 indicates that the prospectus liability standards of a country also are 

significantly related to the overall acquisition premiums, but that the liability standards 

have no significant relation to the size of the dual-track premium for public sell-outs, 

although a premium still can be found for public dual-track sell-outs after controlling for 

the level of the liability standards. 

Model 12 and 13 show surprising results concerning the accounting standards of a 

country. The level of the accounting standards, measured with CIFAR or DISCL, are 

significant and negatively associated with the acquisition premiums, meaning that 

acquisition premiums are higher in countries with lower accounting standards. However, 

in model 12, the CIFAR interaction variable is significant and positive as well, suggesting 

that the CIFAR level is associated with higher relative premiums for public dual-track 

sell-outs. Interestingly, this finding allows for the acquisition premiums for public dual-

track firms to be lower than for single-track firms in countries with low accounting 

standards. 
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In model 13, both the DualPublic and the DPubDISCL variables turn insignificant. While 

this would indicate that there is no public dual-track premium found when controlling 

for the country DISCL level, this is actually more likely to be an artefact of the 

aforementioned low variance of the DISCL variable. It makes the DualPublic and 

DPubDISCL variables very similar to each other, and therefore a conclusion that there 

are no dual-track premiums should not be made18.   

Finally, model 14 shows that the investor protection laws of a country also are 

significantly related to the acquisition premiums, with better investor protection leading 

to higher acquisition premiums. However, no similar effect is found specifically for the 

level of the public dual-track premium. 

The results for the analysis on the private dual-track premium are presented in table 13 

in models 15 through 19. The overall results regarding the main country-specific 

variables are similar as in table 12, as expected, but the results for the interaction 

variables are different, which is rather interesting.  

Both the prospectus disclosure requirements and the prospectus liability standards 

interaction variable are significant in model 15 and 16, but negatively correlated to the 

level of the private dual-track premium. This effectively implies that the dual-track 

premium for private dual-track sell-outs is lower in countries with higher prospectus 

disclosure requirements and liability standards. The results also show that the relative 

difference of private dual-track premiums to single-track premiums is larger in countries 

with lower prospectus measures.   

For the private dual-track sell-outs, the CIFAR interaction variable is insignificant in 

model 17, but in model 18 the DPriDISCL is significant with similar interpretation as for 

the CIFAR for the public dual-track sell-outs. Therefore, better accounting standards 

seem to be associated with lower acquisition premiums overall, but with higher private 

dual-track premiums.  

Finally, model 19 shows that the level of investor protection laws is inversely correlated 

to the private dual-track premium, implying that the private dual-track premium is lower 

in countries with better investor protection laws. It further shows that the relative dual-

                                                        
18 When dropping the interaction variable from the regression, the DualPublic dummy is significantly 

positive. The coefficients on the other main country-specific variables are also significant and of the same 

sign when dropping the interaction variables. 
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track premium is smaller, albeit positive, compared to the acquisition premium of single-

track sell-outs in countries with better investor protection. 

In summary, these results indicate that country-specific legal, regulatory and governance 

factors are able to explain differences in the overall acquisition premiums, but that they 

also are related to the size of the dual tracking premiums, although to varying extent and 

not agreeing with the hypotheses. 
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Table 12 Multivariate regression explaining the premiums for public dual-track sell-outs 

Variable Model 10 Model 11 Model 12 Model 13 Model 14 

constant -0.71 ** 0.12   5.30 *** 7.03 *** 0.06   

  (-2.37)   (0.71)   (6.4)   (9.11)   (0.3)   

DualPublic 1.61 *** 1.02 *** -4.41 *** -0.96   0.56 * 

  (3.14)   (3.48)   (-2.7)   (-0.79)   (1.75)   

ProspDiscl 2.17 ***                 

  (6.61)                   

ProspLiab     1.40 ***             

      (7.37)               

CIFAR         -4.99 ***         

          (-5.29)           

DISCL             -6.03 ***     

              (-8.08)       

InvPro                 1.31 *** 

                  (6.00)   

DPubProspDiscl -0.94 *                 

  (-1.69)                   

DPubProspLiab     -0.32               

      (-0.98)               

DPubCIFAR         6.63 ***         

          (3.11)           

DPubDISCL             1.85       

              (1.39)       

DPubInvPro                 0.25   

                  (0.70)   

DualPrivate 0.75 *** 0.71 *** 0.61 *** 0.70 *** 0.73 *** 

  (3.89)   (3.67)   (3.22)   (3.67)   (3.80)   

Cash -0.23 *** -0.20 *** -0.21 *** -0.19 ** -0.17 ** 

  (-2.98)   (-2.69)   (-2.86)   (-2.53)   (-2.22)   

Stock 0.41 *** 0.41 *** 0.40 *** 0.39 *** 0.48 *** 

  (4.31)   (4.33)   (4.07)   (4.02)   (5)   

LN(TotalAssets) -0.25 *** -0.26 *** -0.27 *** -0.29 *** -0.24 *** 

  (-8.7)   (-8.93)   (-8.78)   (-9.79)   (-8.42)   

Tech 0.82 *** 0.78 *** 0.79 *** 0.69 *** 0.82 *** 

  (8.03)   (7.68)   (7.4)   (6.6)   (8.09)   

Bubble 0.11   0.10   0.13 * 0.08   0.10   

  (1.43)   (1.2)   (1.69)   (1.04)   (1.24)   

TechBubble 0.11   0.13   0.09   0.14   0.11   

  (0.66)   (0.8)   (0.53)   (0.86)   (0.68)   

Cross-Border 0.17 * 0.20 ** -0.09   0.16 * 0.17 * 

  (1.82)   (2.25)   (-1.05)   (1.83)   (1.89)   

IndustryFocus 0.15 ** 0.13 * 0.14 * 0.12 * 0.14 * 

  (2)   (1.78)   (1.92)   (1.72)   (1.88)   

FinancialSponsor 0.48 *** 0.49 *** 0.48 *** 0.49 *** 0.48 *** 

  (3.23)   (3.31)   (3.31)   (3.43)   (3.2)   

Rival 0.10   0.08   0.10   0.07   0.08   

  (0.53)   (0.42)   (0.49)   (0.37)   (0.39)   

Hostile -0.48   -0.54   -0.59 *** -0.32   -0.49   

  (-1.35)   (-1.04)   (-3.08)   (-1.37)   (-0.86)   

Number of 

observations 

1889   1889   1889   1889   1889   

Adjusted R^2 0.23   0.24   0.23   0.25   0.24   

 The results of the OLS regressions for models 10 through 14 are presented in the table. The dependent variable is the 
natural logarithm of the acquisition premium, or the deal value over the sales of the sell-out company. The columns show 
the constants and the t-statistics in the parentheses. The significance level is specified with the asterisks *, ** and ***, 
indicating significance levels of 10 %, 5 % and 1 % respectively.
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Table 13 Multivariate regression explaining the premiums for private dual-track sell-outs 

Variable Model 15 Model 16 Model 17 Model 18 Model 19 

constant -0.59 ** 0.12   4.30 *** 6.69 *** -0.09   

  (-2.08)   (0.73)   (5.53)   (9.51)   (-0.45)   

DualPrivate 2.83 *** 2.18 *** -2.33   -5.85 ** 2.27 *** 

  (4.08)   (5.85)   (-0.96)   (-2.23)   (5.69)   

ProspDiscl 2.02 ***                 

  (6.87)                   

ProspLiab     1.42 ***             

      (8.37)               

CIFAR         -3.75 ***         

          (-4.25)           

DISCL             -5.67 ***     

              (-8.33)       

InvPro                 1.53 *** 

                  (8.15)   

DPriProspDiscl -2.36 ***                 

  (-2.83)                   

DPriProspLiab     -1.77 ***             

      (-3.64)               

DPriCIFAR         3.91           

          (1.23)           

DPriDISCL             7.15 ***     

              (2.59)       

DPriInvPro                 -1.83 *** 

                  (-3.64)   

DualPublic 0.78 *** 0.76 *** 0.68 *** 0.75 *** 0.78 *** 

  (8.31)   (8.22)   (7.23)   (8.08)   (8.49)   

Cash -0.19 ** -0.18 ** -0.21 *** -0.15 ** -0.18 ** 

  (-2.57)   (-2.43)   (-2.84)   (-2.09)   (-2.44)   

Stock 0.46 *** 0.44 *** 0.43 *** 0.43 *** 0.46 *** 

  (4.8)   (4.57)   (4.44)   (4.53)   (4.91)   

LN(TotalAssets) -0.26 *** -0.27 *** -0.27 *** -0.30 *** -0.25 *** 

  (-8.8)   (-9.16)   (-8.71)   (-9.86)   (-8.72)   

Tech 0.82 *** 0.77 *** 0.82 *** 0.69 *** 0.81 *** 

  (8.08)   (7.59)   (7.66)   (6.65)   (8)   

Bubble 0.12   0.10   0.14 * 0.09   0.10   

  (1.53)   (1.32)   (1.71)   (1.14)   (1.26)   

TechBubble 0.09   0.13   0.07   0.13   0.12   

  (0.57)   (0.78)   (0.43)   (0.82)   (0.73)   

Cross-Border 0.15 * 0.19 ** -0.08   0.13   0.18 * 

  (1.66)   (2.17)   (-1.02)   (1.45)   (1.95)   

IndustryFocus 0.14 ** 0.12 * 0.15 ** 0.13 * 0.13 * 

  (1.96)   (1.7)   (1.99)   (1.75)   (1.81)   

FinancialSponsor 0.45 *** 0.47 *** 0.48 *** 0.47 *** 0.47 *** 

  (3.02)   (3.16)   (3.24)   (3.28)   (3.14)   

Rival 0.08   0.05   0.16   0.06   0.06   

  (0.42)   (0.27)   (0.84)   (0.34)   (0.3)   

Hostile -0.41   -0.53   -0.51 * -0.19   -0.50   

  (-0.88)   (-0.84)   (-1.68)   (-0.84)   (-0.89)   
Number of 
observations 1889   1889   1889   1889   1889   

Adjusted R^2 0.23   0.24   0.22   0.25   0.24   

The results of the OLS regressions for models 15 through 19 are presented in the table. The dependent variable is the 
natural logarithm of the acquisition premium, or the deal value over the sales of the sell-out company. The columns show 
the constants and the t-statistics in the parentheses. The significance level is specified with the asterisks *, ** and ***, 
indicating significance levels of 10 %, 5 % and 1 % respectively.
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8.2 Dual-track IPO results 

The results for the paired-sample analysis for differences in valuation and underpricing 

for the IPOs are presented in this subsection. 

8.2.1 Differences in valuation multiples of dual-track and single-track 

IPOs 

The results for the paired-sample comparison of dual-track and single-track IPOs are 

presented in table 14. Observing the means of the price-to-sales and price-to-EBITDA 

figures in panel A shows that the dual-track IPOs have had slightly higher valuations in 

comparison to their matched peers. On the other hand, the price-to-earnings multiples 

are higher on average for the matched peers. The medians for all firms are closely related, 

without any large differences to be observed between the IPO samples for any of the 

multiples. 

Table 14 Univariate tests on differences in dual-track and pure IPO valuation multiples 

Panel A: Price-to-Sales   Price-to-EBITDA   Price-to-Earnings   

Differences in price multiples 
Dual-track 

IPO 
Matched 
pure IPO 

 
Dual-track 

IPO 
Matched 
pure IPO 

 
Dual-track 

IPO 
Matched 
pure IPO   

Mean 8.78 6.70   42.32 26.21   74,63 86,25   

Median 2.19 2.29   11.73 11.66   27,95 25,89   

Number of observations 84 84   62 62   53 51   

Significance of difference in means 0.29   0.33   0.84   

Significance of difference in medians 0.104   0.83   0.22   

                    

Panel B: Relative value-to-Sales   
Relative value-to-

EBITDA   
Relative value-to-

Earnings   

Differences in relative value 
multiples 

Dual-track 
IPO 

Matched 
pure IPO   

Dual-track 
IPO 

Matched 
pure IPO   

Dual-track 
IPO 

Matched 
pure IPO   

Mean 5.56 4.03   3.95 4.02   3,95 5,75   

Median 1.41 1.45   0.96 1.43   1,17 1,21   

Number of observations 75 76   51 51   38 42   

Significance of difference in means 0.32   0.97   0.58   

Significance of difference in medians 0.43   0.82   0.40   
The means and medians for the IPO valuation multiples for the dual-track and matched single-track IPOs are presented 
in the table. The means are tested for differences with a paired-sample t-test and the medians are tested for differences 
with a Wilcoxon signed ranks-test. The significance level is specified with the asterisks *, ** and ***, indicating significance 
levels of 10 %, 5 % and 1 % respectively. No significant results were found for differences in the IPO valuations. 

The paired-sample t-tests and Wilcoxon signed ranks-tests find no significant differences 

in the means or medians between the three price multiples of the dual-track IPOs and 

matched single-track IPOs.  
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These results indicate that dual tracking has no clear effect on the valuation of an IPO 

when going public. 

8.2.2 Differences in the underpricing of dual-track and single-track IPOs 

The means and medians, presented in table 15, for the dual-track and matched single-

track IPOs are very similar. The dual-track IPOs were underpriced 30 % on average, 

while the matching pure IPOs were underpriced by 33 %. The median underpricings are 

even closer, at 12.4 % and 12.8 % for the dual-track and single-track IPOs respectively.  

Table 15 Differences in underpricing of IPOs 

Differences in underpricing of IPOs Dual-track IPO Matched pure IPO 

Mean 29.8 % 33.1 % 

Median 12.4 % 12.8 % 

Number of observations 84 84 

Significance of difference in mean  0.68 

Significance of difference in medians  0.98 
The means and medians for the underpricing of the dual-track and matched single-track IPOs are presented in table 14. 
The means are tested for differences with a paired-sample t-test and the medians are tested for differences with a Wilcoxon 
signed ranks-test. The significance level is specified with the asterisks *, ** and ***, indicating significance levels of 10 %, 
5 % and 1 % respectively. No significant results were found for differences in the IPO underpricing. 

Both the paired-sample t-test for differences in means is insignificant, as well as the 

Wilcoxon signed ranks-test for differences in the medians, as perhaps can be expected 

by observing the statistics. 

These results point toward dual-track firms seeing the same underpricing as similar 

single-tracked IPO, implying that solely the selected exit strategy should not have an 

effect on the subsequent underpricing of the IPO. 
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9 DISCUSSION 

Adding all the results together is puzzling, as many methods were used to examine the 

prevalence of the dual tracking premiums and the results are not entirely consistent 

throughout. The key takeaway is that dual-track premiums exist for both private and 

public dual-track sell-outs in developed markets, but to varying extent. Many of the 

observed, main, results are in line with the previous literature, the theoretical framework 

and the predicted hypotheses, although there are some challenging results as well.  

The first hypothesis: “Companies performing dual-track private sell-outs will earn higher 

acquisition premiums than comparable single-track sell-outs.” is supported by some of 

the univariate tests, and especially the multivariate regressions. The theoretical 

arguments of alleviated asymmetrical information and signalling, as well as auction 

theory, may indeed play a significant role in private dual-track sell-outs earning higher 

acquisition premiums than single-track sell-outs. The fact that the high quality single-

track sample turned the differences insignificant is, however, somewhat surprising. But 

it should be kept in mind that the univariate tests miss out on many of the other factors 

that have been shown to affect the premiums, which may also explain the insignificant 

results. 

A very interesting finding is that the premiums found for dual-track private sell-outs are 

79 % higher than single-track sell-outs for the full sample and 311 % higher for the full 

sample excluding the U.S. Does it make sense that a company sells for an acquisition 

premium 79 % higher because of lessened informational asymmetries? Perhaps, but in 

my opinion it does not make sense economically that a company would sell for an 

acquisition premium that is 311 % higher than a single-track firm, solely because of the 

effects of signalling or alleviated asymmetrical information.  

While acquirers may have to discount acquisition premiums for some unidentified risks 

when acquiring single-track companies, these risks should not amount to a discount of 

76 %19 of the potential value of a company without the unknown risks. This does hint at 

either a missing control variable from the regression which would explain the huge 

acquisition premiums of the dual-track firms, or that using the natural logarithm of the 

                                                        
19 1 / (3.14 + 1) – 1 = 76 % 
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dependent variable leads to erratic results, but more likely this is an effect of higher 

growth prospects for the dual-track firms that the other variables did not catch. 

Looking at the means for the acquisition premiums in table 9 and 10, it can, however, be 

seen that the variations are quite large, and that dual-track sell-outs actually may earn 

premiums of over 100 % compared to the single-track sell-outs. This at least indicates 

that the low end of the results for the dual-track premiums sounds reasonable. 

To bring some robustness into the results, I run two further regressions using the 

winsorised (2 %) acquisition premium – which was used in the univariate tests – as the 

dependent variable, instead of the natural logarithm of the acquisition premium. The 

results reported in appendix 2 further confirm the prevalence of dual-track premiums, 

but the results also show more reasonable and cautious premiums for dual-track private 

sell-outs of 46 %20 for the full sample and 80 % for the full sample excluding the United 

States. The fact that the acquisition premiums drop this much suggests that there are 

outliers that skew the distribution to such extent, that even using the natural logarithm 

of the acquisition premium is unable to control for all of the skewness.  

The second hypothesis, which predicted that dual-track public sell-outs will earn higher 

premiums than dual-track private sell-outs and comparable single-track sell-outs, can 

partly be confirmed. Both the univariate tests and the multivariate regressions confirm 

that dual-track public sell-outs are associated with higher acquisition premiums than 

single-track sell-outs, but there are no notable differences between the private and public 

dual-track sell-outs – the regressions rather confirm that it varies from country to 

country21. The actual premium related to public dual-track sell-outs is between 108 % 

and 214 % in the primary OLS regressions in the significant models, and between 65 % 

and 129 % in the winsorised control regression. 

Nevertheless, these results do concur with the previous research of both Lian and Wang 

(2007) and Brau, Sutton and Hatch (2010), although the found dual-track premiums 

were smaller in their studies.  

                                                        
20 Calculation: ([12.68 + 27.32]/27.32) – 1 = 46 % 
21 I also examined whether the PrivateDual indicator variable was significant when the public dual-track 

sell-outs were in the intercept and the single-tracks controlled for with a dummy, but found no significant 

differences for the PrivateDual dummy. This indicates that there are no significant differences with the 

acquisition premiums for private and public dual-track sell-outs. 
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Almost all control variables used in the regressions are in line with the predictions that 

were based on prior research, which does indicate that the models and data are correctly 

constructed, and that the found dual-track premiums should not simply be an effect of 

coincidence or low data quality.  

The curious part for both the private and public dual-track sell-outs is that no significant 

dual-track premiums were found in the German or Scandinavian legal origin countries. 

These findings invite a discussion of why this actually occurred. Given that I 

hypothesised that the country-specific prospectus disclosure requirements and liability 

standards, the accounting standards and the level of investor protection has an effect on 

the dual-track premiums, these factors could potentially explain the missing dual-track 

premiums.  

By looking back at the country-specific measures in table 5, it can first be seen that the 

prospectus disclosure requirements are on par for all but the English law countries, 

which have immensely higher disclosure requirements. The prospectus liability 

standards for the German and Scandinavian law countries, on the other hand, are both 

below the French and the English. The levels for the accounting standard measures vary 

to some extent. The CIFAR measure is highest in the Scandinavian and English law 

countries, and lower in both the French and German law countries. The DISCL measure 

is highest in the English and French law countries, and lower in the German and 

Scandinavian. The German legal origin countries have the worst investor protection laws, 

with the Scandinavian law countries being on the same level with the French, below the 

English law countries. 

By then reflecting back to the hypotheses that related to the country-specific factors, the 

factors could at least partly explain missing dual-track premiums in German and 

Scandinavian legal origin countries. However, my findings indicate that only the 

prospectus disclosure requirements variable is somewhat in line with my hypotheses, 

where higher requirements lead to a higher premium for the public dual-track sell-outs. 

But as the interaction coefficient is negative there is an implication that the relative 

difference of the dual-track premium decreases with higher prospectus disclosure 

requirements. Thus, the single-track acquisition premium increases more than the 

public dual-track premium, which actually lowers the relative dual-track premium, and 

thus acts in the opposite way to what I hypothesised. As the finding is similar for the 

private dual-tracks, the prospectus disclosure requirements are unable to explain the 
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lack of dual-track premiums in German and Scandinavian legal origin countries, 

although it does seem to be able to explain some variation between specific countries.   

The insignificance of the prospectus liability standards interaction measure for the public 

dual-track sell-outs, and the inverse finding for the private dual-track sell-outs do not 

support the hypothesis either, and thus do not help with explaining the lack of dual-track 

premiums in the German and Scandinavian legal origin countries.  

While the statistical explanation relating to the findings of the prospectus levels is that 

the dual tracking premiums decrease due to the increased single-track acquisition 

premiums, this is not precisely sensible from an economic perspective. The acquisition 

premium of private single-track firms should be unconnected to the level of the 

prospectus disclosure requirements or the liability standards of a country, as the private 

single-track firms never have to prepare a prospectus. As the regressions show that there 

is a relation, it seems reasonable that this actually may be a country effect, which would 

imply that there are some underlying factors in a country which affect the acquisition 

premiums and simultaneously the prospectus measures. In this case the prospectus 

measures would proxy the actual influencing factors, instead of actually being the specific 

reason for the higher acquisition premiums.  

The findings on the accounting standards measures CIFAR and DISCL indicate that 

dual-track sell-outs earn significantly higher premiums in countries with better 

accounting standards. This also disapproves my hypotheses, which were based on the 

assumption that better accounting standards would increase the overall acquisition 

premiums through alleviated asymmetrical information, as a result of e.g. accounting 

disclosure requirements, which then would result in the disclosure from distributing a 

prospectus not being as informative as if the accounting standards would have been 

lower – thus leading to the accounting standards being negatively associated with the  

relative difference for the dual-track acquisition premiums. Indeed, the results are 

completely the opposite, and moreover the fact that the accounting standards of a 

country are negatively associated with the size of the acquisition premiums is puzzling, 

to say the least. Similar to the levels of the prospectus measure, it may, however, be that 

the accounting standards proxy some other country-specific causal effects that correlate 

negatively with the acquisition premiums.  

Since the accounting standards still seem to be associated positively with the size of the 

dual-track premiums, one possibility is that better accounting standards signal more 
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trustworthy prospectuses, through which they then alleviate the informational 

asymmetry, which leads to lower discounts of uncertainty. In any case, the findings do 

not help explaining why dual-track premiums are not found in the German or 

Scandinavian legal origin countries. 

Finally, the investor protection level is significant and positively related to acquisition 

premiums overall, but no specific effect was found for the interaction variable on the 

public dual-track sell-outs. For the private dual-track sell-outs, the interaction variable 

was negative, which indicates that the difference of the private dual-track premium 

relative to the single-track premium is lower in countries with better investor protection. 

This is similar to the prospectus findings, but in contrary, this does make sense 

economically. If the investor protection laws are strong, investors may be willing to pay 

more for private companies. Thus, if the private companies sell at high discounts 

compared to private dual-track companies in countries with poor investor protection 

laws and the gap becomes smaller when the investor protection laws are better, then the 

private dual-track companies do not see as high increases in their acquisition premiums 

when the investor protection laws get better. But, as the findings also indicate that the 

absolute premium for private dual-track sell-outs is lower in countries with better 

investor protection laws, this becomes rather hard to interpret, and the theories 

discussed in this thesis do not help in explaining the occurrence.  

In summary, the findings relating to the country-specific factors and their associations 

with both the single-track and dual-track acquisition premiums were unexpected and 

very different from my hypotheses. Whether the results make sense economically is 

questionable, but higher investor protection, prospectus disclosure requirements and 

liability standards are associated with decreased acquisition premiums of dual-track sell-

outs relative to single-track sell-outs, while lower accounting standards are associated 

with higher acquisition premiums of dual-track sell-outs relative to single-track sell-outs.  

The results for the dual-track IPOs indicate that dual tracking has no significant effect 

on either the underpricing or the valuation of an IPO. As these are closely related to each 

other, I would have been more surprised to find differences in only one of the studied 

measures. I hypothesised that dual tracking an IPO would send negative signals based 

on signalling theory, as the entrepreneurs and principal investors are alternatively 

looking to sell the company as well, which could be picked up by outside investors, but it 

seems that the valuation, and consequently the underpricing, of the IPO will stay the 

same. The theory that would speak for a higher valuation is that the IPO company could 
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be acquired soon after its IPO, and as could be seen from previous literature, the 

premiums paid for public firms can be rather hefty. It might also be that there is an 

interacting effect from both the negative signals and the possibilities for quick cash-ins 

for outside investors, which zeroes out the effect of the discount and the premium.  

Whether the dual-track IPOs that were acquired after their IPO actually were planning a 

dual-track exit and actively looking for acquirers already during the IPO process is hard 

to say. However, in my sample, and in the way I defined the dual-track IPOs, there are 

no significantly notable differences in either the underpricing or various price multiples.  

As final words, the entertaining of a potential acquisition does not seem to affect IPO 

proceeds and underpricing, and thus the benefits for a private firm contemplating a dual-

track IPO may come from also acquiring information about a potential sell-out value.  
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10 CONCLUSION 

In concluding words it can be stated that the purpose of this study has been reached on 

all levels. The findings of this thesis indicate that dual tracking premiums are found on a 

global scale, although the results vary according to legal origin. Performing a dual-track 

exit in countries with legal systems based on English and French law yields premiums, 

compared to single-track sell-outs, which are 79 % to 311 % higher for private dual-track 

sell-outs and 108 % to 214 % higher for public dual-track sell-outs.  

The results also indicate that dual-track public sell-outs do not earn significantly 

different premiums than dual-track private sell-outs, which suggests that simply 

initiating an IPO process is enough to increase the value of the sell-out firm.  

Dual-track firms do not exhibit different premiums from single-track sell-outs in the 

countries that have a legal origin based on German or Scandinavian law. This finding 

cannot be explained with the country-specific factors that were studied in this thesis, 

which relate to prospectus disclosure requirements, prospectus liability standards, 

accounting standards and investor protection laws.  

The aforementioned factors were, however, found to have an effect on the size of the 

dual-track premiums. Higher prospectus disclosure requirements were associated with 

lower premiums for both the private and public dual-track sell-outs, while higher 

prospectus liability standards were associated with lower premiums for private dual-

track sell-outs. Higher accounting standards were positively related to both dual-track 

premiums, whereas a higher level of investor protection was associated with a lower 

premium for private dual-track sell-outs.  

Finally, this study confirms that dual tracking has no significant effect on the level of 

valuation or underpricing of initial public offerings. The results therefore imply that 

companies may freely search for acquirers to resolve potential uncertainties regarding 

value, without being fearful of sending negative signals to potential outside investors in 

an ensuing IPO. 

The findings of this study are noteworthy considering the practical implications and the 

prevailing literature. First, this study confirms that the dual tracking premiums are not 

limited to the United States, and therefore a dual-track exit can be seen as a value 

maximising strategy for private companies in other countries as well. As there are no 
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significant differences between the acquisition premiums of private and public dual-

track exits, the results also suggest that completing an IPO is unnecessary from a value 

maximising perspective, and that the dual-track premium can be harvested by merely 

initiating the IPO process. From a practical perspective, the findings of this study can be 

used both by entrepreneurs or other investors in private companies investigating 

potential exit strategies, as well as investment banks offering their services to private 

companies. 

Additionally, entrepreneurs and other principal owners should note that a dual-track exit 

strategy is not optimal in the countries with German and Scandinavian legal origins, as 

initiating or completing an IPO does not seem to lead to higher acquisition premiums, 

but is still likely to require a lot of time and resources from the company. 

10.1 Suggestions for future research 

One of the key takeaways of this study is that dual-track premiums are found in 

developed market countries around the world, but not in the German or Scandinavian 

legal origin countries. The country-specific factors that were studied in this thesis did not 

help in explaining the lack of dual tracking premiums. An interest path for future 

research would be to delve into the specifics of what makes the German and 

Scandinavian legal origin countries different from the English and the French regarding 

corporate transactions, to be able to examine if there are some factors that actually drive 

the dual-track premiums which were missed in this thesis. 

On another note, this study concentrated on developed markets. It would, however, be 

interesting to examine whether dual-track premiums exist in emerging markets if the 

potential data constraints allow it, and whether the legal and regulatory effects that were 

found to have an effect on the dual-track premiums play a similar role in the emerging 

markets as well. 

The empirical methods for analysing the underpricing and valuation of the dual-track 

IPOs was limited to univariate tests for paired samples. The model could be expanded 

upon to include commonly known factors that influence the studied variables, and thus 

bring some robustness or controversy to the results found in this study. 

Finally, an interesting aspect would be to examine how the requirements for initiating 

an IPO process in different countries affects the choice of firms to conduct a dual-track 
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transaction, and whether the difficulty of initiating an IPO process also plays a role in the 

subsequent premiums found in the country. 
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11 SVENSK SAMMANFATTNING 

En sammanfattning av avhandlingen presenteras på svenska i det här kapitlet.    

11.1 Introduktion 

Entreprenörer och andra kapitalinvesterare har i praktiken två sätt att utvinna värde från 

privata företag. Det ena sättet handlar om utbetalning av företagens vinster i form av 

dividender, medan det andra involverar överlåtande eller säljande av ägda andelar i 

företaget. För investerare eller aktieägare i publika bolag, som är offentligt noterade på 

någon börs, är det lätt att sälja aktier för det pris som bolaget är värderat till för tillfället. 

För privata bolag finns det dock inget allmänt känt marknadsvärde, vilket gör säljandet 

av ägda andelar svårt i praktiken.  

Traditionellt har det funnits två primära sätt hur företagare och principalinvesterare har 

kunnat sälja sina andelar i företag. Antingen säljs företaget till ett annat förvärvande 

företag via en så kallad M&A-process, eller så listar företaget sig på börsen (IPO) för att 

handeln med aktierna ska bli offentlig. En tredje strategi existerar dock också: att 

kombinera dessa exitstrategier.  

Kombinerandet av en M&A- och IPO-process som en exitstrategi kallas för ”dual 

tracking” (dual tracking syftar på att använda två spår vid en försäljningsprocess och har 

även benämnts parallella spår i svensk media [se t.ex. Neurath, 2010]) och har 

uppmärksammats i finansiella medier första gången för ungefär tio år sedan (se t.ex. 

Grimes, 2004). Tanken bakom att kombinera en dyr IPO-process före företaget säljs till 

en förvärvare är inte direkt uppenbar, men avsikten med strategin är att minska på 

osäkerheten angående företagets värde, vilket i enlighet med finansiell teori borde öka 

på det pris som betalas för företaget.  

En inledande studie om dual tracking gjord av Brau, Sutton och Hatch (2010) visade att 

företag som utför dual-track-exitstrategier blir uppköpta för 18–26 % högre premier än 

motsvarande privata företag. Lian och Wang (2012) hittade resultat på att företag som 

påbörjat en IPO-process, men som blir uppköpta före börslistningen, också tjänar högre 

premier än privata bolag. Företag som påbörjat sin IPO-process, men dragit den tillbaka 

före ett förvärv, når dock inte signifikant olika förvärvspremier från privata köpobjekt.  
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Den så kallade dual-track-premien kan förklaras med hjälp av teorier om asymmetrisk 

information och signalering. Genom att ett påbörja en IPO-process är företaget tvunget 

att avslöja mycket information om dess finansiella situation och andra aspekter, vilket 

kan minska på de potentiella informationsasymmetrierna som existerar mellan köpare 

och det säljande bolaget. Dessutom kan initierandet av en IPO-process signalera ökad 

tillförlitlighet till potentiella förvärvare (Ragozzino och Reuer, 2007).  

Studierna av Brau, Sutton och Hatch (2010) och Lian och Wang (2012) är båda gjorda 

på amerikanska bolag, och kan därmed inte direkt relateras till resten av världen på 

grund av de strikta kraven som måste uppfyllas av bolag som planerar en börslistning i 

USA. Ifall bolagen trots allt kan öka på sitt förvärvsvärde mer än vad kostnaden för en 

IPO-process medför, skulle dual tracking vara en optimal exitstrategi för alla 

entreprenörer och investerare som funderar på att sälja sina andelar av företagen.  

11.1.1 Syfte 

Syftet med studien är att fördjupa den begränsade kunskapen om dual tracking. Först 

analyserar jag ifall dual-track-förvärvspremier existerar runt världen genom att 

inspektera dual-track-transaktioner på utvecklade marknader, och sedan analyserar jag 

ifall landspecifika faktorer har någon effekt på storleken av förvärvspremien. Till sist 

analyserar jag hur dual-track-företag presterar i börslistningar i förhållande till företag 

som endast valt att utföra en IPO. 

11.1.2 Uppläggning av den svenska sammanfattningen 

I nästa kapitel presenteras kortfattat bakgrundsinformation och tidigare forskning om 

dual tracking-fenomenet, varefter jag beskriver teorierna som anpassats för att bygga 

upp hypoteserna för studien. Jag redogör sedan kortfattat för det data som används i 

undersökningarna, och beskriver kort de använda empiriska metoderna. Efter att jag 

presenterat och diskuterat resultaten, avslutar jag med slutsatser. 
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11.2 Bakgrund och tidigare forskning 

Det finns en väldigt stor mängd tidigare forskning som är fokuserad på antingen 

företagsförvärv eller börslistningar. Intressant nog diskuterar de relativt sällan den 

värdeskapande effekten för ägarna som bolagen hade före själva förvärvet eller 

börslistningen. Forskningen om transaktioner mellan företag är till stor del fokuserad 

antingen på det köpande bolaget (se t.ex. Haleblian et al., 2009), eller på kort- och 

långtidseffekterna som förvärvet har på det köpande bolagets aktiekurs.  

Det som är av specifikt intresse för den här studien är vilka faktorer som påverkar 

förvärvspremier22. Koeplin, Sarin och Shapiro (2000) undersökte transaktionsmultiplar 

och fann att privata bolag blev uppköpta för signifikant lägre priser än motsvarande 

publika bolag. Slusky och Caves (1991) och Ayers, Lefanowich och Robinson (2003) 

hittade också bevis på att flera köparkandidater leder till högre förvärvspremier.  

Angående börslistningar tycks det främsta intresseområdet vara den förbryllande 

underprissättningen som så gott som alltid tycks inträffa vid en börsintroduktion (se t.ex. 

Loughran, Ritter och Rydqvist, 1994). En intressant aspekt som inte alls fått lika mycket 

uppmärksamhet är själva värderingen av börslistningsbolagen, vilken egentligen 

ifrågasätter ifall IPO-bolag är underprissatta. Purnanandam och Swaminathan (2004) 

studerade ett sampel på över 2000 börslistningar, och hittade resultat som antydde att 

det typiska IPO-bolaget var värderat 50 % högre än ett liknande etablerat publikt bolag. 

Frågan om att antingen välja börslistning eller att sälja till en förvärvare är inte heller 

självklar för entreprenörer. En förvärvsprocess innebär oftast att entreprenören säljer 

alla sina aktier i bolaget, vilket effektivt medför att ge ifrån sig kontrollen. Ifall 

entreprenören eller andra investerare i bolaget endast önskar sälja en del av sitt 

aktieinnehav, kan en börslistning vara ett bättre alternativ. Leland och Pyle (1977) samt 

Brau, Francis och Kohers (2003) menar dock att utomstående investerare kan tolka 

entreprenörens säljande som en negativ signal, vilket kan leda till att värdet på bolaget 

sjunker eller att börslistningen inte noteras till fullo.  

                                                        
22 Det som dock först måste poängteras är att en premie generellt antyder en skillnad från något annat 

värde. För publika bolag som blir uppköpta skulle en förvärvspremie beräknas med att se på skillnaden 

från det pris förvärvande bolaget betalar för företaget och företagets aktiepris före informationen om 

förvärvet offentliggjordes. För privata bolag finns det dock inget motsvarande annat pris, och därför 

används förvärvspremie i den här studien parallellt med transaktionsvärdet, dvs. det pris som förvärvaren 

betalar för målbolaget.  
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Ifall forskningen om värdeskapande effekter för de principiella investerarna i antingen 

börslistningar eller företagsförvärv är fåtalig, är den än mer sällsynt i fråga om forskning 

som inkluderar båda exitstrategierna i samma studie. Även om dual tracking som ett 

specifikt koncept är nytt, är tanken bakom kombinerandet av en börslistning med 

företagsförvärv inte det. Redan för 20 år sedan argumenterade Zingales (1995) i sin 

studie att en börslistning fungerar som en ideal metod inom processen att sälja sitt 

företag. Detta argument stöds av resultaten som Officer (2007) hittade om att privata 

företag säljer för ett 17 % lägre förvärvspremium i jämförelse med börslistade bolag.  

Dual-track-bolagen kan ytterligare delas in i två grupper: de så kallade privata dual-

track-bolagen, som påbörjar en börslistningsprocess men blir uppköpta före 

initialemissionen, och de publika dual-track-bolagen som blir uppköpta en kort stund 

efter att de listats på börsen.  Lian och Wang (2007) undersökte de tidigare nämnda 

privata dual-track-bolagen, och fann att de blev uppköpta för en förvärvspremie som var 

58 % högre än för privata bolag som blev uppköpta men inte hade påbörjat en 

börslistningsprocess.  

Brau, Sutton och Hatch (2010) undersökte både de privata och publika dual-track-

bolagen. De fann liknande resultat, där de privata dual-track-bolagen nådde premier på 

22–26 %, medan de publika dual-track-bolagen blev uppköpta för 18–21 % högre 

premier än så kallade privata single-track-bolag, vilka är bolag som endast valt att utföra 

en M&A-process (eller en IPO-process).  

Eftersom jag är intresserad av att undersöka till vilken bredd dual-track-premier kan 

hittas utanför USA, är en intressant aspekt att ta reda på hur förvärv och börslistningar 

skiljer sig från land till land. Rossi och Volpin (2004) undersökte förvärv i 49 länder och 

inkluderade mått på nivån av investerarskydd och redovisningsstandarder. De 

argumenterar för att sämre investerarskydd ökar risken för expropriering, vilket i sig 

skulle innebära lägre förvärvspremier. Vidare antyder de att bättre 

redovisningsstandarder är associerade med högre transparens, och därmed att högre 

premier borde hittas i länder med bättre redovisningsstandarder. Deras resultat 

bekräftar deras hypoteser. 

Banerjee, Dai och Shrestha (2011) analyserade vilka faktorer som påverkar 

underprissättningen av börslistningar i 36 länder och fann resultat på att bland annat 
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nivån av ansvarsfrihet angående prospekten23 påverkar underprissättningen signifikant, 

där högre ansvarsfrihet är associerad med lägre underprissättning.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
23 Ansvarsfrihet angående prospekten syftar på hur enkelt det är för en investerare att stämma emitteraren 

för skadestånd på grund av fel eller vilseledande information i ett prospekt. En högre nivå på ansvarsfrihet 

skulle innebära att det är svårare för investerare att stämma emitteraren. Obs! Måttet ”prospectus liability 

standards” som använts i studien fungerar egentligen tvärtemot, högre prospectus liability standards 

innebär att det är lättare för investerare att stämma för skadestånd; men ”liability standards” saknar en bra 

översättning vilket gjort att jag inverterat på beskrivningen och resultaten. 
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11.3 Teoretisk referensram och hypoteser 

11.3.1 Teori 

De tre primära teorierna som kan anpassas för att bygga upp hypoteser angående dual 

tracking handlar om asymmetrisk information, signalering och auktionsteori.  

Asymmetrisk information är något som alltid förekommer i transaktioner, det vill säga 

den ena parten har mer information om säljobjektet än den andra parten. Akerlofs (1970) 

exempel om ”Market for Lemons” illustrerar en situation där endast bilförsäljaren på 

förhand vet den egentliga kvaliteten på bilen som han säljer, medan en köpare inte kan 

skilja åt en bra bil från en dålig bil. Den här situationen leder till att köparen inte skulle 

betala det riktiga priset för bilen, utan i stället ett genomsnittligt marknadspris på 

använda bilar, för att inte riskera att han betalar överpris för en dålig bil. Även om detta 

exempel är simpelt, kan det appliceras på den finansiella marknaden oerhört bra.  

Marknadsvärden för publika bolag är allmänt kända. Även om företagschefer säkerligen 

har en bättre bild av det verkliga värdet av bolaget, reflekterar aktiepriset marknadens 

förväntningar på bolagets framtida kassaflöden. Publika bolag är tvungna att rapportera 

och avslöja viktig information, gå igenom noggranna revideringar och ha interna 

kontroller i skick, vilket ytterligare minskar på informationsasymmetrierna angående 

bolagets värde.  

Detta håller dock inte för privata bolag. Ifall en ägare av ett privat bolag försöker sälja sin 

andel till någon annan, kan köparkandidaten ifrågasätta varför ägaren vill sälja sitt 

företag. Kanske något är snett som inte säljaren berättar om. Som i exemplet med bilar, 

skulle det här leda till en situation där köparen skulle diskontera priset för det okända, 

vilket skulle leda till ett lägre pris.  

Genom att det privata bolaget går igenom, eller åtminstone påbörjar, en 

börslistningsprocess, kan en del av den asymmetriska informationen mellan köparna och 

säljaren antagligen minskas. Det skulle i sin del leda till ett högre pris, då värdet inte 

skulle behöva diskonteras lika mycket på grund av det okända.  

En annan teori som är nära relaterad till asymmetrisk information är signalering. Ett av 

problemen som privata företag har är signaleringen om deras höga kvalitet till potentiella 

förvärvare. Som sagt, att en entreprenör försöker sälja sitt bolag till någon annan och ge 

upp kontrollen av sitt bolag ger knappast de mest positiva signalerna. Eftersom 
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börslistade bolag är tvungna att gå igenom noggranna granskningar, kan själva 

påbörjandet av en börslistningsprocess ge positiva signaler om kvaliteten av det privata 

bolaget.  

Auktionsteorin handlar ordagrant om det som kan upplevas på auktioner: att flera 

köpare tävlar om en viss produkt med att bjuda högre bud. Den som bjuder högst 

”vinner” produkten. Det har påvisats att ett flertal köpare påverkar positivt på 

förvärvspremier, men en dual-track-strategi skulle introducera en helt ny marknad som 

kan visa intresse för bolaget. I stället för att endast företag skulle vara intresserade av 

köpa bolaget, skulle även institutionella och privata investerare kunna visa sitt intresse, 

vilket kunde driva förvärvspremien allt högre.  

11.3.2 Hypoteser 

Genom att bygga på teorierna och den tidigare forskningen formar jag totalt åtta 

hypoteser som hanterar dual-track-exitstrategier. 

Min första hypotes är att både publika och privata dual-track-företag kommer att nå 

högre förvärvspremier än motsvarande single-track-företag. Jag anser också att publika 

dual-track-bolag kommer att nå högre premier än privata dual-track-företag, då 

faktumet att de har varit publika en stund ytterligare borde minska på den asymmetriska 

informationen. 

Jag formar sedan fyra hypoteser som tar ställning till de egentliga dual-track-premierna. 

Jag antar först att dual-track-premien kommer att vara mindre i länder där 

redovisningsstandarderna är bättre, eftersom jag inte tror att ett prospekt kommer att 

avslöja lika mycket ny information i länderna med höga redovisningsstandarder. Vidare 

tror jag att nivån av upplysningskraven för prospekten även påverkar dual-track-

premien positivt, medan en högre nivå av ansvarsfrihet angående prospekten borde ha 

en motsatt effekt. Dessutom tror jag att nivån av investerarskyddet kommer att påverka 

dual-track-premien, utan att ta ställning till med vilket tecken det påverkar premien.  

Jag lyfter även fram dual-track-börslistningarna i mina hypoteser, och förutspår att 

användningen av dual-track-metoden kommer att höja på underprissättningen och 

samtidigt sänka på värderingen av bolaget. 
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11.4 Beskrivning av data och metod 

För att undersöka ifall mina hypoteser stämmer, identifierar jag de privata och publika 

dual-track-bolagen genom att undersöka vilka alla bolag som har varit involverade i 

förvärvstransaktioner, och vilka alla bolag som har påbörjat en börslistningsprocess. De 

bolag som har blivit uppköpta inom två år efter att de påbörjat en börslistningsprocess, 

men inte ännu emitterat aktier, kategoriserar jag som privata dual-track-bolag. De bolag 

som blivit uppköpta inom två år efter sin initiala aktieemission kategoriserar jag till 

publika dual-track-bolag. Jag samlar också data för privata single-track-bolag för att 

kunna jämföra förvärvspremier mellan exitstrategierna. Jag identifierar också dual-

track-börslistningarna (dual-track IPO:ar) genom att analysera vilka bolag som blivit 

listade på börsen och varit involverade som målbolag i förvärvstillkännagivanden, men 

inte blivit uppköpta före börslistandet. Jag inkluderar även bolag som blivit uppköpta 

efter börslistandet på grund av ett litet sampel.  

Mitt slutliga förvärvssampel består av 1327 single-track-bolag, 110 privata dual-track-

bolag och 488 publika dual-track-bolag, vilka har blivit uppköpta 1990-2014 i de 

studerade utvecklade länderna24. Mitt börslistningssampel består av 84 dual-track 

IPO:ar och 84 matchande single-track IPO:ar.  

Jag definierar förvärvspremien som transaktionsvärdet dividerat med målbolagets 

omsättning för de senaste 12 månaderna före förvärvet, men använder även ytterligare 

värderingsmultiplar för börslistningssamplet. 

Eftersom förvärvssamplen och börslistningssamplen inte är jämförbara med varandra, 

är de empiriska metoderna även olika. För att undersöka ifall dual-track-företag blir 

uppköpta för högre premier än single-track-företag anpassar jag först ett flertal 

univariata test både på hela samplet och på en del specificerade mindre sampel. Jag 

använder mig sedan av multivariata regressioner för att undersöka förvärvspremien 

noggrannare, och inkluderar även andra faktorer som är allmänt kända att ha en effekt 

på förvärvspremien.  

                                                        
24 Jag delar in de studerade länderna enligt deras rättstraditioner på samma sätt som La Porta, Lopez-de-

Silanes, Shleifer och Vishny (1996). De bolagen som faller under anglosaxisk rättstradition är Australien, 

Kanada, Hong Kong, Irland, Israel, Nya Zeeland, Singapore, Storbritannien och USA. Under fransk 

rättstradition hör Belgien, Frankrike, Italien, Nederländerna, Portugal och Spanien. Under tysk 

rättstradition hör Österrike, Tyskland, Japan och Schweitz, medan Danmark, Finland, Norge och Sverige 

har skandinaviska rättstraditioner.  
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För att undersöka ifall de antagna landspecifika faktorerna är associerade med dual-

track-förvärvspremien inkluderar jag interaktionsvariabler i regressionen. 

Skillnader i värderingen och underprissättningen på dual-track IPO:ar mäts både med t-

test för parade sampel och Wilcoxon signed ranks-test.  
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11.5 Resultat och diskussion av resultaten 

Resultaten för både de univariata testen och de multivariata regressionerna antyder att 

både de privata och de publika dual-track-bolagen blir förvärvade för signifikant högre 

förvärvspremier än motsvarande single-track-bolag. Premien för publika dual-track-

bolag ligger mellan 108 % och 210 %, vilket innebär att en publik dual-track-strategi 

åtminstone skulle dubbla premien i jämförelse med att sälja utan att ha listats på börsen, 

medan premierna associerade med privata dual-track-strategin ligger mellan 79 % och 

311 %25. Det finns dock inga signifikanta skillnader mellan de privata och publika dual-

track-bolagens förvärvspremier. Resultaten visar också att inga signifikanta dual-track-

premier hittas för bolag från länderna med tysk eller skandinavisk rättstradition.  

Teorierna och den tidigare forskningen talade om att dual-track-premier skulle hittas, 

och att dessa inte hittats i Skandinavien eller i länder med tysk rättstradition är 

intressant. Även om detta möjligen kunde ha förklarats med de landspecifika faktorerna 

som analyserats, stöder inte resultaten hypoteserna26.  

Praktiskt innebär de landspecifika resultaten att förvärvspremien för dual-track-bolag är 

högre i länder med lägre krav på upplysningar i prospekten och lägre i länder med sämre 

redovisningsstandarder. Bättre investerarskydd är negativt associerat med nivån av 

förvärvspremien för privata dual-track-bolag, medan högre ansvarsfrihet är associerat 

med högre förvärvspremier för privata dual-track-bolag.  

När dessa resultat relateras till de genomsnittliga måtten för de landspecifika faktorerna 

i länderna med tysk och skandinavisk rättstradition, vilka båda har liknande 

redovisningsstandarder men lägre investerarskydd och prospektkrav än länderna med 

anglosaxisk (och delvis fransk) rättstradition27, är det uppenbart att de landspecifika 

faktorerna inte kan ge en förklaring till att dual-track-premier inte hittats i länderna med 

tysk och skandinavisk rättstradition. 

Resultaten för båda testen angående dual-track-börslistningar, värderingsmultiplarna 

och underprissättningen, visar att det inte finns signifikanta skillnader mellan single-

track IPO:ar och dual-track IPO:ar. Det innebär att marknaden inte tycks reagera 

negativt på att dual-track-företagets ägare även är intresserad av att sälja företaget. 

                                                        
25 Resultaten är presenterade i tabell 11.  
26 Presenteras i tabell 12 och 13. 
27 Presenteras i tabell 5. 
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En aspekt som kan ifrågasättas angående dual-track-IPO-bolagen är huruvida 

marknaden egentligen vet om att företaget är intresserat av att bli förvärvat. Ifall 

företaget vill utreda ifall det finns möjligheter för det, skulle antagligen 

investeringsbankirerna, som sköter börslistandet, sprida ryktet under den så kallade 

roadshowen, vilken fungerar som en slags marknadsföringsrunda. Då kan det tänkas att 

investerarna skulle veta om företagets, eller dess investerares, intressen. En annan sak 

som kan ifrågasättas är ifall alla de identifierade dual-track-IPO-bolagen som blivit 

uppköpta inom två år egentligen hade planerat en dual-track-exitstrategi, men det är 

svårt att ta ställning till den frågan utan mer information om transaktionerna och 

målbolagen.  
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11.6 Slutsatser 

Sammanfattningsvis kan det antydas att avhandlingens syfte har nåtts i sin helhet. Dual-

track-exitstrategier är associerade med 79 % till 311 % högre förvärvspremier i 

förhållande till förvärvspremierna för jämförbara privata single-track-bolag i länder som 

har anglosaxisk eller fransk rättstradition. Dual tracking tycks inte ha någon effekt på 

förvärvspremierna i länderna med skandinavisk eller tysk rättstradition, och orsaken till 

det här kan inte heller förklaras med de landspecifika faktorerna som studerats i 

avhandlingen. 

Dessa resultat innebär att dual tracking är en optimal strategi för att öka företagets värde 

i länder med anglosaxisk eller tysk rättstradition, men också att en börslistning inte 

behöver påbörjas i samband med en exitstrategi i länder med skandinavisk eller tysk 

rättstradition, då en börslistning inte förväntas öka på efterföljande förvärvsvärde 

signifikant.  

Dual tracking verkar inte heller ha någon påverkan på underprissättningen i 

initialemissioner eller värderingen av de börslistade bolagen, vilket innebär att en dual-

track-strategi även kan appliceras ifall entreprenören och andra initialinvesterare vill 

klarlägga möjligheter angående både börslistningar och företagsförvärv, utan att vara 

rädda för att skicka negativa signaler som skulle påverka värdet på bolaget negativt.  
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APPENDIX 1  

Model 9 with year, country and industry effects 

Variable       Variable cont.     Variable cont.     

Constant 2.14 (3.59) *** 2001 0.17 (1.14)   Australi -0.01 (-0.05)   

PublicDu 0.69 (10.12) *** 2002 0.15 (0.77)   Austria 0.92 (0.91)   

PrivateD 0.63 (5.06) *** 2003 -0.49 (-3.22) *** Belgium 0.46 (0.78)   

Cash -0.09 (-1.52)   2004 -0.23 (-1.79) * Canada -0.57 (-4.2) *** 

Stock 0.43 (6.76) *** 2005 -0.17 (-1.35)   Denmark -0.51 (-2.15) ** 

LNTotAss -0.35 (-22.06) *** 2006 -0.05 (-0.44)   Finland -0.94 (-2.25) ** 

CrossBor 0.14 (2.05) ** 2008 -0.12 (-0.98)   France -0.60 (-3.9) *** 

Indust_1 0.09 (1.86) * 2009 -0.55 (-2.81) *** Germany -0.93 (-4.91) *** 

Financia 0.55 (4.87) *** 2010 -0.28 (-1.51)   HongKong 0.17 (0.6)   

Rivals 0.14 (0.64)   2011 0.12 (0.64)   IrelandR -1.34 (-2.91) *** 

Hostile 0.07 (0.11)   2012 -0.35 (-1.82) * Israel 0.74 (1.44)   

1990 -0.71 (-2.03) ** 2013 -0.06 (-0.29)   Italy -1.11 (-3.69) *** 

1991 -0.84 (-2.66) *** 2014 0.46 (1.67) * Japan -2.08 (-12.59) *** 

1992 -1.00 (-6.46) *** B 1.00 (1.67) * Netherla -0.15 (-0.51)   

1993 -1.01 (-6.88) *** C -0.42 (-0.68)   NewZeala -1.02 (-2.01) ** 

1994 -0.93 (-7.68) *** D 0.36 (0.61)   Norway -0.74 (-2.76) *** 

1995 -0.84 (-5.82) *** E 0.58 (0.97)   Portugal -1.11 (-1.55)   

1996 -0.34 (-1.88) * F -0.54 (-0.9)   Singapor -2.21 (-5.3) *** 

1997 -0.43 (-3.16) *** G -0.47 (-0.79)   Spain -0.73 (-3.35) *** 

1998 -0.52 (-3.81) *** H 0.73 (1.25)   Sweden -0.58 (-1.86) * 

1999 0.21 (1.66) * I 0.42 (0.72)   Switzerl 0.90 (2.78) *** 

2000 0.79 (6.07) *** J -4.01 (-4.33) *** UnitedKi -0.85 (-12.11) *** 

Number of observations 1889                   

Adjusted R^2 0.36                   
The results of the OLS regression for model 9 is presented in the table. The dependent variable is the natural logarithm of the acquisition premium, or the deal value over the sales of the sell-
out company. The columns show the constants and the t-statistics in the parentheses. The significance level is specified with the asterisks *, ** and ***, indicating significance levels of 10 %, 5 
% and 1 % respectively. Year 2007, the United States and the agriculture, forestry and fishing companies are left in the intercept. 

Industry codes: B = Mining, C = Construction, D = Manufacturing, E = Transportation, communications, electric, gas, and sanitary service, F = Wholesale trade, G = 
Retail trade, H = Finance, insurance, and real estate, I = Services, and J = Public administration. 
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APPENDIX 2  

OLS regressions with winsorised acquisition premiums as the dependent 
variable 

Variable 
Rob. model 1 Rob model 2 

Whole sample (excl USA) 

constant 27.32 *** 14.29 *** 

  (5.53)   (3.15)   

DualPublic 17.69 *** 18.38 *** 

  (5.43)   (3.37)   

DualPrivate 12.68 * 11.49 ** 

  (1.67)   (2.14)   

Cash -3.78 * -1.44   

  (-1.75)   (-0.74)   

Stock 14.68 *** 21.17 *** 

  (4.11)   (3.58)   

LN(TotalAssets) -6.73 *** -5.72 *** 

  (-5.73)   (-3.78)   

Tech 10.60 *** 5.10   

  (2.86)   (1.11)   

Bubble -0.54   7.42 ** 

  (-0.25)   (2.4)   

TechBubble 8.28   5.84   

  (1.29)   (0.7)   

Cross-Border 0.12   3.20   

  (0.04)   (1.12)   

IndustryFocus 2.74   3.75   

  (1.07)   (1.13)   

FinancialSponsor 4.78   10.11 ** 

  (1.54)   (2.1)   

Rival -1.66   -7.85   

  (-0.54)   (-1.04)   

Hostile -9.90 *** -4.86   

  (-2.94)   (-1.06)   

Number of observations 1889   879   

Adjusted R^2 0.10   0.12   
The results of the OLS regressions used for robustness on models 1 and 2 are presented in the table. The dependent variable 
is the 2 % winsorised acquisition premium, or the deal value over the sales of the sell-out company. The columns show the 
constants and the t-statistics in the parentheses. The significance level is specified with the asterisks *, ** and ***, indicating 
significance levels of 10 %, 5 % and 1 % respectively. 


